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asovna analiza Son£evih izbruhov v radijskih in rentgenskih
frekven£nih pasovih
Izvle£ek
V tem magistrskem delu predstavljamo standardni model Son£evih bli²£ev oz. iz-
bruhov in enega od moºnih na£inov testiranja njegove veljavnosti z analizo radijskih
podatkov Sonca, ki so bili izmerjeni s Trºa²kim Son£nim radijskim sistemom (TSRS)
v bliºini Trsta v Italiji. Pregled podatkov sledi seznamu dogodkov s Son£evimi ener-
getskimi delci (SEP), ki so imeli za izvor Son£eve bli²£e med letoma 1996 in 2016.
Opazovali smo lastnosti  natan£neje £as vrhov v 6 radijskih in 2 rentgenskih fre-
kvencah  zna£ilne za izbruhe, ki jih povzro£i bli²£, ki sledi standardnemu modelu.
Pri ve£ini opazovanih dogodkov se £asovna pojavnost vrhov dobro sklada s pri£a-
kovano £asovno sekvenco pojavljanja vrhov v standardnem modelu izbruhov. Poleg
teh pa smo identificirali tudi mnogo izjem tega pravila in kompleksnih dogodkov, ki
jih bo treba ²e podrobneje preu£iti. Dogodke smo nato zdruºili in naredili statistiko
£asovnih zamikov med radijskimi in rentgenskimi vrhovi. Metoda je primerljiva s
pristopom drugih raziskovalnih skupin. Tudi na²i rezultati se dobro ujemajo s ti-
stimi iz literature. V naslednjem koraku smo preverili, za koliko dogodkov SEP je
TSRS izmeril radijski izbruh. Hoteli smo dokazati zanesljivost na²ega sistema pri
prepoznavanju potencialno nevarnih Son£evih dogodkov in identificirali ²tiri take
dogodke. Na koncu smo opisali ²e eno lastnost podatkov iz TSRS, ki bi lahko bila
znanilec za ve£je Son£eve bli²£e in jo bo potrebno potrditi ali ovre£i ²ele z dodatno
analizo v prihodnosti. Med potekom dela za to magistrsko nalogo smo avtor naloge
in kolegi za£eli s projektom izgradnje poskusnega radijskega teleskopa. Kraj²i opis
tega teleskopa se nahaja v zaklju£kih kot dodatek tej magistrski nalogi.
Klju£ne besede: Son£evi izbruhi, magnetna rekonekcija, radijska astronomija,
standardni model Son£evih bli²£ev, rentgenski ºarki, Trºa²ki Son£ni radijski sistem,
sateliti GOES, energetski Son£evi delci, statistika Son£evih izbruhov, radijski zna-
nilci Son£evih bli²£ev, poskusni radijski teleskop

Analysis of solar flare timing in radio and X-ray bands
Abstract
This thesis presents the standard solar flare model and one of the possible verifica-
tions of its validity by analyzing radio-solar data taken with the Trieste Solar Radio
System (TSRS), located near the city of Trieste in Italy. A review of measured data
was made based on a list of solar energetic particle (SEP) events, produced by solar
flares in the years between 1996 and 2016. Features expected for bursts produced by
a flare following the standard model  namely peaking times in six radio frequencies
and two X-ray bands  were observed. The majority of observed events showed
a fair congruence with the expected time sequence of peaks in the standard flare
model. However, many exceptions to the standard model rules and complex events
were also identified, necessitating further investigation. The events were subsequen-
tly gathered in order to obtain a statistical overview of radio and X-ray peaks time
delays that was compared to previous works performed by other research groups.
We found our findings to correspond broadly to theirs. Next, we verified how many
SEP events were preceded by a solar radio burst observed in Trieste. We sought to
confirm the reliability of our instrument for identifying potentially hazardous solar
events, finding four such events. In the end, we described a feature observed in the
TSRS data which could represent a precursor event for large solar flares. The theory
would require confirmation or rejection in future analyses. As part of work on this
thesis, an experimental radio telescope project was started by the author and his
colleagues. This project is outlined in brief in the conclusion as a supplement to the
thesis.
Keywords: solar flares, magnetic reconnection, radio astronomy, standard model
of solar flares, X-rays, Trieste Solar Radio System, GOES satellites, solar energetic
particles, solar flare statistics, solar flare radio precursors, experimental radio tele-
scope
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Sun is by far the biggest and most important energy source for Earth as whole.
Nevertheless, unsettled solar activity can represent a problem for today's society,
which relies heavily on electronic devices. During a solar cycle, periods of non-
activity interchange with periods of intense activity. During the latter, flares and
eruptions occur, generating electromagnetic and particle disturbances affecting our
planet and its surrounding magnetic field. Space weather research analyses identify
past and present events in order to obtain a better understanding of solar phenom-
ena. The ultimate goal is to be able to make reliable predictions of future events.
Powerful solar storms, like the so called Carrington-Hodgson event of 1859, could
have a devastating effect on electric grids and almost all electronic devices on Earth.
The damage would be even greater for the devices in Earth's orbit, including the
International Space Station and its crew, who would also suffer intense radiation ex-
posure. These are some of the arguments which illustrate the importance of studying
solar phenomena. On a wider scale, our Sun is just a typical main sequence dwarf
star. So understanding mechanisms of its activity cycles can be useful for our un-
derstanding of conditions on other similar stars and planets in their vicinity.
This thesis is divided into six chapters, the introduction being the first. In the second
chapter, the Sun and the standard solar flare model are described. The theoretical
model of the flare driving mechanism, magnetic reconnection, is presented. Radio
waves and particle acceleration are described, along with radio burst type classifi-
cation. A presentation of the main properties of our radio observation facility, the
Trieste Solar Radio System, follows. Finally, GOES satellites data are discussed as
a source of X-ray and particle observations.
The third chapter compares solar radio burst peaking times from data taken by the
Trieste Solar Radio System (TSRS, INAF-OATs, Trieste-Italy) and the according
X-ray solar flares peaking times taken by GOES satellites in geostationary orbit.
We included the years from 2002 to 2010 during solar cycles 23 and 24. In this
way we are able to see the evolution of an event via the timing of radio and X-ray
peaks. Various event examples are presented, comprising typical event progression
and many exceptional cases observed, where a more detailed research and flare model
is needed.
The fourth chapter combines all the radio and X-ray data gathered for all observed
events with the goal of obtaining relevant statistics of X-ray flare type and evaluat-
ing time delays between radio and X-ray peaks. This was done for all observed radio
frequencies and the two X-ray bands in order to make our statistics comparable with
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similar previous work performed by research groups.
In the fifth chapter, solar energetic particle events which were identified to follow
the observed solar radio bursts are presented with the example of the most powerful,
which occurred on 28 October 2003. Other events are also presented. A statistical
analysis was made for the radio burst types and X-ray flare types of the erupting
events that subsequently produced energetic particle flux enhancement on Earth.
Finally, an evaluation of particle flux peaks arrival times was made.
In the sixth chapter, a specific feature observed in the radio data is addressed. Some
events exhibit a noticeable increase in radio flux density and radio noise prior to the
flare, which could represent a potential precursor to the ensuing larger event. Fol-
lowing from this theory, the number of radio bursts, together with type and number
of X-ray flares, were also registered for the day of the main event and the two pre-
ceding it.
Altogether 31 events were identified from the TSRS data based on a comparison
with GOES observations. Their radio and X-ray flux density peaking times were
collected and tabulated along with radio burst and X-ray flare types. Particle flux
density peaks timings were also collected for the events where solar energetic par-
ticles were generated by the flare. The majority of cases exhibit timings expected
from the standard solar flare model. However, a considerable number of events also
exhibit anomalous features and unexpected behavior, which will need further inves-
tigation. The statistical analysis we made on the whole sample shows a temporal
delay between radio and X-ray peaks comparable to the results obtained by other
research groups.
We were able to determine that eight solar particle events, for which four are certain,
were generated by events observed in radio bands of Trieste Solar Radio System. We
found a slight divergence in our statistics of particle events and radio burst types
compared to similar statistics collected by another research group. Time differences
of particle flux density peaks arrival show a wide range of values from hours to days.
This indicates that different particle acceleration and propagation mechanisms are
involved and need to be taken into consideration.
The feature in radio data at 237 MHz was present in eight observed events. Further
investigation on a much larger data sample is required in order to uphold or reject
that this feature is truly connected with major flaring events.
In conclusion, a project is presented that is currently being developed by the author
of this thesis together with Rok Vogrin£i£, M. Sc., from the Faculty of Mathematics
and Physics of the University of Ljubljana. Its aim is to build an experimental radio
telescope with a 2.4 meter parabolic dish. With it we hope to obtain experience
in construction of radio telescopes and analysis of their data and to explore the
possibilities of astronomical observations offered by this type of device.
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Solar activity and its observation
2.1 The Sun
The Sun is a yellow dwarf star of approximately 4.6 billion years and an approxi-
mate radius of R⊙ = 7 · 105 km[8][16][17]. The average distance between our planet
and the Sun is defined as one astronomical unit: 1 AU ≈ 1.5 · 108 km[16][17]. Due
to extremely high temperatures in its interior, most of its matter is in the form
of ionized gas called plasma. About 70% of its mass is represented by hydrogen,
28% by helium and the remaining 2% are all other elements from the periodic ta-
ble combined[16]. The temperature on its surface is of ≈ 5700 K and in the core
it reaches 15 · 106 K[8]. Extreme temperature and pressure in the solar core en-
able nuclear fusion of hydrogen nuclei, producing energy in the process. The core
is the most internal part of the Sun and its radius is approximately 0.25R⊙[16].
Nuclear energy generation maintains high internal temperature and subsequently
also pressure, as the two are linked by the ideal gas law. The resulting pressure
gradient balances gravity. The layer enclosing the nucleus is called the radiative
layer, reaching 0.7R⊙[16]. Here the energy transfer from the nucleus towards the
surface occurs via radiation. Photons produced by nuclear processes in the nucleus
are continuously absorbed and re-emitted by the radiative layer plasma. They need
millions of years to cross this layer. Strong interaction between light and matter
means that the same energy that is carried away from the core by a small number
of high energy photons eventually reaches the top of the radiative layer via a much
larger number of less energetic photons. In the outermost 30% of the solar radius
there is the convective layer, where the energy can be transported outwards by con-
vective motions of the plasma which are a much more efficient energy transporting
mechanism. On the solar surface, the plasma gives away the energy by emitting
photons. In becoming cooler through this process, it returns back to the lower
parts of the convective layer and heats up again, beginning a new cycle. An addi-
tional thin layer called the tachocline is located between the radiative an convective
layer[16]. This is believed to be the source of electrical currents generating the Sun's
magnetic field via a dynamo effect. Here a transition in velocity profiles occur[17].
The radiative zone has a uniform rotation around the solar rotation axis, while the
convective zone has a differential rotation, being faster at the equator and slower
at the poles[17]. This results in a shear between the two, generating a thin layer of
horizontally moving plasma currents[17]. It is hypothesized that these currents are
the generators of the solar dynamo, producing the solar magnetic field[17]. Above
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the convective layer is the start of the solar atmosphere. Its first layer is called
the photosphere where the solar plasma becomes transparent for optical light[16].
It has a thickness of only a few hundred kilometers. The energy generated in the
core goes through this layer and is therefore released from the star. This is called
the 'solar surface'[8][16]. This layer provides the majority of information about the
Sun and enables us to understand its internal structure[8]. Sunspots also occur in
this layer at points where magnetic loop footpoints are located. The temperature
decreases trough the photosphere reaching a minimum value of 4300 K at the top[8].
At this point it starts to rise again and the temperature rising layer is called the
chromosphere[8]. The name derives from the fact that many optical and ultraviolet
emission lines can be observed in this layer, the most prominent being the Balmer-
alpha line of hydrogen (Hα) at 6563 Å, sensitive to temperature, plasma motion
and impact of energetic particles from the corona[8]. Temperature at the chromo-
spheric top reaches 20000 K[8]. In a thin transition layer of only a few hundred
kilometers, the temperature rises to about 106 K[8]. Extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
lines originate here with the most important being the hydrogen Lyman-alpha line
at 1215.7 Å[8]. Thermal bremsstrahlung visible in microwaves from 1-30 GHz is also
one of the most important emissions from this layer[8]. The last, largest and most
rarefied part of the solar atmosphere is called the corona[8]. Its emission in visible
wavelengths is negligible and observable only during a solar eclipse. The majority
of its thermal energy is emitted via soft X-rays and EUV[8]. Here the tempera-
tures move between 2-3·106 K[8]. The corona does not have a well defined limit and
its extension into interplanetary space varies with solar activity[8]. During periods
of high activity, the so-called active regions appear visible as sunspots from which
magnetic loops extend into the corona and generate coronal plasma heating through
magnetic processes. This generates flares and coronal mass ejections. Magnetic
processes, namely magnetic reconnection, is responsible also for the heating of all
the plasma layers above the photosphere and the resulting progressive temperature
growth[8][16][17]. Opposite to the corona, where reconnection generates single large
flares, the lower solar atmospheric layers are heated by myriads of small magnetic
reconnection events occurring continuously[8][11]. It is important to emphasize that
the temperature, when we treat plasmas, is defined from the average kinetic energy
of plasma particles. Magnetic loops can connect two or more active regions (sunspot
areas) or have one end rooted in an active region and the other extending radially
from the surface to interplanetary space reaching the limits of the solar system[8].
These 'open lines' enable coronal plasma fluxes to feed the solar wind, which is a
continuous stream of charged particles capable of reaching a propagation speed of
700 km/s[16]. Due to this plasma outflow, large portions of solar atmosphere are
depleted of plasma, appearing less bright, and are called coronal holes[8]. Figure 2.1
depicts the solar layers along with temperature and density of each layer. Figure
2.2 shows temperature and density profiles of solar atmospheric layers.
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Figure 2.1: Section of the Sun where internal layers described in section 2.1 are
presented along with corresponding temperatures and plasma densities[1].
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Figure 2.2: Figure showing temperature profiles (white solid line) and density profile
(white broken line) throughout the solar atmosphere[2]. Yellow and orange peaks
are chromospheric spicules, streams of plasma moving from the solar surface into
the chromosphere and corona. They often appear as dark hairs above the solar
surface. Numbered temperature lines in the lower left area show familiar laboratory
temperatures such as (1) temperature at which gold melts, 1337 K; (2) melting point
of iron, 1808 K; (3) boiling point of silver, 2485 K; (4) temperature of acetylene
welding flame; and (5) iron welding arc[2]. Lettered lines at top give terrestrial
densities, such as (A) density of our atmosphere at an altitude of 50 km, (B) Earth
atmosphere at 90 km; (C, D, E) ranges of vacuum densities achieved by laboratory
vacuum pumps: (C) a mechanical vacuum pump, (D) a diffusion pump, and (E) an
ion pump[2].
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2.2 Standard Flare model
Solar flares are coronal phenomena where large quantities of energy are emitted
in form of electromagnetic waves and particle fluxes. The mechanism respon-
sible for releasing this energy is called magnetic reconnection and occurs when
magnetic loops, rising from solar interior trough the photosphere, interact among
themselves[8][7][16].
The solar magnetic field is believed to originate in the tachocline between the radia-
tive and convection layer. Magnetic flux tubes permeate the plasma in this internal
region and magnetic lines inside the tube contribute to the pressure[5][18]. Magnetic
pressure µ−1B2/2[18] is added to thermodynamic pressure p. The pressure inside
and outside the tube must be the same for dynamic equilibrium. If the tempera-
tures inside and outside are also equal, it follows from the gas law that the density
inside the tube will be lower from its surroundings and the tube will experience
buoyancy[18], as shown in figure 2.3 (a). This causes the tube to travel from its
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a) A magnetic flux tube in the layers beneath the solar surface expe-
riences buoyancy due to lower density plasma in its interior compared to the tube
surroundings[3]. It progressively rises towards the surface until it pierces trough it in
areas manifesting as solar spots[3]. It thus forms a magnetic loop[3]. (b) Evolution
of a magnetic loop in the standard flare model[4]. Areas of the loop with opposite
polarity gradually approach each other in the so-called X-point[4]. Subsequently
the magnetic fields cancel each other out in the process of reconnection, releasing
energy[4]. A more detailed depiction of standard flare model processes is shown in
figure 2.5.
original layer towards the surface. When it reaches the solar surface, portions of the
field pierce trough it forming magnetic loops. The emerging magnetic flux through
the photosphere and the motion of loop footpoints causes a progressive build-up of
energy stored in magnetic fields. Magnetic flux tubes rising from solar interior aim
to detach themselves from the star, which occurs trough magnetic reconnection, as
demonstrated in figure 2.3 (b), where the reconnection point is called the X-point[19].
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Within minutes, the magnetic energy contained in magnetic fields constituting the
loops converts into particle energy, heat and motion. Magnetic reconnection occurs
when two magnetized plasmas of opposite polarity meet and create a current sheet
in between[8][7][16][5]. The current sheet is a layer of plasma with electrical cur-
rents flowing trough it perpendicular to the surrounding magnetic fields[5][8]. This
situation is shown in figure 2.4, where the current sheet is represented by a grey
rectangle directed out of the figure plane. To illustrate the reconnection process we
will use the Sweet-Parker model, described in the Chiuderi and Velli book Fisica del
Plasma[5], which is the simplest model for reconnection. The magnetic field inside a
current sheet is described by the induction (or Faraday) equation where we consider
only the diffusive term[5]:
∂B
∂t
= η∇2B (2.1)
The motion equation in plasmas for a stationar flux is[5]:
ρ(v · ∇)v = −∇
(︃
P +
B2
8π
)︃
+ (B · ∇)B (2.2)
where B is the magnetic field, η the magnetic diffusivity, v the plasma flow velocity,
P the plasma pressure inside the current sheet and ρ the plasma density. The first
equation we use to describe electric currents is the Ohm law[5]:
J = σ(E+ v×B/c) (2.3)
where σ is the electric conductivity, related to magnetic diffusivity as σ = c2/4πη,
and v is the velocity of the plasma flow. For the latter v << c is true which gives
a slowly varying electric field. Therefore in equation[5]:
∇×B = 4π
c
J+
1
c
∂E
∂t
(2.4)
the second right term can be neglected and this is the second equation we use in
electric currents description[5]. The magnetic field Bi is transported towards the
current sheet by the plasma, to which it bonds with velocity vi[5]. Once it reaches
the region where η ̸= 0, it diffuses due to electrical conductivity being finite into the
current sheet[5]. Inside, the magnetic field lines break and reconnect with magnetic
lines of opposite polarity, annihilating the magnetic field at the center of the current
sheet[5]. The reconnected magnetic field Bu exiting the current sheet has velocity
vu[5]. This whole process is illustrated in figure 2.4 (a). Figure 2.4 (b) shows
the configuration of magnetic field lines during the reconnection process. In this
model we neglect the pressure gradients inside the current sheet[5]. The electric
field outside the sheet where J = 0 can be approximated evaluating eq. 2.3[5]:
E =
vi
c
Bi (2.5)
Inside the sheet, where B ≈ 0, is approximated as[5]:
E =
Jc
σ
(2.6)
From eq. 2.4 we can estimate the current to be Jc ≈ (c/4π)Bi/l and with the elim-
ination of E and Jc in eq. 2.5 and eq. 2.6 we obtain the inward plasma velocity[5]:
vi =
η
l
(2.7)
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(a) Magnetic field lines Bi transported by plasma fluxes with velocity vi towards
the region of reconnection called the current sheet and marked with a gray rect-
angle. After reconnection, magnetic field lines Bu pull charged plasma particles
out of the reconnection region with velocity vi.
(b) Scheme of the reconnection process magnetic configuration. Reconnected
magnetic field lines, exiting at the sides, are replaced by new magnetic field lines
of opposite polarity, guided from plasma fluxes toward the reconnection region,
from top and bottom direction.
Figure 2.4: Figures from Chiuderi and Velli book Fisica del Plasma[5] describing
the theory of magnetic reconnection in two dimensions. The Sweet-Parker model
for reconnection was used because it illustrates the principle in the most simplified
way.
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Here 2l indicates the current sheet thickness and 2L its width which is shown in figure
2.4 (a). From the mass conservation law, where 4Lρvi represents the incoming mass
and 4lρvu the exiting mass, we obtain[5]:
l = L
vi
vu
(2.8)
The magnetic flux conservation gives[5]:
Bu = Bi
vi
vu
= Bi
l
L
(2.9)
Neglecting the pressure term in the motion equation, the approximate magnetic
force, directed along the current sheet is[5]:
JcBu
c
≈ 1
4π
BiBu
l
(2.10)
This force accelerates the plasma along the current sheet, also called the resistive
layer, bringing it to the final value of vu. From the motion equation we can estimate
that[5]:
ρ
v2u
L
≈ 1
4π
BiBu
l
(2.11)
and obtain the exit velocity as[5]:
vu =
Bi√
4πρ
(2.12)
It is shown here how plasma acceleration can be performed by the magnetic tension
force alone[5]. The finite electrical resistivity is responsible for magnetic energy dis-
sipation, transforming it to other forms of energy[5][8]. One part transforms to ther-
mic energy by Joule heating and the rest goes to acceleration of particles[5]. Along
with acceleration by magnetic forces, electric fields generated when ∂B/∂t ̸= 0, also
accelerate charged particles[5]. Reconnection in the solar corona occurs generally
in very complex magnetic configurations at altitudes spanning from a few thousand
to 30000 km[20] above the photosphere. Temperatures of millions of degrees are
reached in this phased called the impulsive phase. The energy stored in magnetic
fields of active regions is much larger than the energy emitted during a flare[8]. Thus
when reconnection occurs on extremely small scales (≲ 1 km)[7][8], electrons are ac-
celerated to relativistic velocities between 0.1c and 0.5c[7][8]. Brightening in the
entire electromagnetic spectrum can thus be observed, where the most concerned
electromagnetic waves by the emission are hard and soft X-rays, ultraviolet, extreme
ultraviolet and radio wave emissions due to the solar flare being originated by mag-
netic reconnection[7][8]. Ultraviolet, extreme ultraviolet and soft X-rays are emitted
due to plasma heating to temperatures from 1.5 to 30 · 106 K[7][8]. Temperature
in plasmas is a measure of kinetic energy per particle[21]. Particles accelerated to
non-thermal energies during the impulsive phase emit hard X-rays when they hit
denser plasma layers in the photosphere[7][8]. Radio emission occurs due to gyra-
tion processes, bremsstrahlung and plasma emission[7][8][11]. Accelerated particles,
almost exclusively electrons, are thus responsible for the subsequent hard, soft X-
ray and radio emissions due to their motion in electrically-charged and magnetized
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plasma. Hard X-ray (HXR) emission is generally believed to be caused by particles
accelerated to non-thermal energies hitting the denser photospheric layers and emit-
ting via bremsstrahlung in the first seconds after reconnection[7][8]. Bremsstrahlung
or braking radiation, termed also free-free emission, occurs when a free electron is
accelerated in the electric field of an ion[22]. It is therefore a transition between
two unbound electronic energy states due to electron acceleration by the Coulomb
force[22]. The instantaneous total radiated power by the accelerated non-relativistic
charge is given with the Larmor formula[22][23][24][25]:
P ′ =
2q21 v̇
2
3c34πϵ0
(2.13)
where q1 is the electron elementary charge and v the electron velocity. The ion's
electric field accelerates the electron with electric force Fe during closest approach
with[23]:
v̇ =
Fe
m1
=
q1q2
4πϵ0b2m1
(2.14)
where m1 is the electron mass, q2 the ion electric charge and b is the so called
impact parameter, corresponding to the closest distance between the interacting
electron and ion. The estimated energy emitted by the scattering of one electron by
one ion can be then approximated as[23][22][24]:
Wbr ≈ P ′τ ≈ 2q
4
1q
2
2
3(4πϵ0c)3m2evb
3
(2.15)
where τ ≈ b/v is the duration of interaction and duration of the resulting pulse
of radiation[22]. Radiation comes in pulses which are wave packets, a superposi-
tion of electromagnetic waves with different frequencies[23][22][24]. Applying the
Fourier transformation to the pulse power progression in time, we get the frequency
spectrum[22][24]. This transformation implies that there is no radiation above the
frequency[23][22][24]:
ω ≈ v
b
(2.16)
HXR emission due to accelerated high energy particles hitting the photosphere must
not be taken as a general rule because many cases of HXR emission at loop tops
were observed, occurring in the immediate surrounding of the accelerating region[26].
Here particles accelerated to higher energies than thermal are generated and, if the
plasma surrounding the reconnection region is dense enough, they can generate HXR
loop top emission. Soft X-ray flux density peak occurs typically at the latest stages
of the event, after radio and HXR flux density peaks[7][8]. Their source is thermal-
ized electrons, with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of energies, spiraling along
magnetic flux tubes after reconnection[7][8]. Soft X-ray emission is thus distributed
along the magnetic loops where the estimated temperatures are between 10 and
30 ·106 K[7]. Figure 2.5 depicts in detail the standard flare model with the positions
of all electromagnetic and particle emission locations. In the picture we can see the
reconnection site, the newly formed magnetic loop, where hard and soft X-rays are
emitted. Above the reconnection site, a bubble of plasma containing magnetic field
lines is visible, which is expelled out of the solar atmosphere. This feature is called
the plasmoid and represents the model of the event called coronal mass ejection,
where large quantities of plasma are being ejected from the Sun into interplanetary
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space. It is still not possible to estimate the further evolution and propagation
velocity of the CME because the model lacks detailed information of how exactly
reconnection occurs. This remains an open question.
Radio emission is generated by different processes which dominate in different
Figure 2.5: Representation of standard flare model principles generating the event[6].
Magnetic field lines of opposite polarity are pressed together in a very small volume
of space causing reconnection and releasing energy[7][8][5]. It accelerates electrons,
protons and generates plasma outflow towards the surface and the outer coronal
layers[7][8][5]. Hard X-rays are generally emitted at loop footpoints[7][8]. Soft X-ray
peaks appear at a later stage, generated in the post-flare loop[7][8]. In these denser
coronal layers, radio emission at millimetric and centimetric wavelengths is also
generated[7]. On the opposite side, the magnetic lines form a prominence traveling
outward. The perturbations, generated by the released energy of the flare, travel
through coronal plasma generating radio emission due to plasma oscillations[7][8].
coronal physical conditions. Additionally to X-rays, bremsstrahlung generates ra-
dio emission as well when the electrons have thermal energies[23][22][24][27]. For
radio wave production, distant encounters between electrons and ions are relevant
when small trajectory deflections occur instead of the close encounters which gen-
erate large deflections and subsequently an emission at greater energies[23][22][27].
We can estimate the impact parameter for the highest radio frequency generated
by bremsstrahlung emission using eq. 2.16. Bremsstrahlung in the radio spectrum
dominates at millimetric and microwaves[8]. We can therefore estimate the impact
parameter necessary for radio emission at λ = 1 mm, corresponding to ν = 3 · 1011
Hz. We can choose an arbitrary altitude of 5000 km above the photosphere where
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the temperature is approximately T=10.000 K, resulting in an electron velocity of
v = 6.7 · 105 m/s. Using eq. 2.16 we estimate an impact parameter b ≈ 3.6 · 10−7
m. This process occurs everywhere in the corona and with greater intensity in the
active regions.
In plasmas where magnetic fields are present, acceleration due to particle collisions
is negligible compared to the acceleration for rotation around magnetic field lines.
Measurements reported typical magnetic field strengths ranging from 300 to 1000
Gauss[28]. Dulk[11] and Benz[8] describe how in this case we distinguish radio emis-
sion by gyration (also called gyroresonance or cyclotron radiation), when particles
are in a non-relativistic regime (Lorentz factor γ = 1), gyrosynchrotron radiation,
when we have mildly relativistic particles (γ less than 2 or 3), and synchrotron ra-
diation, when particles are highly relativistic (γ >> 1). We derive the gyration
frequency Ω equation from Newton's second law taking into account only the mag-
netic Lorentz force, which makes charged particles orbit in a plane perpendicular to
magnetic lines and neglecting the electrostatic component, resulting in[8]:
Ω =
qB
mγc
(2.17)
where q is the particle charge, B the magnetic field density, m the particle mass
and c the speed of light. Gyration occurs when electrons have a thermal (Maxwell-
Boltzmann) energy distribution which is not relativistic. This is true when plasma
densities are high enough or average electron energies are low, leading to frequent
collisions and generally to Maxwellian distributions[11]. Radiation is distributed
isotropically in angle on the plane perpendicular to gyration radius[29][30]. When
energies become higher, γ is greater than unity and gyrosynchrotron radiation pre-
vails, as mentioned before. Gyrosynchrotron radiation is in the transition region
between non-relativistic and highly relativistic particle energies and occurs in two
cases[11]: when electrons have high average energy and still a thermal energy dis-
tribution, due to temperatures between 107 and 109 K, and when electron energies
become higher and can no longer be the result of thermal processes. In the latter
case, a power law of the electron energy distribution is observed, which can be ap-
proximated as n(E) ∝ E−δ[11]. Here n(E) is the number density of non-thermal
electrons and δ is the power of the power law distribution[11][8]. The emission
distribution in angle is not isotropical in the same way as before. It instead be-
comes higher in the direction of electron motion with the increase of electron kinetic
energy[29][30].
When γ rises further at even higher particle energies, gyrosynchrotron emission
is ultimately replaced by synchrotron radiation[11]. This occurs only when power
law electron energy distribution is present[11]. The emission is now almost entirely
concentrated in the direction of particle motion[29][30]. These three types of radio
emission dominate at radio frequencies > 3 GHz.
The most important source of radio emission relevant for this work is the plasma
radiation generated by plasma oscillations. These can be described with a model
represented in figure 2.6: in a volume unit of neutral plasma some external effect
generates an electron displacement of size x to the right resulting in a volume of
space where only negative charge is present[8][31]. Consequently an equal volume of
positive charge appears at the opposite side, represented by positive ions. In such
a non-equilibrium state, an electrostatic force arises in order to establish electrical
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Figure 2.6: A volume unit of neutral plasma where an electron displacement of
dimension x has occurred due to an external cause[8]. An equal volume of positive
charge appears at the opposite side as a consequence[8]. The electron population
thus oscillates around equilibrium, generating plasma waves traveling trough the
plasma[8].
neutrality[8][31]:
mex¨ = −qE (2.18)
where me is the electron mass, x¨ the acceleration, q the elementary charge. We
assume that only electrons are affected by the electrostatic restoring force having
a much lower mass than ions. Here the electric field E is analogous to an infinite
parallel plate capacitor[8][31]:
E = 4πqnex (2.19)
where ne is the electron number density per unit volume of displaced electrons. We
thus obtain the equation of motion[8][31]:
x¨+
4πq2ne
me
x = 0 (2.20)
For small displacement, the electron volume will oscillate with angular frequency
ωp, called also the electron plasma frequency[8][31]:
ωp =
(︃
4πq2ne
me
)︃1/2
= 2π · 8.977 · 103√ne (2.21)
Units for ωp are Hz. Plasma perturbations or streams of high energy electrons
travel trough the corona along magnetic lines exciting plasma electrons at the local
plasma frequency[8]. Plasma waves therefore emit electromagnetic radiation at ap-
proximately the local plasma frequency or its second harmonic, which are located
in the radio spectrum given the fact that the solar plasmas have frequencies ≲ 1010
Hz[8][11]. Radio emission in this case is possible when the generated electromagnetic
radiation frequency is higher than the local plasma frequency, because lower frequen-
cies are reflected or absorbed by the plasma[8]. The restricted emission around ωp
is one of the plasma properties which arise from its equation. A more detailed de-
scription is included in Benz[8] chapter 5. A large number of solar bursts occur
at decimetric or longer wavelengths generated by plasma radiation. The theory of
plasma radiation is much more complex than the previously described mechanisms
because plasma equations are not linear, thus linear approximations described in
Benz[8] are performed in order to achieve an analytical solution. Conversion from
plasma to electromagnetic waves occurs when electron plasma waves interact with
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ions or other waves in the plasma[8]. The latter is now considered the prevail-
ing conversion mechanism, acting via nonlinear processes named wave coalescence
and wave decay[8]. Coalescence is a wave-wave interaction where two interacting
waves combine in a new wave whose frequency is the exact sum of the frequencies
and momenta of the two original waves[8]. The opposite process is wave decay[8].
The cause of radio emission at the fundamental plasma frequency ωp remains un-
clear. One possibility is the interaction between electrostatic longitudinal plasma
waves, also called Langmuir waves, and plasma ions[8]. The second is the decay
of a Langmuir wave in an acoustic plasma wave and a transverse (electromagnetic)
wave[8][32]. A competing process is the decay of a Langmuir wave into a secondary
Langmuir wave and an acoustic plasma wave. This acoustic wave further coalesces
with another Langmuir wave into a transverse wave leaving the plasma[8][32]. For
the second harmonic of plasma emission, a coalescence of two Langmuir waves into a
transverse wave is the main process responsible[8][32]. Plasma emission is dominant
from 10 to 200 MHz and from 200 MHz to 1 GHz it coexists with radio emission
from bremsstrahlung[9][11][16].
Figure 2.7 depicts the plasma, bremsstrahlung and gyration frequency depending
on the distance from the Sun. In figure 2.7, we can see which radio emission process
dominated at specific layers in the solar atmosphere. Equation 2.21 has great sig-
nificance for radio observations of the Sun because it gives a direct relation between
the plasma frequency, which we observe with radio telescopes, and the electron den-
sity of the solar location from which it came from. Using a solar atmosphere radial
electron density model, this becomes the direct relation between observed frequency
and source depth within the atmosphere. Different models for different atmospheric
layers are used and in our work we focused only on the chromosphere, ranging from
5 ·102 km or 1.0007R⊙ to 104 km or 1.0144R⊙ above the photosphere, and the inner
corona, ranging from 1.0144R⊙ to 3R⊙[32]. Chromospheric electron density can be
described with the exponential function determined by Zheleznyakow in 1970[32]:
Ne(R) = 5.7 · 1011e−535.92[R−(1+718.39·10−6)]cm−3 (2.22)
For inner coronal electron density, the most used model is from Saito from 1977[32]:
Ne(R) = (1.36 · 106R−2.14 + 1.68 · 108R−6.13)cm−3 (2.23)
The radial distance R is in units of solar radii for both equations[32]. Those two
models are used for unperturbed atmosphere during non-active periods. When the
atmosphere is perturbed, a multiplicative factor, ranging from 2 to 20, for the models
is used[32]. Here it must be emphasized that all solar atmosphere density models
are semi-empirical. They were determined from imaging observations of the corona
during solar eclipses or from satellites in Earth orbit using a coronagraph. The new
Parker Solar Probe, currently in orbit close to the Sun and making in situ research
for the first time, will provide more detailed data about the corona. The data used
in this work are radio flux densities measured in six radio frequencies, each one
corresponding to a particular layer of the solar corona and described in more detail
in the section Radio observation.
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Figure 2.7: Variations with height above the solar surface of plasma frequency fp,
bremsstrahlung emission fτ=1 and gyromagnetic frequencies fgyro, where fB is the
electron gyrofrequency[9]. In general, the characteristic frequency that appears high-
est in the figure determinates the emission mechanism[9]. At each altitude, the curve
fp informs us about the cutoff frequency below which a wave does not propagate[10].
Regions where a certain emission process dominates are delimited by vertical lines.
In the frequency region between 10-200 MHz, the plasma emission mechanism thus
dominates[9][10]. Plasma radio emission above 200 MHz is partially absorbed by am-
bient plasma through collisions, but may still be detected, because coherent plasma
emission is naturally extremely bright and due to corona inhomogeneities in this
height range[9][10]. For frequencies between 200 MHz and ≈ 1 GHz, plasma and
bremsstrahlung emissions can coexist[9][10]. Between 1 and 3 GHz, bremsstrahlung
emission becomes the dominant mechanism[9][10]. Above 3 GHz, gyroresonance
mechanism prevails in high magnetic field regions[9][10]. The basic frequency fB is
generally not relevant for active regions and the emission rather occurs at its higher
harmonics[9][10].
2.3 Radio burst types
Highly variable solar radio bursts were classified into five main morphological types
marked with Roman numerals from I to V[8]. The classification has been the basis
for interpretation and models mainly in the range of meter wavelengths. Division
is based on the types morphology in the so-called dynamic radio spectrum[8][11].
The disturbance, created by the flare, generally travels outward from the solar sur-
face trough the corona generating radiation at local plasma frequency. Plasma
density gets lower with height and accordingly so does plasma frequency. The dis-
turbance thus creates a "dynamic radio spectrum", which is a radio emission drifting
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from high to low frequencies at a rate depending on the speed of the disturbance
and on whether the radiation is generated at the fundamental or second harmonic
frequency[8]. The drift rate is defined as the displacement of the peak in frequency
per unit time[8]. Figure 2.8 depicts an ideal scheme of a dynamic spectrum fre-
quently produced by large flares. The specific components in the diagram may have
great variation or be missing in individual events[8][11]. The single burst types
shown in figure 2.8 are described in the following paragraphs.
Figure 2.8: Dynamic radio spectrum of solar radio events showing their evolution in
the time-frequency domain as they might be produced by a large flare[11]. Outbursts
often vary considerably from this typical spectrum and some indicated events may
be lacking[11]. In various literature, alternative names of the components are used:
flare continuum = type IV, moving type IV (if motion is observed); storm contin-
uum = stationary type IV, type I storm, noise storm; type III storm = decametric
continuum[11].
Type I [8][11] Bursts are characterized by long duration radio emission at meter
wavelengths (ν ≲ 300 MHz), composed of narrowband, spiky bursts and a broad-
band continuum. This type of burst is denoted also as storm continuum, shown in
figure 2.8, or noise storms. They are the least energetic and most common radio
phenomena on the Sun. Every burst lasts for about a second and their occurrence
can last from hours to days or weeks (type I storm, occurring in an intense active
region containing a large sunspot). An important feature is high circular polariza-
tion. Type I burst radiation is not related to flares, but occurs for days after the
appearance and growth of complex active regions in the photosphere. This associ-
ation suggests that noise storms are signatures of coronal adjustments to magnetic
field changes and developments. Theory suggests that type I radio bursts are gen-
erated by high-frequency electrostatic waves coalescing with waves of low-frequency
plasma turbulence, producing an emission at the fundamental plasma frequency in
the low corona.
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Type II [8][11] Burst display extremely intense, narrowband radio emission, as
indicated in the scheme by thick black lines. The emission is generated at the
fundamental and second harmonic of the local plasma frequency and usually drifts
to lower frequency. Type II bursts are important indicators of hydrodynamical
shocks traveling trough the corona, because the majority of shocks radiate type II
emission, and can sometimes reach beyond 1 AU. They are generally associated with
particle acceleration by shock to high energy. Type II burst are important indicators
of mass-ejections after flaring events. The bursts generally start about one minute
after the peak of the flare hard X-rays and are delayed more the lower their starting
frequency.
Type III [8][11] Bursts generally begin at frequencies of a few hundred megahertz
and drift rapidly to very low frequencies, as shown in figure 2.8. Sometimes they
reach frequencies of 30 kHz or lower, observable only from space. They occur at
meter wavelengths. In microwaves (ν > 1 GHz) a drift from low to high frequency
is more common. Emission can sometimes be observed at both fundamental and
second harmonic of the plasma frequency and has a low polarization. Type III are
the most common radio bursts after type I. They originate almost exclusively from
active regions. Some type III bursts occur at the start of flares, but more than 90%
occur in the absence of flares and around 70% of X-ray flares occur with no type III
bursts. Type III burst are generated by sub-relativistic electron streams traveling
outward from the Sun at speeds ranging from 0.1c to 0.5c. Out of the acceleration
region they generate plasma waves, which partially turn into radio waves.
Type IV [8][11] Are broad-bandwidth radio bursts with long duration times. Dif-
ferent varieties of type IV exist occurring during the final stages of bursts and can last
from minutes to days. Moving type IV was the first to be identified as an outwardly
moving source of continuum radiation. It is denoted as flare continuum in figure 2.8
and drifts slowly to higher altitude and low frequency. Moving type IV were found
to be quite rare and most likely consist of a plasmoid with trapped electrons in its
magnetic field. In the early stages of development, they emit plasma radiation with
low polarization. Later, when traveling for several solar radii, they cause highly
circularly polarized gyrosynchrotron emission. More common than moving type IV
are stationary type IV, which are also included in the flare continuum area in fig-
ure 2.8. Their main characteristic is a stationary broadband continuum sometimes
observed for several hours in solar metric radio waves. Flare continuum sources are
stationary thus no frequency drift occurs. They are often observed in combination
with type II bursts and sometimes in the early stages of a flare. Polarization is low
to moderate. It seems likely that this radio burst type is caused by plasma radia-
tion from electrons trapped in large magnetic loops in the corona. The third main
type are decimetric type IV or decimetric continuum, as shown in figure 2.8. They
commonly occur during moderate and large flares.
Type V [11] Burst are continuum radiation with lasting times of the order of
minutes, which sometimes follow type III bursts. An important characteristic is the
evolution from one sense of polarization in type III to the other in type V. Many
type III/V are isolated and not associated with X-ray flare. Type V often follow
intense type III burst when they occur at the start of a flare. Type V are supposed
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to originate from plasma radiation at the second harmonic produced by the same
electrons that generated the type III burst.
CTM type [33] Are a broad-band decametric continuum emission indicated in
figure 2.8 as type III storm. The tag CTM is an abbreviation for continuum storm
used in GOES reports. It indicates solar radio noise which can last from hours
to days. A type III storm is defined as quasi-continuous production of fast drift-
ing bursts which persist over an observational period of a half solar rotation[34].
Thousands of short-lived type III bursts can be observed lasting for a few days or
more than a week. Type III storms appear with less intense power and in a limited
frequency range compared to ordinary type III emission[35]. In most cases these
drifting bursts are the low-frequency continuation of type III observed at higher
frequencies[34]. The radio emission intensity varies smoothly with frequency over a
wide spectrum range in the meter and decimeter wavelengths. This indicates that
the escaping electrons generated in the corona have entered into the interplanetary
medium and sometimes reach distances beyond the Earth's orbit.
The general characteristics, duration, frequency range and associated phenomena
of radio burst types are summarized in figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Table of the five main radio burst types described in paragraph 2.3 with
all their characteristics summarized[12]. CTM type is not presented here because it
is not one of the main types, but is included in GOES events data, thus we added
it to our statistics.
2.4 Radio observation
The radio astronomical data analyzed were provided by the Trieste Solar Radio
System, located in Basovizza, near Trieste (Italy). This is a radio astronomical
monitoring station for solar activity. From 2011, the radio receivers are no longer
in use. It consisted of two parabolic antennas on a movable mount. The first is a
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10 m mesh parabolic antenna on equatorial mounting used as Metric Multichannel
Solar Radio Polarimeter. It separately detected left and right circular polarization
at four frequencies: 237 MHz, 327 MHz, 408 MHz and 610 MHz. The second is
a 3 m parabolic antenna on an alt-azimutal mount and was used as Decimetric
Multichannel Solar Radio Polarimeter. It also received separately the left and right
circular polarization, in this case for two frequencies: 1420 MHz and 2695 MHz. Both
antennas have log-periodic feeders in the focal point. Log-periodic antennas have a
shape similar to Yagi antennas consisting of dipole rod elements mounted in a line on
a support boom, but the Yagi antenna increases the directionality while log-periodic
antennas increase their frequency range[36]. Angular resolution θ for single dish
radio telescopes is very low (radio interferometers composed of more single dish radio
telescopes can reach even higher resolutions than optical telescopes) and depends
from the observing wavelength λ. Angular resolution follows the equation[37]:
θ = 1.22
λ
D
[rad] (2.24)
where D is the diameter of the telescope collecting area. Frequencies, wavelengths,
estimated coronal heights and angular resolutions are described in table 2.1 con-
taining the technical specifications of the TSRS. The data in table 2.1 were taken
from the TSRS website http://radiosun.ts.astro.it/eng/load.php?la=3&pg=
17. From the data in table 2.1, it is understood that the angular resolution is of
2.6◦ at best, which is an angle of sight much larger than the angular size of the
Sun being at 0.5◦. Thus all the measurements are the integral of all radio emission
from the visible solar surface. The TSRS had a high temporal resolution with a 1
ms digital data acquisition system[38]. Startup and shutdown was automatic and
the operational mode was daily radio surveillance observations[38]. The data pro-
cessing, graphing, publishing and archiving was conducted in real time[38]. It also
produced real-time, one-minute radio indices, which we used in this work[38]. All
acquired data are stored on compact discs or computer hard disks[38]. One-minute
radio indices have a temporal resolution sufficient to characterize the event and are
widely used in solar radio astronomy. The main advantage here is that the data
can be easily compared with other radio-solar studies, which we did in the chapter
Combined data. The results of our data review were compared with a statistical
study conducted by a different research group using data with one-minute temporal
resolution. Radio-solar data with greater temporal resolution are used for models
in radiophysics of the Sun. The problems the TSRT encountered were sporadic
man-made interference at 237 MHz and 327 MHz, and continuous interference at
610 MHz. The solar indices display radio flux data in solar flux units (sfu) which is
defined as: 1 sfu = 10−22 Wm−2s−1.
2.5 X-ray and SEP data
X-ray and solar energetic particles flux density data were taken from the GOES
satellites archives, freely available on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration (NOAA) website (https://satdat.ngdc.noaa.gov/sem/goes/data/
avg/). The GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite) spacecraft
program began in 1975 with the aim to monitor Earth atmospheric conditions and
solar activity[39]. The satellites are located in geostationary orbit, which enables
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: The TSRS receiving parabolas: (a) the 10 meter parabola and (b) the
3 meter parabola.[13]
ν[MHz] λ[cm] height[km] θ[◦]
237 127 450000 8.9
327 92 340000 6.4
408 74 280000 5.1
610 49 180000 3.4
1420 21 20000 4.9
2695 11 7000 2.6
Table 2.1: Radio frequency channels observed with the TSRS and the corresponding
wavelengths are listed in the first and second column[15]. The third column lists the
approximate coronal height of the layer emitting at the determinate radio frequency
due to plasma radiation[15]. The last column contains the TSRS angular resolutions
at single radio frequencies[15].
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them to hold a stationary position over a determinate spot on Earth[39]. This
ensures constant monitoring of a specific region's meteorological and space envi-
ronmental conditions[39]. They operate as a two-satellite constellation above the
equator in the form of an eastern and western satellite[39]. A total of 17 satellites
where launched from the beginning of the program, of which three are currently
operational[39]. All of them where equipped with the so-called Space Environment
Monitor system (SEM), consisting of a three-axis magnetometer, the EPS (Energetic
Particle Sensor) and HEPAD (High Energy Proton and Alpha Detector) monitoring
for solar electrons, protons and alpha particles, respectively, and the XRS instru-
ment, which performs real-time measurements of solar X-ray emission[39]. For this
work, we used data from the EPS and XRS (X-ray sensor) monitors on GOES
8, 10, 11 and 12, depending on the satellite operational years in relation to the
events we examined. All four satellites were members of the so-called GOES 2nd
generation or GOES I-M satellites and are now decommissioned. The XRS and
EPS instruments design and characteristics are thus identical for all satellites ir-
respective of the launch year[40]. We acquired the data from the NOAA website
by selecting the year, month and satellite. We choose the csv file types where files
containing X-ray data are marked with .xrs and files with particle data are marked
with .eps. We used the 1-minute averaged data in files marked with 1m for both
X-rays and particle fluxes. For illustration of file naming we can use the name:
g10_eps_1m_20031001_20031031, where g10 means GOES satellite number 10,
eps_1m indicates a particle data file with 1 minute average and 20031001_20031031
denotes that the file contains data for the entire month of October 2003. The cor-
responding X-ray data file is g10_xrs_1m_20031001_20031031.
2.5.1 X-ray observation
The X-ray flux measurement is performed by the XRS system which is essentially
an X-ray telescope for the spectral range between 0.5 and 3 Å, called short channel,
which identifies as hard X-rays, and 1 to 8 Å, called long channel, which identi-
fies with soft X-rays[40]. The X-ray detector itself is a dual-ion chamber, with one
chamber for each spectral range[40]. The chamber directly measures the ion-electron
pairs charge created by the incoming X-ray photon. The electric field generated by
electrodes on opposite sides of the chamber is strong enough to prevent recombi-
nation of electrons and ions, which generates an electrical current proportionate to
the incoming radiation. The electronics measuring this current must be sufficiently
sensitive to measure extremely low electrical currents since the electric field in the
chamber is not strong enough to produce a multiplication effect as that found in
Geiger counters. In front of the XRS aperture a pair of sweeper magnets is applied
to deflect incoming electrons away from the chamber permitting only X-ray photons
to enter. External magnets are mounted to the XRS in order to minimize the mag-
netic signature induced on the spacecraft magnetometers. The XRS resolution is
of 0.25◦. Data are archived in 3 s time resolution, however only 1-minute averages
are currently available[41]. As for the radio telescopes used in this work, the reso-
lution is not high enough to distinguish singular flare locations and only the total
integrated X-ray flux is observed[40].
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2.5.2 Solar energetic particle (SEP) observation
GOES measurements of solar energetic particle fluxes are performed by the Energetic
Particle Sensor (EPS). Electron fluxes are measured in three energetic channels: >
0.6 MeV, > 2.0 MeV and > 4.0 MeV. Proton fluxes are measured in seven energetic
channels: 0.6 - 4.0 MeV, 4.0 - 9.0 MeV, 9.0 - 15.0 MeV, 15.0 - 44.0 MeV, 40.0 -
80.0 MeV, 80.0 - 165.0 MeV and 165.0 - 500.0 MeV. Silicon surface barrier (SSB)
detectors are used for particle flux measurement[40]. SSB is a special type of p-n
junction detector where the semiconductor-semiconductor junction is substituted by
a metal-semiconductor junction[42]. A thin layer of gold (for n-type semiconductor)
or aluminium (for p-type semiconductor) layer is deposited on the semiconductor
surface[42]. The usual thickness of the metallic layer is ≈ 20 nm and the depletion
region, completely on the side of the semiconductor, can be made up to thicknesses
of about 5 mm[42]. SSB detectors are appropriate for energy measurements due
to the thick depletion zone and small dead layer, but are very sensitive to surface
contamination and must be kept in a metal encasing when they are in operation[42].
The first three proton channels have a field of view of 1.1 strad, the remaining
proton and electron channels have a 2.0-strad field of view[40]. This very wide field
of view indicates, similarly to the radio and X-ray detection, that the whole solar
disk and its surroundings are observed with no angular resolution for single particle
generating events. The Sun is by far the most prominent particle source for an
Earth observer, we thus measure in principle only the Sun's emission even with
small angular resolution and a wide field of view. The sampling rate is 10.2 or 20.2
seconds[40].
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Chapter 3
Analysis of radio and X-ray peaking
times
3.1 Principal goals of the analysis
In the second chapter, we described how magnetic reconnection is thought to be the
driving mechanism of energy release and particle acceleration in the solar corona,
while also explaining how it causes radio and X-ray emission during solar flares.
A key question in this theory is at what altitude in the corona is this mechanism
taking place, which can be deduced from the temporal relation between radio burst
peaks and X-ray flare peaks observed during solar flares[26][20][43]. The main goal
of this work focuses on addressing this question. Peaking times in different radio
frequencies and X-ray bands are necessary to prove the standard flare model. The
typical event scenario, expected in the standard flare model, is a radio burst with
peaks starting at high frequencies and progressing towards low frequencies. X-ray
peak values are expected to appear at the same time with radio peaks for HXR and,
as reported by Aschwanden et al.[44], with delays from 1 to 6 minutes after radio
peaks for SXR. Estimation of the altitude is derived from radio frequency emission
described in the previous chapter. The emission timing thus indicates the event
progression throughout the coronal altitude. The method we used is simultaneous
multi-wavelength analysis of the event development. This is necessary to demon-
strate causal connections between a specific radio burst and X-ray burst in order to
support the argument of acceleration by magnetic reconnection with sufficient sta-
tistical data[20]. We analyzed radio astronomical data recorded by the TSRS in the
years 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006, when the Sun was in the decreasing phase of solar
cycle 23. The choice of this specific time frame is based on the solar proton events
catalog presented by Miteva et al.[45] in their work analysing the correlation between
solar energetic particle events and radio burst types at different radio wavelengths.
The six radio frequencies of the TSRS correspond to coronal layers at different al-
titudes with different plasma densities, which gives us a very useful dissection from
near the photosphere to the central coronal layers. The altitudes corresponding to
each frequency are set out in table 2.1. We combined radio measurements with
X-ray data taken by the GOES satellites for each flare in the hard X-ray domain
ranging from 0.5 to 3 Å and soft X-ray domain from 1 to 8 Å. As the theory out-
lined prior suggests, hard X-rays are emitted when the accelerated electrons, from
reconnection, reach the dense photospheric plasma. In our work, we do not consider
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loop top HXR emission, because in the standard flare model, HXR emission is sup-
posed to originate only at loop footpoints. Hard X-ray emission is thus generally
interpreted as bremsstrahlung emission from magnetic loop footpoints. The exact
altitude of HXR emission cannot be determined from our data. For this reason we
chose the arbitrary altitude of 3000 km above the photosphere in all the presented
data in order to represent the HXR emission height in our data tables and graphs.
The exact height for SXR emission is also difficult to determine precisely, especially
because they are emitted from coronal loops, thus spanning 10000 km or more from
the base in the photosphere through the corona. For this reason for SXR emission
we chose an arbitrary altitude of 8000 km over the photosphere for our data tabu-
lar and graphical representations. For each event we took into account the time of
the peak maximums in both radio and X-rays, thus giving us the insight of event
temporal progression. For each analyzed event two graphs were produced. The first
graph, marked with the letter (a), represents the radio and X-ray flux density time
dependence. This graph represents what we defined as a radio event. One event can
have one single radio or X-ray peak or multiple radio and X-ray peaks. In one day,
one or more events can be present. The second graph, marked with the letter (b),
represents peaking times for the same radio frequencies and X-ray bands as before
but now with the estimated coronal altitude corresponding to each radio frequency
and X-ray band. The estimated heights used for radio frequencies are taken from
table 2.1. From event graphs marked with (b) the approximate coronal altitude of
the accelerating region can be read by observing at which frequency the flare emis-
sion starts.
I. H. Cairns et al.[20] analyzed type III radio bursts which are the Sun's most in-
tense and frequent non-thermal radio emissions. They combined radio, X-ray, EUV
observations and imaging data from different instruments based on Earth and in
space for the event which occurred on 25 September 2011 between 01:05-01:30 UT
originated by active region NOAA AR11302[20]. They used the Radio Solar Tele-
scope station at Learmonth, observing at 7 frequencies from 245 MHz to 8800 MHz,
where activity was registered at 410 MHz and 245 MHz. From imaging data they
estimated the altitude of accelerating region to be ≤ 5 − 10 · 106 m. Analysis of
other events (cited in the article I. H. Cairns et al.[20]) gave altitudes in the range
of 10 − 30 · 106 m. In their work, they demonstrated a good temporal agreement
between metric radio waves, EUV and X-ray emission for type III bursts[20].
In a similar work by McCauley et al.[43], low-frequency (80-240 MHz) imaging of
type III radio burst is analyzed in comparison to its hard X-ray and extreme ul-
traviolet emission in order to understand the radio source region behavior. The
presented timing data show an occurrence of radio bursts primarily around hard
X-ray peaks. Along with the agreement on the hard X-ray and radio burst emission
producing mechanism by the same accelerated particles, they emphasize that other
accelerating mechanisms could also be present, due to small differences in timing
and large differences in the requisite electron populations[43].
The most important article, which initially inspired this work, was the Solar ener-
getic particles and radio burst emission article published by Rosista Miteva[45] and
her collaborators in 2017. They conducted a statistical study of SEP events number
for type II, III and IV radio bursts at different radio wavelengths, based on a list of
431 SEP events they selected. The list contains all identified proton events in the
years from 1996 to 2016 and was the basis for this work. Our idea was to inspect all
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the TSRS data available for the same period of years in order to determine if our
solar surveillance system was capable of detecting radio bursts preceding particle
events at Earth distance in a way similar to other solar surveillance systems around
the world. A similar review of the TSRS data was never performed. For every
observed radio burst we also wanted to determine their common features, which in-
dicate they were originated by a Standard Solar Flare process, something that had
also never been performed using the TSRS data. As opposed to the cited articles, we
applied the multi-wavelength analysis in this work to all the radio bursts observed
by the TSRS in the specified time frame, not selecting specifically only type IIIs. We
analyzed the temporal progression of every event and identified several exceptional
events which do not have an expected temporal progression or show unexpected fea-
tures. Additionally to previous works, we analyzed the electron and proton particle
flux at Earth distance for each event as measured by the GOES spacecraft. This
information is presented in tables for all the events analyzed. We also performed an
additional statistic not presented in the articles we found that explores the connec-
tion between X-ray flare types and radio bursts types for the flares which generated
SEP events. A possible low-frequency radio precursor, which has to date still not
been explored extensively, was also addressed in this work. For each event recorded
in Trieste, the data about the radio burst and X-ray flare type were taken from
GOES reports. The detailed description of data sources is presented in the next
section. The last addition to this work is the description of our own experimental
radio telescope development, which will observe a portion of the solar radio band.
A more detailed description of the project will be provided in the conclusion of this
thesis.
3.2 Data sources
Radio astronomical data were taken from text files produced following the obser-
vation day at the TSRS. A description of the TSRS data file contents is shown in
table 3.1. For our work, we used the files with one minute average of the radio flux
density. Every file is arranged in columns where the first one indicates the universal
time in hours and minutes. The following columns contain the data registered at 237
MHz, 327 MHz, 408 MHz, 610 MHz, 1420 MHz and 2695 MHz. For each frequency,
the measurements are further divided in three additional columns: the left and right
circular polarization and the sum of both at the end. All the radio values are in
solar flux units. For the analysis we used the third column of every frequency, which
gives the sum of intensities in both polarizations, since we were looking for the radio
peaks of the total emitted energy at every flare. One polarization does not contain
all emitted energy in the radio spectrum. Every solar radio emission has higher or
lower contributions in both circular polarizations. Intensities at specific polarization
are studied separately when we want to determinate which emission mechanism is
the source of radiation or when we want to determine magnetic field characteristics
of the solar regions from which the radiation has propagated.
Data for X-ray flux density are taken from the GOES satellite X-ray sensor. The
description of a text file containing this data is shown in table 3.1. With xs the
short X-rays are indicated, which is equivalent of hard X-rays. The wavelength is
also specified to be in the range from 0.05 to 0.3 nm. The xl stands for long X-rays,
which we call soft X-rays, with a wavelength range between 0.1 and 0.8 nm. All
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the X-ray flux density data are in units W/m2. In every file, three columns, divided
by commas, are contained. The first indicates date and universal time in hours,
minutes and seconds. In our case, we used data averaged on one minute to match
the radio data. In the second column, we find short X-rays (HXR) flux densities
and in the third the long X-ray (SXR) flux densities.
Data of particle flux densities generated by the erupting events are also taken
from the GOES satellite data files. Table 3.1 contains the description of these files
also. e1_flux_i, e2_flux_i and e3_flux_i indicate three measured electron energy
channels: > 0.6 MeV, > 2.0 MeV and > 4.0 MeV. The units for electron flux density
are e/(cm2 s sr). Next are proton energy channels indicated with: p1_flux (0.6
MeV-4 MeV), p2_flux (4.0 MeV-9.0 MeV), p3_flux (9.0 MeV-15 MeV), p4_flux
(15.0 MeV-44.0 MeV), p5_flux (40.0 MeV-80.0 MeV), p6_flux (80.0 MeV-165 MeV)
and p7_flux (165.0 MeV-500.0 MeV). The units for proton flux density are p/(cm2
s sr MeV). Particle data columns in the files are distributed in a way so that the first
column provides the date and universal time in hours and minutes, the following 10
columns contain the registered particle flux densities. Again we used one minute
averaged fluxes.
The detailed list of all events in one day is given by the events.txt text files
available in the GOES archive at the NOAA website. Data distribution in these files
is again presented in table 3.1. The data we focused on are located in specific columns
described henceforth. Column 3 indicates the events peaking times. Typically the
event itself starts with an X-ray flare denoted in column 7 by the sign XRA and its
X-ray type (namely: type C, type M, type X) given in column 9 in a way such
as: X17.2. Column 8 gives the X-ray wavelength in angstroms by 1-8A, indicating
the SXR band which is always used for reference when categorizing solar flares.
Column 10 provides the emission peak value. Following the X-ray flare typically
a large number of lines show the indication RBR and are followed by a number.
This indicates a fixed-frequency radio burst were the number indicates the specific
frequency observed. After the single-frequency observation, a radio sweep, indicated
by RSP in column 7, is performed trough a determinate frequency range. It is
indicated in column 8 with a numeric entry such as 025-180 in MHz. The radio
burst type from I to V deduced from this measurement is then written in the next
column and is recorded in the following way: IV/3. The Arab numeral indicates the
power of the radio burst, with three denoting the most powerful and one the least
powerful.
For each event the detailed description had to be verified. We used the pdf files
also available in the GOES archive at the NOAA website. Every pdf document
contains a weekly report of all the events and measurements. In figure 3.1 the
example of a report for the "Halloween event" is shown. From these reports we
were able to confirm if a SEP event was indeed generated by the flare observed in
X-rays and combined with our radio burst measurements or not. In the case shown
in figure 3.1, the document clearly states in the second part that the high energetic
proton event and enhanced electron flux registered in the SEP data was generated
by the X 17.2 X-ray flare mentioned in the beginning of the document.
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Figure 3.1: Example of the first page of the GOES pdf weekly report containing
the detailed description of all events. It deals with all X-ray, radio and particle
events and their interconnection. Description of solar wind and imaging are also
included. In this example, the report for 28 October 2003 is shown, with the de-
scription connecting X-ray, radio and particle data concerning the event we observed
highlighted[14].
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3.3 Program code
With this task the main objective was to localize the peaking times of radio, X-ray,
particle flux density maximums during solar flaring events and the values of flux
density at its maximums. For this analysis we used the TSRS radio data and GOES
X-ray and GOES particle data files. We collected the peaking time and peaking
radio flux density data from TSRS data files for each event manually, examining
one data file at a time. The same process of peak identification was more difficult to
perform manually for GOES X-ray and particle data due to much larger data files
and more difficult identification of particle flux density peaks. Maximum value iden-
tification for X-ray peaks was difficult due to much smoother and slower changes in
flux density data compared with radio flux density data. Particle flux density data,
on the other hand, had a strong noise component. All the reported peaks in this
work were identified visually by hand from data plots, however, the exact location of
the particle flux density maximum value was impossible to ascertain in this way. For
this purpose we wrote a program code using Python to assist in localizing particle
and X-ray flux density peaks.
The code first requires threshold specification. It is designed to examine every line,
and eventual columns in that line, separately and make a comparison with the
threshold value. If the value examined is below the threshold it ignored it and pro-
ceeds to the next one. If the value is greater, it saves the value and its timing as
the event beginning. From there on, every next value is compared to the previous
one. If the next value is greater, the code defines it to be the maximum value; if it is
lower, the code proceeds further. This process is repeated until no higher flux values
are found after a proclaimed maximum. When the value examined falls below the
threshold, the code defines the value before and its timing as the end of the event
and proceeds further in searching for other peaks. The code gives at the end an
output of three data text files. The first gives the values and timings of the event
beginnings, the second gives the values and timings of all maximums encountered
and the third gives the values and timings of event ends.
Particle flux density data presents a much bigger difficulty in peak value determina-
tion than X-ray flux density due to large and very frequent flux density fluctuations
per minute. It frequently occurs that smaller peaks of identical height appear during
a particle event maximum or that a flat particle flux peak occurs when two or more
equal flux values follow each other. In such cases we considered only the timing of
the first occurring value, which is then defined as the maximum. All output files
containing event maximums were visually checked across the whole data file plot to
confirm with greater accuracy the maximum values and timings. Due to high noise
rates in particle data files with one minute average, we wanted to check how this
influences the peak location. For this purpose we performed five- and ten-minute
averages on GOES one minute data files. We added to the code a function combining
the data from a file into chunks of five- and ten-minute measurements of particle flux
density and calculating their averages. Another function takes the first and every
fifth or tenth time reading and applies it to the new particle flux density average.
This temporal marking was chosen because it is used also in GOES particle data
files with five-minute averages. Finally, the code again performs a maximum search.
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3.4 X-rays
In 26 of the 31 observed events, X-ray peaks (both hard and soft X-rays) occur from
1 to 49 minutes after the peak in radio frequencies. In a total of seven peaks, the
maximum values in HXR and in the 2695 MHz radio frequency occur simultaneously.
In figure 3.2, a typical event progression for the great majority of flares is shown;
represented in this case is the third event of 13 July 2004, which was an M 2.9
type X-ray flare. First the X-ray flux density starts to rise progressively and it
quickly turns into a steep rise until reaching the maximum value. This is called the
impulsive phase of the flare. Generally, radio waves are emitted during this time, as
we see in the figure. After peak value, the X-ray flux density slowly decays towards
values prior to the flare. This can last from minutes to hours before reaching the
settled value. The radio emission is very brief compared to the X-ray signal duration,
which gives a good temporal resolution of the event. This enables the observer to
distinguish if any additional radio peak of lower intensity occurred. In figure 3.2 (a),
we can see one large radio peak in all radio frequencies and a small bump after the
main radio peak at 2695 MHz and 1420 MHz, which could be the indication of an
additional perturbation in the coronal layers emitting at those frequencies. X-ray
curves at the same time do not show any additional events in addition to the main
peak because of the lower temporal resolution. In figure 3.2 (b), the peak time is
represented on the x-axis. Radio frequency peaks are represented with dots of the
same colors as the lines used in figure 3.2 (a) for each frequency. Hard X-rays are
represented with blue diamonds and soft X-rays with black diamonds. On the y-axis
the coronal height of the emission is represented in logarithmic scale. All events in
our work are accompanied by this type of graph showing the estimated height of
radio and X-ray peak occurrence in time. It is important to emphasize that those
are arbitrary chosen heights taken from the TSRS technical specifications described
in the previous chapter. The plasma frequency depends on plasma density which
decreases with coronal height. The exact emission height for a specific frequency
can vary due to changes in the local plasma density caused by previous flares to the
observed one, plasma motion and a multitude of electromagnetic and hydrodynamic
events to which the plasma is subjected. This type of graph, accompanying every
event, is a simplified dissection of the corona showing the emission time of a coronal
layer during event progression. Figure 3.2 (a) shows radio signals occurring almost
simultaneously, immediately followed by the hard X-ray emission at the coronal base
and soft X-rays emission from the layer above.
It is generally expected for HXR to occur simultaneously with the highest observed
radio frequency peaks, 2695 MHz in our case, as suggested by Teske and Thomas[46].
However, in our case only seven peaks exhibit such characteristics. HXR occur when
energetic non-thermal electrons arrive in a region of dense plasma and emit radiation
via bremsstrahlung. This is assumed to happen at lower coronal heights near the
photosphere. As Benz[7] suggests in his article, the energy released in the flare
can reach the denser part of the cromosphere in less than 10 seconds, which in the
case of one minute average will result in a simultaneous HXR and 2695 MHz peak.
However, HXR can occur also at loop tops, above the region of SXR emission in the
immediate surroundings of the reconnection region where particles are accelerated
to energies greater than thermal, which will again result in a simultaneous emission
with the highest radio frequency. From our data it is impossible to determine where
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HXR were emitted, we can only assume from the larger or smaller time delay if the
accelerating region was more or less distant from a region of denser plasma. We can
assume a larger time delay of HXR to be the result of acceleration occurring in less
dense and thus a higher part of the corona and vice versa, but without additional
data it is impossible to confirm this assumption. Benz[7] also proposes the spectral
analysis of HXR source due to a spectral difference between HXR emitted at the top
and at the footpoints of the magnetic loop. This will inevitably result in the need for
high resolution X-ray imaging of the loop. The HXR emission is difficult to correlate
with metric and decimetric radio burst. Its emission height can be determined only
with imaging and varies from flare to flare. In some flares it is emitted almost in
the photosphere, in others it can be located at a few ten thousand kilometers in the
corona. SXR on the other hand are emitted when thermal electrons are injected into
a magnetic loop and are almost always correlated with radio burst in the metric and
decimetric waves. Their peak occurs in the last stage of the flare, when the particles
are thermalized and are losing their energy.
X-ray peaks always happen with a time delay or simultaneously with radio peaks,
which is expected due to the emission process described before. However, exceptions
are present. In the first event of 19 August 2003 (fig. A.5), two radio peaks occurred
with a short time delay, but only one X-ray peak is noticeable, located between them.
Both events visible in radio bands are supposed to contribute to the same X-ray peak
because of the wider X-ray curve shape. In four cases, X-rays reach their peak before
the radio: the first event on 2 June 2003 (fig. 3.10) and the second peak of the first
event on 19 August 2003 (fig. A.5), the third peak on 14 July 2005 (fig. 3.3) and
the peak on 23 August 2005 (fig. A.20). Presented in figure 3.3 is the third observed
event on 14 July 2005 of type X 1.2. It is a clear multiple event where a large double
radio peak can be seen along with smaller ones. The X-ray flux density curve also
exhibits an irregular shape in the impulsive phase, indicating an additional smaller
event. In this case, the radio emission occurs immediately after the peaking time of
X-rays in the descending phase, which is unusual.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
13 July 2004 (3rd event) M 2.9
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 12:07 7.46·10−6 12:08 2.99·10−5
12 12:07 7.23·10−6 12:08 3·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 12:06 20.5
327 12:06 27.6
408 12:06 44.8
610 12:06 82.4
1420 12:07 139.7
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2695 12:06 219.0
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
/ / /
Table 3.2: Event data table for 3rd event on 13 July 2004.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: (a) The second event observed on 13 July 2004 is shown in the figure.
It peaks contemporary at 12:06 UT in all radio frequencies with only a very weak
response at 237 MHz. The HXR and SXR follow immediately after at 12:07 UT and
12:08 UT respectively. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for
13 July 2004 (3rd event).
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
14 July 2005 (3rd event) X 1.2
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 10:51 3.39·10−5 10:54 14.3·10−5
12 10:51 3.52·10−5 10:54 1.3·10−4
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 11:13 2168.1
327 11:13 4025.7
408 11:11 10297.0
610 11:08 8890.8
1420 11:07 5243.9
2695 10:57 1742.2
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 10:19 10:19
IV 10:25 11:46
Table 3.3: Event data table for third event on 14 July
2005.
In 14 events, X-ray flares appear as single peaks with no signs of other X-ray
flares occurring at the same moment. An example of this is seen in figure 3.2. For
15 events, X-ray data exhibit various peak features, indicating multiple X-ray events
smaller than the main flare or having a similar magnitude to the main X-ray flare.
The main X-ray data curve can have smaller or larger peaks or bumps added, or it
can have a wider shape in the impulsive or decreasing part of the flare due to more
events of similar magnitude occurring in a short period of time, making it indis-
tinguishable from one another in the X-ray data. This type of irregular X-ray flux
density curves are represented in figures 3.3 and 3.4. Such data shape is expected
because during the active solar period multiple flaring events can occur in short time
intervals in a specific active region or in different active regions which are visible
from the Earth at the same time. Radio and X-ray monitoring telescopes do not
have the necessary spatial resolution to distinguish different events and the result is
an integrated measurement of all the events on the Sun.
Exact correlation between radio and X-ray peaks is almost always impossible to
obtain also for causally connected events due to a smaller or larger temporal dis-
crepancy. This indicates that a number of physical conditions need to be satisfied for
the observable events since the standard flare model uses many simplifications. One
of the most important is the fact that we do not yet have a good reconnection model
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) The last observed event on 14 July 2005 is displayed in the figure. The
X-ray flare of type X1.2 occurred before the radio peak in any frequency. The radio
burst started in the highest frequency, displaying a double peak, and progressing
to lower frequencies. The X-ray data display a less steep increase of flux density
exhibiting visible bumps during the ascending phase of the flare and around the
peak value, indicating a multiple event. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray
and radio bands for 14 July 2005 (3rd event).
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in three dimensions. Models still use the theory of reconnection in two dimensions.
The other important fact is that even now we are still unable to precisely pinpoint
the exact location of reconnection, namely its altitude above the photosphere, its
distance from regions of denser plasma and from magnetic loops. In reality it does
not always occur at the top of magnetic loops, but at various point along its length,
depending from the configuration of magnetic fields surrounding the loop. As em-
phasized in the previous chapter, the reconnection must occur in extremely small
scales (≲ 1 km), which makes its location difficult to determine with sufficient ac-
curacy. Many more details still need to be determinated and added to the standard
flare model in order to achieve a better understanding and description of the event.
3.5 Start frequency
In 25 events, radio bursts started at the highest observed frequencies, during the
impulsive phase, progressing to lower ones, or in all radio frequencies simultaneously.
The first type of progression clearly indicates a plasma perturbation started from
an acceleration mechanism located at the coronal base and traveling to the outer
corona. Simultaneous radio bursts in all frequencies most likely indicate the pertur-
bation expanded rapidly through the entire corona. In figure 3.4 (a), the first event
observed on 13 July 2004 is shown, where we can see the progression of the main
radio peak from high to low frequencies. It was a multiple event with subsequent
radio peaks. Figure 3.4 (b) indicates the time progression of emitting layers with
at least two X-ray counterparts for radio peaks. The last peak denoted in yellow is
most likely radio emission during late stages of the flare. For the second event on
27 May 2003 (fig. A.3), only the first radio peak enters in this category progressing
from high to low frequencies and the first event on 19 August 2003 (fig. A.5) sec-
ond peak occurs simultaneously in all frequencies. Many exceptional cases of time
progression were noticed.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
13 July 2004 (1st event) M 5.4
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 8:48 1.43·10−5 8:48 5.87·10−5
12 8:48 1.45·10−5 8:48 5.45·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 8:49 49
327 8:49 113
408 8:49 69.3
610 8:48 64.9
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1420 8:48 108.4
2695 8:48 145.9
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 8:46 8:47
II 8:51 8:48
Table 3.4: Event data table for 1st event on 13 July 2004.
In four events, the radio burst seems to start at lower frequencies during the
impulsive phase (second peak of the second event on 27 May 2003 (fig. A.3) and
3 November 2003 (fig. A.11), 23 July 2004 (fig. A.13) and 13 July 2005 (fig. 3.5)
events) and not during the late stages of the flare, where emission at low frequencies
dominates. The second and larger peak of the second event on 27 May 2003 notice-
ably peaks at 1420 MHz and 610 MHz first and at 2695 MHz last. The 3 November
event starts with a peak at 327 MHz and 237 MHz with all the other frequencies
following. 2 and 3 minutes after the first, another peak appears at 327 MHz and
237 MHz. Another X-ray flare is evident from the data on this day and it seems to
have two radio peaking counterparts. As before, peaks at lower frequencies appear
before the high frequency peaks. In this case it is not clear if it is a precursor of
some kind to the second event or the low frequency response to the first part of the
event. The 23 July 2004 event reaches peak value at 327 MHz and 408 MHz first,
followed by the other bands. A possible explanation in this case is a disturbance of
some kind in these two layers, adding to the main flaring event. In figure 3.5, the
13 July 2005 event is shown. A double radio peak is present in four of the six radio
frequencies. The first peak occurred at 610 MHz and 408 MHz, followed by all the
remaining low frequency bands. The most interesting feature present in the data
is the very large delay of 20 minutes after which the peaks at 2695 MHz and 1420
MHz appear. The X-ray peaks appear after an additional 20 minutes following the
high frequency peaks. The standard flare model is very unlikely to be the expla-
nation of this event due to the large delay of high frequency signals following the
low frequencies and the large delay of X-ray peaks after the radio burst. However,
a similar case is reported by Teske and Thomas[46]. In a large number of analyzed
flares, they encountered two events with a very large delay between peaks. In the
first case, the X-ray peak preceded the centimetric radio peak by 34 minutes and in
the second the X-ray maximum followed the centimetric radio peak by 31 minutes.
Figure 3.5 (b) represents clearly the large time delay between emitting layers. The
theory of acceleration by the standard model could hardly be used to explain the
accelerating mechanism in these cases since it this is not supposed to happen at al-
titudes corresponding to low frequencies. The measured start at low frequencies can
also be the result of disturbances in the emitting layers or simply due to the use of
the one-minute average of radio signal, thus lowering the resolution of our radio data.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: (a) The first observed event on 13 July 2004 is shown in the picture.
The first and main peak is clearly seen starting at the highest frequencies along
with both HXR and SXR. A small bump in X-rays can be seen after the main peak,
with radio data confirming an additional event immediately after. The third radio
peak occurring in the falling part of the event has no counterpart in X-rays. (b)
Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for 13 July 2004 (1st event).
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
13 July 2005 M 5.0
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 14:38 1.17·10−5 14:49 5.58·10−5
12 14:40 1.22·10−5 14:48 5.09·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
327 14:01 2579.2
408 14:00 819.2
610 14:00 793.9
1420 / /
2695 14:20 2020.3
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 14:04 2638.5
327 14:04 2854.9
408 14:04 1785.3
610 14:02 1041.3
1420 14:24 319
2695 14:25 1858.8
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
V 14:01 14:09
III 14:06 14:11
Table 3.5: Event data table for 13 July 2005.
An additional feature was observed in five events: on 19 August 2003 (fig. A.5),
28 October 2003 (fig. A.8), 6 May 2005 (fig. A.16), 28 August 2005 (fig 3.6)
and 5 December 2006 (fig. A.22). In these cases, the radio burst peaking first at
high frequencies is accompanied with a simultaneous peak at the lowest observed
frequencies. The first peak in the first event on 19 August 2003 starts at 2695 MHz,
presenting a simultaneous peak at 327 MHz and 237 MHz. In the remaining radio
frequencies, peaks appear later in time. During the main impulsive phase of 28
October 2003 event, the radio burst starts at 2695 MHz and simultaneously a very
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: (a) Figure shows the 13 July 2005 event. A double peak is visible in
all radio frequencies. The most important characteristics immediately noticeable is
the clear beginning of the event at the lowest frequencies. Next, peaks in 2695 MHz
and 1420 MHz occur, followed later by the HXR and SXR peak. Another important
feature is the very long time delay between the low and high frequency peaks and
between the high frequency peaks and the X-ray peaks. It is also possible for the low
frequency peaks to not be in relation with the other peaks. (b) Estimated emission
height for X-ray and radio bands for 13 July 2005.
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large peak at 237 MHz appear before all the remaining frequencies. On 6 May 2005,
the first radio peak is located in the 1420 MHz band. Immediately thereafter, a
peak at 237 MHz occurs and is followed by the 2695 MHz, 408 MHz and 327 MHz
peaks. Figure 3.6 (a) shows the 28 August 2005 event where simultaneous peaks
at 2695 MHz, 1420 MHz, 610 MHz and 237 MHz occur. Peaks at 408 MHz and
327 MHz follow, along with another 237 MHz peak at the end of the event, which
is most likely the low frequency response to the flare. Figure 3.6 (b) shows the
temporal progression of emitting layers. The 5 December 2006 event clearly starts
in the highest radio frequencies, but before the peak at 2695 MHz and 1420 MHz,
a peak at 237 MHz occurs. Peaks at the remaining radio frequencies follow. It
is not clear what is the driving mechanism of the lowest frequency peak occurring
simultaneously with the highest frequency peaks, skipping the intermediate ones. It
is interesting to see that both of the most powerful events observed, taking place on
28 October 2003 and 5 December 2006, exhibit this type of behavior.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
28 avgust 2005 M 1.6
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 10:26 3.04·10−6 10:27 1.65·10−5
12 10:26 3.22·10−6 10:28 1.69·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 10:25 254.4
327 10:24 1154.5
408 10:23 614.3
610 10:21 101.8
1420 10:21 307.3
2695 10:21 497.2
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 10:18 10:27
Table 3.6: Event data table for 28 August 2005.
3.6 Relaxation radio peaks
In six cases, radio peaks during the event descend phase were observed. On 19
August 2003 (1st event (fig. A.5)), 28 October 2003 (fig. A.8) (3rd radio peak),
13 July 2004 (1st (fig. 3.4) and 2nd (fig. 3.7) event), 25 July 2004 (1st event)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: (a) The figure shows the event observed at 28 August 2005. It starts
at the highest frequencies. Simultaneously a small enhancement at 237 MHz occurs
which may not be connected to the event. Subsequent peaks appear at 408 MHz,
327 MHz and 237 MHz. After the radio burst, HXR and SXR reach their maximum
value. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for 28 August 2005.
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(fig. A.14) and 23 August 2005 (fig. A.20). Their common characteristic is a
large radio flux density at low frequencies due to the response of high coronal layers
to the accelerating mechanism of the flare occurring previously at the coronal base.
Displayed in figure 3.7 is the second event on 13 July 2004, which occurred during the
descending phase of the flare. No additional peak in X-ray flux density is noticeable
at this time as well as no peaks at 2695 MHz. Only large peaks at the lowest
frequencies are present. It indicates that no process is taking place in the low
corona, only the high corona is excited. Figure 3.7 (b) indicates the progression
of the emission through coronal layers starting at the highest ones. For 25 July
2004, data from radio frequencies 2695 MHz and 1420 MHz are lacking. Due to
peak temporal progression, the first and largest peak in the first event is supposed
to have started at high frequencies. The wide peaks in 408 MHz, 327 MHz and 237
MHz follow in the same event, which is interpreted as the low frequency response of
the high coronal layers.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
13 July 2004 (2nd event) /
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 / / / /
12 / / / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 9:39 321.5
327 9:39 407.1
408 9:39 339.8
610 9:40 281.5
1420 9:40 106.1
2695 9:43 94.6
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
/ / /
Table 3.7: Event data table for 2nd event on 13 July
2004.
3.7 Special cases
Numerous exceptional cases were observed in the data. This means events where ra-
dio and X-ray peaks do not respect the temporal progression expected in the model
or appear at heights and times which are unexpected.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.7: (a) The relaxation phase of the second event observed on 13 July 2004
is represented. No events are visible in X-rays and the radio signal peaks mostly
at the lowest frequencies, which is typical for the late phases of a flare. No peak is
observable at 2695 MHz. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands
for 13 July 2004 (2nd event).
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During the second event decay phase on 19 August 2003 (fig. A.6) a third event can
be seen. First a peak appears in all frequencies, reaching maximum value at low
frequency before the maximum at the highest frequency 2695 MHz. The first is the
only peak to affect all observed frequencies. Shortly after, two more peaks appear,
with extremely low effect on the highest frequencies in the 610 MHz, 1420 MHz and
2695 MHz band, which exhibit a decay behavior, but at the same time having a
great effect on the lowest observed radio frequency bands: 408 MHz, 327 MHz and
237 MHz. None of the three peaks in this event shows an X-ray counterpart.
During three analyzed events (18 March 2003 (fig. 3.8), 12 July 2005 (fig. A.17)
and 23 August 2005 (fig. A.20)), peaks at high radio frequencies or peaks in all
radio frequencies, with the greatest radio flux density at the highest frequencies,
were observed in the decay stages of the flare. The X-ray flux density data curves
corresponding to the main impulsive phase were descending and had no additional
flaring type event in the X-rays that could be attributed to the late radio burst
event. In figure 3.8, the 18 March 2003 event is represented, where the three sets of
radio peaks are visible along with a single peak in the X-rays. The third radio burst
is visible in all frequencies, which is true also for the 12 July 2005 event; for the 23
August 2005 event, only data for 2695 MHz and 1420 MHz are available due to data
interruption. Figure 3.8 (b) represent more clearly the emission layer distribution
in time for the three observed radio frequency peaks. These three cases seem to
represent a type of event where only radio signal is emitted without any noticeable
X-ray flare event. More precisely, all three of them occur with a significant time
delay to the X-ray peak to which they appear to be related.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
18 March 2003 X 1.5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
8 12:07 4.57·10−5 12:08 1.54·10−4
10 12:07 4.53·10−5 12:08 1.64·10−4
12 12:07 4.72·10−5 12:08 1.51·10−4
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 12:06 33.8
327 / /
408 / /
610 12:07 538.8
1420 12:06 188.0
2695 12:06 243.0
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frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 12:13 260.8
327 12:13 446.3
408 12:13 336.6
610 12:14 231.3
1420 12:15 374.6
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
327 12:39 134.7
408 12:39 159.4
610 12:37 289.8
1420 12:37 983.0
2695 12:26 1411.9
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 12:08 12:16
II 12:16 12:20
IV 12:19 13:18
Table 3.8: Event data table for 18 March 2003.
In three events (1st event on 27 May 2003 (fig. A.2), 2nd event on 2 June
2003 (fig. A.4) and the 22 August 2005 event (fig. 3.9), X-ray data show smaller
peaks during multiple events where radio counterparts can be observed only at low
frequencies with no noticeable peaks at the highest observed frequencies. Figure 3.9
(a) represents the event on 22 August 2005. No distinct peaks at the two highest
frequencies are observable at the three most prominent radio peaks reported in the
tables. The first is uncertain since it is located at the beginning of observation and
may be lacking data at high frequencies. Figure 3.9 (b) additionally displays the
coronal layers emission in time for three major radio and X-ray peaks. The first
peak on 2 June has a radio counterpart only at 327 MHz and 408 MHz. The last
five small peaks in the 27 May 2003 event do not show any distinct radio peak at
2695 MHz after the main SXR peak. The first event on 24 July 2004 displays a
similar behavior with the second X-ray peaking time. The most prominent response
can be seen at 408 MHz and 327 MHz, similar to the 2 June 2003 second event
described prior. In this case, high frequency data are not available, thus we are
unable to confirm that they are of the same behavior. This indicates a type of event
that seemingly does not excite the plasma at the coronal base corresponding to the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.8: (a) For 18 March 2003, only a single event in soft and hard X-rays can
be seen in the data with burst type X1.5 peaking at 12:07 UT in hard X-rays and
at 12:08 UT in soft X-rays. Three series of radio peaks can be distinguished, the
first peaking before both X-ray flares. The radio event seems to start in the layers
corresponding to 2695 and 1420 MHz, with the plasma perturbation immediately
spreading upwards in lower frequencies. The small peak at 237 MHz at 12:06 UT
is most likely not connected to the event. Shortly after another peak appears at
lower frequencies suggesting a plasma emission from the perturbation traveling up-
wards in the corona. An emission in 610 MHz and 1420 MHz manifests again. At
the end a third radio peak appears, starting at high frequency and progressively
traveling to lower frequencies, suggesting another plasma perturbation started at
the coronal base and then traveling upwards. In the relaxation phase, a peak at
lower frequencies is expected. Additionally a slight enhancement in HXR can be
seen in correspondence to the third series of peaks. Both pieces of evidence suggest
a separate acceleration event of lower intensity after the main flare. (b) Estimated
emission height for X-ray and radio bands for 18 March 2003.
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highest observing frequencies. The first event of 25 July 2004 presents a similar
feature to the ones described, but due to lacking data at high radio frequencies at
1420 MHz and 2695 MHz we are unable to include it into this category. This event
however shows a second small X-ray peak after the first large one. It has a significant
radio counterpart at 408 MHz, 327 MHz and 237 MHz, with no clear sign of radio
peaks at 610 MHz. We would need the remaining two radio frequencies to confirm
or reject if this was a similar case to the other three.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
22 August 2005 /
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 6:23 4.36·10−8 6:24 9.93·10−7
12 6:24 4.26·10−8 6:24 9.59·10−7
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 6:58 3.32·10−8 6:58 7.64·10−7
12 6:58 3.18·10−8 6:58 7.38·10−7
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 7:02 3.22·10−8 7:03 7.53·10−8
12 7:02 3.08·10−8 7:02 7.28·10−8
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:23 282.2
327 6:16 170.1
408 6:16 94.8
610 6:16 52.1
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:55 135.0
327 6:57 56.1
408 6:57 44.4
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610 6:56 47.6
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:59 141.2
327 7:00 54.9
408 7:00 43.6
610 / /
1420 / /
2695 / /
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
/ / /
Table 3.9: Event data table for 22 August 2005.
3.8 Precursors
Three events exhibit precursor features in form of radio or X-ray flux density en-
hancement or both: 2 June 2003 (first event (fig. 3.10)), 28 October 2003 (first
peak (fig. A.8)) and the 18 November 2003 event (fig. A.9). In figure 3.10 (a), the
first event on 2 June 2003 is displayed. Two small bumps in the X-ray data can be
seen before the main peak. At the same time, unsettled activity begins in all radio
frequencies before the main radio peak occurring following the maximum value in
X-rays. Figure 3.10 (b) additionally represents the flare and radio burst timing at
different coronal altitudes. On 28 October 2003, the main flare peak is preceded by
a smaller one which is visible in all radio and X-ray frequencies. In the case of 18
November 2003 event, only a radio precursor can be seen with no X-ray counterpart
prior to the main event.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
2 June 2003 (1st event) M 3.9
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
8 8:35 8.77·10−6 8:36 3.91·10−5
10 8:35 9.16·10−6 8:36 4.28·10−5
12 8:35 9.29·10−6 8:36 3.95·10−5
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frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 8:42 304.8
327 8:42 68.3
408 8:42 50.4
610 8:42 128.2
1420 8:42 106.6
2695 8:42 199.8
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
IV 8:37 9:06
Table 3.10: Event data table for 1st event on 2 June 2003.
3.9 Table of all events
In table 3.11, all the examined events are collected and presented with the complete
set of features observed and described in this chapter. Every event is marked with
its observation date in the first column. When more events occurred in the same
day, a number in brackets is added to the date. The first column X (a,s) indicates
in which events the X-ray peak occurred after or simultaneously with the radio peak
and the second column X (b) indicates events when X-ray peaks occurred before
radio peaks. The following columns X (1) and X (m) indicate events where one
single X-ray peak or multiple X-ray peaks were observed respectively. The fifth col-
umn X-hf indicates the events were X-ray peaks were observed but no radio peaks
at high frequency were present. Next, the sixth column hf-X indicates events where
radio peaks at high frequency were observed at the end of the event with no X-ray
counterpart. The seventh column hf+s contains events where radio peaks occur at
high frequency first, progressing to low frequency, and events where radio peaks oc-
curred simultaneously in all observed radio frequencies. In the eight column lf, the
events starting at low frequencies and progressing to high frequencies are included
The ninth column hf+lf indicates events where simultaneous peaking of the high-
est observed radio frequencies (2695 MHz or 1420 MHz) and the lowest observed
frequency (237 MHz) occurred, before the other observing radio frequencies. In the
tenth column prec, the events showing a form of precursor, namely enhanced X-ray
or radio emission density or both, in the tens of minutes before the main burst are
indicated. The last column rlx indicates events where smaller radio peaks were
visible during the relaxation phase after the flare.
The second event on 27 May 2003 displays two peaks, where the second and larger
peak reaches peak emission at 610 MHz and 1420 MHz first, followed by low frequen-
cies after which the peak at 2695 MHz appears. Because of the highest frequency
delay, we included the peak in the low to high frequency category. The first event
on 19 August 2003 displays again two peaks, where the first occurs simultaneously
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.9: (a) The event registered on 22 August 2005 is shown in the figure. Clear
radio peaks are visible at the three lowest observed frequencies and almost none is
visible in the two highest frequencies. HXR and SXR data show a multitude of small
events combined, but the type X-flare is unavailable from the data. In comparison
with the radio data, the three radio peaks identified can possibly coincide with three
of the X-ray data features. The X-ray events does not show to be connected with
events near the high frequencies at the coronal base. (b) Estimated emission height
for X-ray and radio bands for 22 August 2005.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.10: (a) The first and largest flare of 2 June 2003 peaks in HXR and SXR
with a type M3.9 flare before the radio signal, which shows a six minute delay. This
suggests a flaring mechanism located very low in the coronal base. The plasma
perturbation occurred first in a region where HXR and SXR can be emitted, later it
propagated to higher coronal layers. Before the main impulsive phase of the event,
a noticeable increase of the flux density appears less than 20 minutes before the
X-ray peaks and 10 minutes before the radio peaks. This can be indicative of a
possible precursor to the main event. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and
radio bands for 2 June 2003 (1st event).
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at 2695 MHz and 237 MHz with the addition of a small peak at 327 MHz. The third
event on the same day is an exceptional single event not occurring in the impulsive
phase of any X-ray flare.
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Combined data
After collecting the peak times of all events, we conducted a statistical analysis of
the whole data sample. For each radio frequency, we took the difference between
the radio frequency peak and the HXR and SXR peak. For events with a more
complex structure showing multiple peaks in radio, X-rays or both, we considered
only the difference between the highest X-ray peak and the nearest, most powerful
radio peak. We made an exeption for three events: the second event on 2 June 2003
(fig. A.4), the first event on 25 July 2004 (fig. A.14) and the 22 August 2005 event
(fig. 3.9). These show more than one small but clear peak in radio and respectively
in X-rays for each event. The additional peaks in these events were also included in
our statistics since the radio peaks appeared during the impulsive phase as expected
in flares. Thus they are clearly indicative of a flaring type event that respects the
reciprocal timings between radio and X-ray peaks. The negative sign used in figures
and table 4.1 in this chapter means radio peaks occurring before the X-ray peak
and the positive sign indicates X-ray peaks preceding radio peaks. The data are
represented in normalized histograms in figure 4.1. Different colors represent X-ray
flare types C, M and X, from the least energetic type to the most energetic type as
seen in the GOES data files. In some cases, data about the X-flare type were not
provided in the data files due to a weaker event than C type. We tried to fit at
first a Gaussian curve on the histograms in order to evaluate the average time delay
between radio, HXR and SXR. We expected this distribution to approximate well
our time difference measurements in events that we assumed to be independent from
each other. From the plots, it became evident that a Gaussian curve was unable to
simulate the tails of our distribution. We used a Loretz curve instead, because of
much thicker tails, characteristic for this distribution. We showed our fitting results
with Gaussian (black) and Loretz (blue) curves in figure 4.1, comparing their mean
value and full width at half maximum (FWHM). Both fits were performed discarding
the outliers. The great majority of values are distributed within an interval of ±15
minutes around mean value. For this reason we limited the fit to this temporal
interval and interpreted every value which falls out of the interval as an outlier. This
made us able to verify the theoretical model prediction and to made a comparison
with the work of research groups dealing with the same statistical analysis described
in different articles: Teske and Thomas[46], Aschwanden et al.[44]. All the events
were included with the exception of two. The 3rd event on 19 August 2003 (fig.
A.7) occurred in the decay phase of a previous event that day, which was already
analyzed and whose time difference between radio and X-ray peak already taken.
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This event has no X-ray counterpart to be taken into account. The second event on
13 July 2004 (fig. 3.7) is a radio burst at low frequencies which is expected during
the final phases of a flare and must not be taken into account as an impulsive phase
radio burst. Therefore a total of 34 radio and corresponding X-ray peaks were taken
into account occurred in 29 events.
(a) Time delay of soft X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 237 MHz.
(b) Time delay of hard X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 237 MHz.
(c) Time delay of soft X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 327 MHz.
(d) Time delay of hard X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 327 MHz.
(e) Time delay of soft X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 408 MHz.
(f) Time delay of hard X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 408 MHz.
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(g) Time delay of soft X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 610 MHz.
(h) Time delay of hard X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 610 MHz.
(i) Time delay of soft X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 1420 MHz.
(j) Time delay of hard X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 1420 MHz.
(k) Time delay of soft X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 2695 MHz.
(l) Time delay of hard X-ray peaks with Gauss
curve fit for 2695 MHz.
Figure 4.1: Normalized histograms showing time differences in minutes between
radio and X-ray peaks. The negative sign denotes a radio peak occurring before an
X-ray peak and the positive sign denotes the opposite. For each observing frequency,
two histograms were produced. The first indicating time differences between radio
and soft X-ray peaks and the second indicating time differences between radio and
hard X-rays. Different X-ray type flares are marked with different bar colors. A
Gaussian fit was made to the data in order to estimate the average difference in
occurrence times of the peaks, which are shown in table 4.1.
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Data in histograms are divided in columns with width of two minutes. Peak
location and FWHM for both fitting functions are shown in table 4.1. Here tSG are
mean peaking times for SXR with Gauss fit, tSL mean peaking times for SXR with
Lorentz fit, tHG, tHL are mean peaking times for HXR with Gauss and Lorentz fit,
respectively. To estimate the mean time delay t¯ and error ∆t from the values in
table 4.1 for each of the four cases we used the equations for weighted arithmetic
mean[47]:
t¯ =
∑︁
i
ti
FWHM
2
i∑︁
i
1
FWHM
2
i
and ∆t2 =
∑︁
i
(ti−t¯)2+FWHM2i
FWHM
4
i(︃∑︁
i
1
FWHM
2
i
)︃2 (4.1)
Here ti are the mean peaking times for each of the four cases. For both SXR fitting
cases, i covers all six values in table 4.1. In the two HXR cases, the fourth value in
table 4.1 was treated as an outlier and thus discarded. The FWHM given for each
peaking time in table 4.1 were used as weight in the calculus of the mean. For SXR
average time delay with Gauss fit, we obtained the value tSG = -1.9 min ± 2.8 min,
and for Lorentz fit, the value of tSL = -1.4 min ± 2.1 min. HXR average time delay
with Gauss fit was determined to be tHG = -0.4 min ± 1.7 min and with the Lorentz
fit tHL = -0.4 min ± 1.5 min. This result is close to the expected time scenario when
comparing with the Teske and Thomas[46] article. In their statistics, HXR peaks
occur almost simultaneously with radio peaks and SXR peaks occur with a delay
from three to six minutes after radio peaks. What we obtained from the Gauss and
Lorentz fit is the mathematical average and is a non-integer number while all the
data we used have a time resolution of one minute. Thus we need to round the
decimal numbers to integers of one minute in order to give a result consistent with
our data resolution. It is important also to consider the fact that we had only 34
useful measured peaks in radio and X-rays against the sample of 165 used by Teske
and Thomas[46], and that they only observed centimetric radio bursts. The great
majority of events observed at the TSRS are contained in an interval of ±15 minutes
around the average value of time delay. A similar data behavior can be seen in the
work of Teske and Thomas[46]. SXRs show a slightly wider distribution which can
be also seen from the FWHM reported in table 4.1. It indicates that SXR occur
with a wider range of timings around the impulsive phase, compared with HXR, the
former being the emission from thermalized electrons at the end of a flare.
As expected, a small number of events lie at a greater distance from the average
delay, some of which have a significant difference from the great majority. These
are all complex or exceptional single events. The first and most prominent is the 13
July 2005 event, which was mentioned and described in detail also in the previous
chapter. Next is the third event on 14 July 2005 (fig. 3.3). In this case, only the
highest radio frequency at 2695 MHz presents a small temporal delay from the X-ray
peak. Progressing to lower frequencies, the delay accumulates but to a much greater
value than in the great majority of other events.
In the end is the most notable event that stands out, which occurred on 23 August
2005 (fig. A.20). This was a very complex event with many unusual features de-
scribed also in the previous chapter. However, it exhibits a similar behavior to the
14 July event. Again, the highest radio frequency has a small temporal difference
from the X-ray peak, but the delay greatly accumulates progressing to lower fre-
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quencies even in more so than on 14 July.
This analysis revealed to be very significant to prove the validity and usefulness of
the TSRS observations giving the expected temporal behavior of flares. It represents
in a clear way the whole sample of observations. Additional features (outliers) gave
us indications of exceptional unexpected events. These were not discarded because
similar time differences were observed before by Teske and Thomas[46]. Being able
to observe such exceptional features with the TSRS gives additional importance to
this dataset.
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5.1 Identification of particle events
In this chapter, the data of solar energetic particle (SEP) events caused by the flares
are presented. In section 5.4 of this chapter, the particles' Sun to Earth flight times
are also examined. One of the goals of this work was to identify the radio bursts
observed by the TSRS emitted in the flares responsible for SEPs registered by the
GOES satellites in Earth orbit. Today SEP observation carries great importance due
to the potential hazardous effects on satellites and astronauts in orbit. Their study
is crucial for the future technological development and human activity in space.
Research centers in Slovenia, which is currently at the start of its own satellite de-
velopment, have interest in this type of events in order to develop systems able to
mitigate the dangerous effects of high energetic particles.
Solar energetic particles are protons, electrons and ions accelerated during eruptive
events on the Sun. Their energy range can reach from keV to GeV. This charged par-
ticles propagate from the Sun trough interplanetary space along magnetic field lines.
The characteristics of SEP flux depends on acceleration mechanism productivity, its
magnetic field properties, the amount of seed particles from previous events, and
additional acceleration processes or particle loss after the main event. The most
energetic SEPs, reaching energies of over 500 MeV, can penetrate the terrestrial
magnetosphere. They can generate secondary products during atmospheric inter-
action which can be detected by ground-based neutron monitors and thus called
ground-level enhancement (GLE)[48]. Only 70 SEP events have been reported to
have caused a GLE since 1942[48]. Intense effort is invested into development of
SEP event forecast system using different approaches[45]. Forecasting models are
multiple-parameter solvers using different numerical techniques[45]. The forecast
must provide the accurate particle arriving time in advance with the minimal num-
ber of missed cases and a low false alarm rate[45]. The models need specific input
parameters or use electrons as proton precursors, location, intensity and steepness
of flare emission, radio emission precursors, statistical probabilities and give the
evaluation of possible outputs[45]. In the end, a cross-check of various methods
performances is run to validate each of them[45]. Miteva et al.[45] analyzed the
potential presence of radio burst preceding SEP events, their origin and strength.
Their goal was to identify how radio bursts of type II, III and IV are related to
flares and coronal mass ejection assumed to be the parent activity for SEP events
for the period during 1996-2016. They examined also the SEP dependence from
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solar longitude location of the source and the peak proton energy.
Following the work of Miteva et al.[45], we used the list of SEP events published by
them in this work. It comprises 431 events from 1996 to 2016 collected from event
catalogs containing data from the GOES, SOHO and Wind satellite systems. In
their work, Miteva et al.[45] used dynamical radio spectra from 12 radio observing
stations on Earth and in orbit to determine the radio burst type. From 2003 to
2006, the span of our data, a total of 77 events are included in Miteva et al.[45] list.
On this basis we examined how many SEP events had radio burst preceding them
which were observed by the TSRS. We identified that eight SEP events in the list
had radio bursts observed by the TSRS. In table 5.1 and figure 5.1, a representative
case of the 28 October 2003 event (Halloween event) is shown. In the analysis, we
took the peak value of particle density flux for electrons and protons measured by
the GOES satellite from the data averaged for one minute. The first three boxes
of table 5.1 represent maximal fluxes of energetic electrons and the maximal fluxes
of energetic protons are listed in the remaining seven columns. For 28 October
2003, we also calculated particle flux data for five- and ten-minute averages. We
wanted to verify how much noise affects flux density peaks location for the event
with the highest measured particle density flux. The results are presented in table
5.2. For every energy channel, the temporal difference in minutes is shown between
the peaking time, determined from one minute average data, and five minute av-
erage in the column with ∆t5, and ten minutes average in the column with ∆t10.
The − indicates that the peak identified from a five- or ten-minute average occurs
before the peak determined from one minute data. The + instead indicates a peak
in five- or ten-minute average occurs after the one minute average peak. For each
case we needed to determine to which flare the SEP event is related. This informa-
tion was taken from the pdf document reports of the specific year and week of the
event stored in the GOES online archive. The SEP event on 28 October 2003 was
particularly powerful due to a coronal mass ejection directed towards the Earth and
originated from a X 17.2 X-ray flare. Generally, no proton counts are present in
the channel of proton energies higher than 80.0 MeV (only five proton columns are
therefore present). In this case, all the energetic particle channels registered a signal
enhancement, even the most powerful ones at energies between 80.0-165.0 MeV and
165.0-500.0 MeV. In figure 5.1, the one minute average GOES data are shown for
four days starting with the erupting event day in logarithmic scale. The electron
flux density at lower energies data are presented in figure 5.1 (a). The highest peak
visible in the figure, which occurred on 30 October in the afternoon, cannot be as-
sociated with enough certainty to the 28 October flare, because another powerful
flare occurred on 29 October in the evening. Thus we considered the first, smaller
peak, occurring on 28 October in the afternoon (reported in the table below), to be
the result of the eruption we were analyzing. If this is the case, we can immediately
notice from the next figures 5.1 (b) and (c), showing higher energy electron fluxes,
reaching the peak value long after the electron flux at low energy. This is unusual,
because particles at higher energies generally reach Earth before the ones at low
energy due to higher particle velocity and lower curvature of the trajectory between
the Sun and the Earth[49]. In this case, it is possible that a mechanism or electron
density depletion or spacecraft detector shielding could be the cause of a rapidly
occurring and rapidly decreasing low peak flux of low energetic electrons. It is also
important to consider that electron data from GOES-10 and GOES-11 were unreli-
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able from 28 to 31 October due to solar radiation contamination of the instrument.
From figure 5.1 (b) to 5.1 (j), it is evident that the main peak is wide and appears to
be double, reaching maximum value at the second peak immediately after 6:00 UT
on 28 October in figure 5.1 (b) and figures from 5.1 (d) to 5.1 (h). In figure 5.1 (i)
and 5.1 (j), the second peak moves to an earlier timing, which is expected at high
energies. This peak is less pronounced with the proton energy progression. The first
peak, resembling a knee in the particle flux data, changes much more slowly com-
pared to the second, gradually diminishing its peak value at high energy channels
and in figure 5.1 (j) results are higher than the second peak. This double feature
suggests two events producing the particle flux data we observed. The first peak
shows a more gradual event over time, producing proton fluxes distributed through
all energy channels. The second peak instead suggests a brief more impulsive event
with a very large flux at the lowest energy protons and an extremely low flux at the
highest proton energies.
From table 5.2, we can estimate how much influence the data noise had on peak-
ing time determination. In most cases, we do not register a significant deviation
because the peak timings at five- and ten-minute average occur from ±10 to ±20
minutes before or after the peaking time at one-minute average. A more significant
difference can be seen at proton channels p 5 and p 7 for GOES 11 data. From
figure 5.1 (h), we can see the peak is relatively flat, which means the time interval
of averaging in this case is important. On flat peaks, noise has more influence at
a small time average because a very brief singular event of high intensity is able to
affect the data. Similar applies for p 7, where in this case from figure 5.1 (j) we can
notice three peaks with similar height. A small noise fluctuation can affect the data
also in this case in a similar way to flat peaks.
The 28 October 2003 event is representative due to its exceptional power, complete
data coverage in all particle and X-ray energy channels available from the GOES
satellites, and most importantly because it was observed by the TSRS. In the same
year, only the 18 March event in our list is supposed to be followed by a particle
event (fig. B.1). In figure B.1 (a), the displayed flux density of electrons at energies
higher than 4 MeV shows a peak reached the same day in the afternoon for GOES 8
and a peak reached the following day in the evening registered by GOES 10. Figure
B.1 (c) shows a peak at the 4.0-9.0 MeV proton channel, peaking the same day in
the evening and figure B.1 (d) shows a peak the same day in the afternoon. In the
GOES pdf weekly reports, no proton event is noted due to the proton flux being
smaller than 10 protons per minute at energies higher than 10 MeV. Nevertheless,
the peaks in proton data on 18 March are supposed to be generated by the event on
the same day due to the fact that was the most powerful event in that period and
had produced a CME. We performed flux density averaging for five and ten minutes
as in the previous case. Particle density flux data for 18 March 2003 were those
with the highest noise among all inspected particle data. We wanted to evaluate
how much noise influenced measurements in this case. The results can be seen in ta-
ble B.2. Note that different time averages give significant deviations in peaking time
determination. This can be expected from data where significant noise is present,
since on small temporal scales a local maximum resulting from brief fluctuations in
flux density can affect the data.
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(a) Electron flux density for energies > 0.6 MeV. (b) Electron flux density for energies > 2.0 MeV.
(c) Electron flux density for energies > 4.0 MeV. (d) Proton flux density for energies: 0.6 - 4.0
MeV.
(e) Proton flux density for energies: 4.0 - 9.0
MeV.
(f) Proton flux density for energies: 9.0 - 15.0
MeV.
On 6 May 2005, the TSRS observed one of the two most powerful events in that
period which produced enhanced particle fluxes. In fig. B.2 (a), the electron flux
density is shown for energies > 4 MeV. Fig. B.2 (b) represent protons with energies
between 0.64 MeV. The peak value most likely connected with the event is the peak
occurred late in the day of 6 May and in the morning of 7 May show in table B.2.
App. figures B.2 (c), (d) and (e) show enhanced levels for protons at energies 4-9
MeV, 9-15 MeV and 15-44 MeV respectively, where it is evident the event was not
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(g) Proton flux density for energies: 15.0 - 44.0
MeV.
(h) Proton flux density for energies: 40.0 - 80.0
MeV.
(i) Proton flux density for energies: 80.0 - 165.0
MeV.
(j) Proton flux density for energies: 165.0 - 500.0
MeV.
Figure 5.1: Temporal progression of particle flux density caused by 28 October 2003
event measured in three electron and seven proton energy channels.
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particularly intense in energetic particle production.
Particle fluxes from the 14 July 2005 event are presented in fig. B.3. Figures B.3 (a)
and (b) show a slight electron flux enhancement at the two lowest channels. A more
notable electron enhancement can be seen in the third electron channel, displayed
in fig. B.3 (c). In the four subsequent proton flux density graphs in fig. B.3 (d)-(g),
a clear proton flux enhancement can be seen, caused by the event.
In August 2005, a multitude of flaring events occurred in the span of one week
from 22 August to 28 August. The TSRS observed first the event on 23 August
occurring at 14:45 UT. It was not the most powerful event producing a CME in
the period, but it partially contributed to the energetic particle flux. The CME
was mostly westward directed which enabled the majority of particles to reach the
Earth. It supposedly could have caused the smaller proton flux density peak on 24
August displayed in figure B.4. The second event observed by the TSRS was the 28
August flare event occurring at 10:28 UT. A CME was associated with this event
and the enhanced levels of electrons with energies > 4.0 MeV and protons in the
0.6-4.0 MeV energy band, displayed in fig. B.5, are supposed to be generated by
this event. However, solid confirmation is difficult to obtain because it was a low
energy flare, producing particle flux enhancement observable only in two energetic
particle channels and in a period of multiple flaring and erupting events. The GOES
weekly report also does not offer enough data to connect the particle event to the
radio event observed by the TSRS.
On 6 July 2006, a flaring event produced energetic particle fluxes displayed in fig.
B.6. It was the most powerful event in its period. App. figures B.6 (a) and (b) show
enhanced electron flux levels in the days immediately after the event. Figures B.6
(c) to (f) show the energetic proton flux enhancement caused by the flare.
The last flaring event observed by the TSRS and associated with an energetic particle
event was the great flare of 5 December 2006. Figure B.7 shows a very clear and high
peak in electron and proton flux densities occurring in the two days following the
event. This was the second most powerful event after the 28 October 2003 eruption
in our analysis and was visible in almost all GOES particle energy channels with
the exception of the two most powerful proton energy channels.
We summarized the main data for all SEP events in table 5.3 taken from tables
accompanying each event studied in this work. In the first column, we report the
date of the solar eruption event (radio burst and X-ray flare) which generated the
SEP event observed in the Earth's orbit. In the following column are listed all the
radio burst types and the X-ray flare type of each event. The frequency maximum
column displays the TSRS radio frequency where the maximal radio flux density
was detected. In the last column, reserved for comments, it is noted if an event in
radio and X-rays was confirmed to be the precursor of a SEP event or not. An event
is marked with 'certain' if the GOES pdf weekly report explicitly notes that a SEP
event was caused by the X-ray flare described in the report. The example for 28
October 2003 is highlighted in yellow in figure 3.1. Events marked with 'uncertain'
are those which are not specifically indicated in the GOES weekly pdf reports as
the cause of the SEP event. We used the same 'uncertain' flag when the GOES
pdf reported: "no greater proton events occurred", which means that particle fluxes
were smaller than the SEP event threshold. We interpreted also as uncertain the
observed radio bursts during times where many flaring events occurred in a given
period and could not be exactly specified which flaring event was the exact precursor
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of a determinate SEP event.
5.2 Radio burst type
In Miteva et al.[45], published statistic of SEP events are ordered by radio wave-
length. Here we want to compare their results with ours. In the article, each
radio burst type II, III and IV has its SEP event number divided in five columns,
namely decimetric, decimetric-metric, metric, metric-decametric and decametric-
hectometric-kilometric wavelengths spanning from 3 GHz to 0.01 MHz. In our work,
we made a similar statistic for the eight identified SEP events with radio bursts ob-
served at the TSRS, as shown in figure 5.2. It is a graphical representation of the
table 5.2 data. In our case the data have a span of between 2695 MHz and 237 MHz
and are divided in six columns by each of the receiving frequencies of the TSRS.
In Miteva et al.[45], they are divided by wavelength. For each SEP event, we took
the radio frequency with the highest radio flux density as the main emitting radio
frequency. Next we counted how many radio burst of a specific type occur for all
the events with the maximal radio emission at that frequency. In the end we plotted
in the column of that frequency a color bar for each type of radio burst. The bar
height is equal to the number of radio burst types marked by the specific color. The
difference between Miteva et al.[45] and our analysis is that they used many radio
receiving stations on Earth and in orbit, with their data distributed in intervals of
wavelength; on the other hand, we used only one radio receiving station on Earth
with our data distributed at six specific frequencies. We thus used a discrete data
distribution in frequencies instead of continuous data distribution throughout wave-
length intervals. For this reason our analysis is not exactly the same as the one
performed by Miteva et al.[45], but a close analog to their analysis. Figure 5.2 (a)
combines all events in table 5.2 not counting that some events are certain an the
others are not. In figure 5.2 (b), the contribution from uncertain events is shown.
For all the events in the table with comment uncertain, we considered the radio fre-
quency of the radio emission with the highest flux density and counted the number
of radio burst types at that frequency in the exact same way as for figure 5.2 (a).
We can now make the comparison with the results of Miteva et al.[45]. In our analy-
sis, the number of events appears to increase slightly with frequency for type II and
III bursts, even when we take account the uncertain events. This is in contradiction
to the results presented in the Miteva et al.[45] article, were the number of SEP
events increases with wavelength when type II and III radio burst are the precur-
sors. Type IV radio bursts are more evenly distributed trough the radio spectrum
in both analyses. In the Miteva et al.[45] article, the type V radio bursts were not
taken into account, so our detections of this type could not be compared to the
literature.
Our statistical analysis is in any case only a very rough estimate inspired by the
work of Miteva et al.[45] and with the purpose of seeing if this type of statistical
analysis on a large data sample is possible also with our radio monitoring system.
The advantage of our data is a more detailed subdivision of a radio spectrum sec-
tion into six specific frequencies, but its drawback is coverage of a smaller interval
of frequencies (wavelengths) than in the Miteva et al.[45] work. We also counted
the type V radio bursts. The obvious shortcomings of our analysis are thus evident.
The number of identified SEP events is far too small statistically and has too many
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uncertain events. For the majority of listed SEP events, no radio precursors were
detected by the TSRS due to reasons like small sensitivity, no Earth directed particle
fluxes or simply because it was not observing when the event occurred. We however
demonstrated that this type of statistics can be performed with the TSRS data.
(a) Absolute number of radio burst types for
analyzed SEP events at the maximum emis-
sion frequency.
(b) Absolute number of radio burst types for
analyzed SEP events at the maximum emis-
sion frequency for events marked as uncertain.
Figure 5.2: Statistics in (a) and (b) display the data from table 5.2 in six columns
corresponding to the TSRS radio frequencies. The maximum frequency of each
event was considered the main emitting radio frequency. For all events with the
same maximum frequency, a total count of specific radio burst types was made. The
number of each burst type at each frequency is represented by the height of the bar
with specific color. Figure (a) displays all the table 5.2 data regardless of if an event
is certain or not. Figure (b) displays only the data marked as uncertain, where the
greatest uncertainty concerns the column at 2695 MHz.
Radio flux densities measured by the TSRS for a specific radio frequency for
events determined as certain are shown in figure 5.3. Multiple colors in a diagram
represent events with multiple radio peaks. Figure 5.4 shows events labeled as un-
certain. Multiple colors again represent multiple radio peaks. Frequencies where
the peak with the highest radio flux densities occurred were used for the statistics
in fig. 5.2. From charts shown in figure 5.3 and 5.4 a general pattern of radio flux
density emission was examined, but our data sample is too small for relevant statis-
tics. The only common feature for the majority is the radio flux density minimum
at intermediate radio frequencies, with the exception of the 28 October and 14 July
events. A radio flux enhancement at high frequencies and an alternation of radio
flux minimums and maximums at low frequencies also appears to be present in the
majority of events.
5.3 X-ray type
In addition to the radio burst type analysis analog to the Miteva et al.[45] article,
we made a similar statistic also for X-ray flare types. All identified SEP events were
generated by an X or M-type X-ray flare. The event subdivision was the same as
before for radio bursts. For all X and M-type flares we counted the number of II,
III, IV or V radio burst types respectively, which is shown in figure 5.5. We used the
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(a) Radio flux density in all radio frequencies
for 28 October 2003.
(b) Radio flux density in all radio frequencies
for 14 July 2005 (3rd event).
(c) Radio flux density in all radio frequencies
for 6 July 2006.
(d) Radio flux density in all radio frequencies
for 5 December 2006.
Figure 5.3: Radio flux densities of radio bursts emitted during the parent event for
the four SEP events marked as certain in table 5.2 as measured at the TSRS.
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(a) Radio flux density in all radio frequencies
for 18 March 2003.
(b) Radio flux density in all radio frequencies
for 6 May 2005.
(c) Radio flux density in all radio frequencies
for 23 August 2005.
(d) Radio flux density in all radio frequencies
for 28 August 2005.
Figure 5.4: Radio flux densities of radio bursts emitted during the parent event for
the four SEP events marked as uncertain in table 5.2, as measured at the TSRS.
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Figure 5.5: Absolute number of specific
radio burst types during X and M-type
flares, which produced SEP events with
radio precursors detected by TSRS.
Figure 5.6: Absolute number of specific
radio burst types during X and M-type
flares for events marked as "uncertain".
same method to account for uncertainties, shown in figure 5.6. For each uncertain
event, we determined if it had an X or M-type flare first. Then we counted the
number of each radio burst types for a specific X-ray flare.
From this data, we can estimate the most frequent radio burst types are III and IV.
M-type flares appear to be almost evenly distributed across all radio burst types
with a slight preference for type III radio bursts. X-type flares appear to be more
frequent during SEP events, according to figure 5.5, with a preference for type IV
radio bursts. X-type flares do not appear to be present during type V radio bursts.
As mentioned previously, in the Radio burst section above, the number of events is
too small to allow a discussion on different X-ray flare type statistic. In this way we
wanted to explore an additional type of statistics between two data sets available
for SEP events.
5.4 SEP timings
The last analysis we conducted on the data was the time difference between the ra-
dio burst and SEP arrival at Earth distance. We set the time to zero at the peaking
time of the maximal radio peak observed and examined two cases shown in table 5.3.
In the first case, we calculated the time delay between radio bursts and the arrival
time of the highest particle flux detected during a specific SEP event. With e(f) we
denote the electron channel where the greatest particle flux was recorded using the
channel notation of particle fluxes described in the beginning of this section. ∆te(f)
therefore denotes time differences between radio bursts and maximal electron flux
peak arrival in hours and minutes. The same procedure is used for protons, now
with p(f) and ∆tp(f). In the second case, we calculated the time differences between
radio bursts and the arrival of the particles with the highest detected energy for the
respective SEP event. The highest energy electron and proton channel where this
has been detected are denoted as e(E) and p(E) respectively. The time differences
are then denoted as ∆te(E) for electrons and ∆tp(E) for protons.
During four events, the arrival time of electrons is the same for the highest particle
flux detected and the particles with the highest detected energy because only data
from one electron channel were available. In one case, data were available for only
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one channel for protons.
In the case of maximum flux, the electrons arrive always before protons with the
exception of the 23 August 2005 event. Electron fluxes show time differences from
the radio burst spanning from 5 hours 46 minutes to 58 hours 45 minutes. The
arrival time in the case of a maximum proton flux spans from 9 hours 7 minutes to
66 hours 9 minutes. In the case of particles with maximal detected energy, electrons
arrive after protons in five events and almost at the same time in one event. Ar-
rival time for high energy electrons spans from 5 hours 46 minutes to 55 hours 12
minutes and for high energy protons from 4 hours 47 minutes to 55 hours 19 min-
utes. This large time-delay span is due to different ways of particle acceleration and
propagation trough interplanetary space, as described in the Masson et al.[48] arti-
cle. Acceleration trough shocks, compared to acceleration by reconnection, generally
occurs after the flaring event. Therefore energetic particles are injected in the inter-
planetary magnetic field at a later time. Delays are caused also by mechanisms of
propagation. Propagation trough the spiral interplanetary magnetic field of the Sun,
which is the most direct way, has been observed in a very low number of cases[48].
The majority of relativistic particles propagate trough transient structures in the
interplanetary magnetic field, also called magnetic clouds, which do not propagate
at relativistic velocities. GOES magnetometer measurements are therefore needed
to identify which magnetic structure transported the SEPs. The spiral magnetic
field orientation is approximately aligned with the ecliptic plane and its magnetic
field lines are directed along the ecliptic plane[48]. The field of a magnetic cloud
is instead not aligned with the ecliptic and the difference is in the order of tens of
degrees[48]. For our analysis it is again important to consider that four events are
uncertain, which has a large influence on particle minimum arrival time estimation.
Taking the article and SEP event list published by Miteva et al.[45] as the origin,
we searched trough the TSRS data with the aim of finding radio burst events ob-
served by the TSRS which could be associated with solar energetic particle events
in the list. In the majority of cases, the radio data were lacking or we were unable
to successfully combine radio and X-ray data with particle flux data. However, we
were able to find a match with different degrees of certainty between those data for
the cases described in this paragraph. Most importantly, we found this match for
the two most powerful events in the two solar cycles being examined, namely the 28
October 2003 and 5 December 2006 events, having the TSRS observing the Sun at
the exact moment of the occurrences. This offers the possibility of a further event
investigation in the future.
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Possible precursor event
Examination of the TSRS radio burst data showed a progressive enhancement of
radio flux density or an enhancement of noise at 237 MHz one day before the main
flare for a number of observed events. The large fluctuations at 610 MHz are always
present and were not considered. Figure 6.1 gives an example of noise enhancement
and an example of flux density enhancement at 237 MHz. In the figures, the situation
before and after the flare of 5 December 2006 and 14 December 2006 is presented.
The flare on 14 December was not observed by the TSRS because it happened
during night-time. This feature raised the question for a possible precursor event
occurring with a large advance in timing before the main flaring event. Therefore
we examined for how many events identified in our work this feature appears. We
counted how many of our identified events also show this feature. Clearly only cases
with an enhanced activity at 237 MHz the day before the event, and with very low
or absent activity at all other frequencies (except for the noise which is a common
occurrence at 610 MHz), should be counted. This criterion was fulfilled for eight
cases: before the events on 18 March 2003, 5 May 2003, 19 August 2003, 13 July
2004, 25 July 2004, 6 May 2005, 6 July 2006 and 5 December 2006. Here, only the
events examined in this work are considered. We did not take into account the days
before events not detected by the TSRS as the case in figure 6.1 (d), (e), (f). Here
the noise enhancement was measured but the flaring event had not been observed
because it occurred outside the TSRS observational time.
Enhanced noise at 237 MHz and radio flux density enhancement are not the
only possible indication of a forthcoming event. So we also counted the number of
radio bursts and X ray flares which occurred on the day of the flare and one day
prior and two days prior to the flare. The burst and flare count one day before
the main event were impossible for events occurring at subsequent days (Events on
17 and 18 November 2003) or when data one day prior to the flare were lacking
(there was no TSRS observation one day prior to 28 October 2003 event). We were
able to count the radio burst and X-ray flare number occurring two days before the
main flare only for seven events. This was possible because no other major flaring
event comparable in radio and X-ray flux density enhancement to the main flaring
event occurred before. Figure 6.2 shows the number of radio burst types and figure
6.3 the number of X-ray flare types which occurred on the day of the event or one
or two days before. Each day is indicated with a specific color and the burst and
flare numbers are normalized to the total number of radio bursts and X-ray flares
occurring on a given day.
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Figure 6.2: Statistic of radio burst types
number two days, one day before the main
event and on the event day. The number
of specific type burst is normalized to the
total number of radio bursts occurring on
a given day.
Figure 6.3: Statistic of X-ray flare types
number two days, one day before the main
event and on the event day. The number
of specific type flares is normalized to the
total number of X-ray flares occurring on
a given day.
From figure 6.2, we notice that the great majority of all radio bursts before and
during solar events is of type III. They are followed by CTM type, which however
frequently occur also on the days preceding large flaring events. Next are type V
radio bursts, which appear to be almost evenly distributed through all the examined
days. Type II and IV occurred with much larger frequency on flaring event days
than one or two days before and this frequency is almost the same for both. Their
occurrence on the flaring day is twice as common compared to type V occurrence
on flaring day.
In figure 6.3, we see the evolution of X-ray flare types number during the two days
prior to event and on event day. X-ray flares less energetic than C-type are not
shown, because they are not considered in the GOES event reports. The figure shows
a progressive rise in the number of more energetic flare types when we approach the
event day. The most important events we examined were generated by X or high
energy M-type flares, which had an enhanced frequency during event days.
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Conclusion and future work
In this work we performed a comparative analysis of solar flares between three data
sets: radio astronomical measurements on the Earth's surface, and X-ray and parti-
cle detection from space probes. We used radio-astronomical data from the Trieste
Solar Radio System in six radio frequencies: 237 MHz, 327 MHz, 408 MHz, 610
MHz, 1420 MHz and 2695 MHz. The X-ray and particle data were taken from the
GOES spacecraft in a geosynchronous orbit around the Earth. Based on the article
and SEP event list published by Miteva et al.[45], we wanted to determine how many
events present on the list were observed by the TSRS on the specified day and how
many of them were followed by an enhancement of energetic particle flux in the days
after the event on the Sun. For each event we combined plotting of radio and X-ray
observations. A total of 31 radio events were identified in the TSRS data matching
22 SEP events from the list in Miteva et al.[45]. On six occasions, more than one
radio event was observed the same day by the TSRS. For all events, peaking times
and peaking values of radio, X-ray and, where possible, particle flux densities were
collected and tabulated. For data collection we built a program code in Python in
order to help process very large data files.
Following the introduction in chapter one, a theoretical description of the Sun and
flares is contained in the second chapter. Here the standard solar flare model was
presented along with the magnetic reconnection process which is the diving mech-
anism of solar flares. Methods of flare observation in radio and X-ray bands were
also described.
In the third chapter, we examined the combination of radio and X-ray data, bear-
ing in mind the standard solar flare model where magnetic reconnection runs the
erupting events and general features are expected to be observed in the data. These
features, namely the start of radio burst peak at high frequencies, simultaneous
peaking at all radio frequencies, HXR and SXR peaks simultaneous or occurring
shortly after radio peaks, were indeed observed in the majority of cases. However, a
considerable number of deviations to this rule and other exceptions were observed.
X-ray peaks were observed preceding radio burst peaks, examples of radio burst
starting at low frequencies and proceeding to high frequencies were also present. In
one case, X-ray peaks occur with an extreme delay to the radio burst, something
observed at least once in the past in statistic done by Teske and Thomas[46]. An
additional feature was observed in a small number of events including the two most
powerful detected in solar cycle 23 and 24 on 28 October 2003 and 5 December
2006. In these cases, the radio burst started peaking at high frequencies and had
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a simultaneous peak at the lowest frequency observed by the TSRS. Exceptional
events observed include also radio peaks at high frequency with no X-ray coun-
terpart during occurrence and events where multiple small X-ray peaks have radio
peak counterparts only at the lowest frequencies with no radio peaks at the highest
frequency. These exceptional cases show the need for a more detailed investigation
of single events presenting uncommon features, which should contribute in future to
improving the solar flare model. In the end of the chapter, we mentioned also the
cases which exhibit a precursor event, namely a start of radio and X-ray flux density
enhancement on a time scale of tens of minutes before the main event.
In the fourth chapter, we made combined statistics for all the radio and X-ray data.
We plotted one histogram for each of the six radio frequencies for time delays be-
tween radio and SXR peaks and radio and HXR peaks. The type and number of
X-ray flares is also represented in the histograms using column colors. A Gauss and
Lorentz fit was made on the histograms in order to determine the average delay of
SXR and HXR. We obtained an average delay of 1.9 min ± 2.8 min for Gauss fit
and 1.4 min ± 2.1 min for Lorentz fit in respect to SXR peaks. The delay between
radio and HXR peaks was of 0.4 min ± 1.7 min for Gauss fit and of 0.4 min ± 1.5
min for Lorentz fit. The SXR and HXR delays roughly agree with the findings of
different research groups in the past. For a better result, we would need to use data
with a temporal resolution of less than one minute. The histograms also contain
columns very distant from the average value, which correspond to the exceptional
event with large temporal delays between radio and X-ray peaks. A very similar
result was obtained in the Teske and Thomas[46] statistic described in their article.
The fifth chapter outlines particle events from the Miteva et al.[45] SEP event list
we found to match with radio bursts observed at the TSRS between 2003 and 2006.
A total of eight SEP events were found to be preceded by radio bursts observed at
the TSRS, four of which are certain and four uncertain. The certain events contain
also the two most powerful solar flares observed in cycle 23 and 24, which gives us a
valuable insight into the event development also in the aspect of energetic particle
production. For the 28 October 2003 event, particle flux density and peaking times
are presented due to their span trough all electron and proton energy channels in
tables and graphs. For each of the eight SEP events, we added the radio burst,
X-ray flare types and the radio frequency where the highest radio flux density was
observed. We subsequently used this data for a similar statistic done in the work
of Miteva et al.[45]. We plotted the total number of radio bursts types for the
frequency of maximum first. Next we plotted in the same way also the uncertain
events. The result showed an increase in number of events at high frequency, which
is in contrast to the article results. We also plotted the radio flux densities from
the TSRS of the eight observed events with the aim of identifying common patterns
in the radio burst preceding SEP events. A flux density minimum at intermediate
frequencies and a flux density enhancement at high frequencies was observed in the
majority of cases. To the radio burst statistic we also added data on X-ray flare
types at specific radio burst. This showed type III and IV radio bursts and X-type
flares to be more prevalent during SEP events. In the end, we also examined the
particle flux density peaks arrival times in order to gain insight into the flight time
particles take to reach the Earth. We considered the arrival time of the highest elec-
tron and proton flux density peaks and arrival time of the most energetic electron
and proton flux density peaks measured in each event. In the first case, electrons
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anticipate protons, in the second protons anticipate electrons. From our data, the
highest energy protons seem to reach the Earth first with the smallest arrival time
of 4 hours and 47 minutes, when the high energy electrons minimal arrival time was
5 hours and 46 minutes. All particle data were obtained for a very reduced number
of observed SEP events, which make us unable to develop a strong statistical model
for this type of event. A much larger and detailed examination on SEP events would
be needed to provide more reliable statistics.
In the sixth and last chapter, a possible radio precursor feature observed in the
TSRS data was addressed, namely the noise enhancement and progressive radio
flux density enhancement at 237 MHz. This feature occurred in eight cases one day
prior to the observed main event radio peaks at the TSRS and at least once before
an event not observed by the TSRS because it occurred out of the observational
time. We additionally counted the number of radio burst and X-ray flare types
occurring on the main event day, as well as one and two days prior to event. The
analysis showed a great majority of type III radio bursts on the day of main events
and also one and two days before the main events. The X-ray flare type analysis
showed a greater number of more energetic flare types in the days approaching the
main event day. This work confirmed the reliability of data obtained with the Tri-
este Solar Radio System in the past decades. Its quality is comparable with other
radio-solar research centers around the world. We showed that the TSRS data offer
many research possibilities, especially for all the unexpected features we observed
and outlined.
7.1 Future Work
The TSRS radio data we examined can be subjected to further analysis in the
future. An exact quantitative correlation can be calculated between radio data for
every frequency and SXR, HXR data in order to confirm or deny the connection
between different electromagnetic bands. In this work, we made the comparison
only between radio and X-ray data. Many more combinations are possible if we
also include ultraviolet, extreme ultraviolet and gamma ray data. An extremely
valuable contribution could be provided by imaging data of observed active regions.
Additional electromagnetic bands and particle channels would be needed especially
for detailed analysis of the exceptional events we encountered and outlined. To
provide a more complete picture of particle data, an analysis of the magnetic field
orientation during SEP events, as measured by GOES satellites, will be necessary.
This will show us the physical conditions when the particles interact with the Earth's
magnetosphere. In a more advanced research, a correlation between electromagnetic
emissions and particle fluxes during SEP events could be tried, again following the
most recent work of Miteva[50]. They calculated this correlation for a number of
events after solar flares. This analysis will address the problem of how multiple
eruptions and interacting eruptions affect SEP profiles[50]. For our work this would
be important for the SEP profiles encountered where more than one peak in the
particle flux density data appear.
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7.2 Ongoing project
During work on this thesis, a project was launched by the author together with Rok
Vogrin£i£, M. Sc., from the Faculty of mathematics and physics at the University of
Ljubljana with the goal of building a small experimental radio telescope. Its core is
a 2.4 m parabola movable on a motorized alt-azimuthal mount, to be installed on
the Karst part of the Miren-Kostanjevica municipality in Slovenia. It is a collab-
oration between the Faculty of physics and the astronomical association "Kmica"
from Murska Sobota (Slovenia) along with the Miren-Kostanjevica municipality and
financial donors. The radio telescope is designed to observe the radio spectrum be-
tween 1600 MHz and 1700 MHz with different frequency filters. The main goal is
to observe the OH molecule emission lines at 1612 MHz, 1665 MHz and 1667 MHz.
It is present in different objects in the Universe, from comets to large gas clouds
in the galaxy and is an indicator of water molecules. Additionally, the radio tele-
scope will be used also for solar observations in this section of the radio spectrum.
The observation frequency interval of this telescope is located in between the two
highest frequencies observed with the TSRS: 1420 MHz and 2695 MHz. However,
our smaller parabola will be less sensitive than the TSRS 3 m parabola because
sensitivity of radio telescopes is proportional to the square of parabola diameter[51].
We also want to perform an experiment to observe a cyclotrone line at 1658 MHz,
described in Memorie della societa` astronomica Italiana[52]. With the TSRS radio
polarimeter out of operation other solar radio polarimeters are distributed around
the world[53]: El Leoncito (Chile), Itapetinga (Brazil), Kharkiv Oblast (Ukraine)
and Nobeyama (Japan). Our goal is not, of course, to compete with existing radio
astronomical observation systems and space probes studying the Sun, since the tele-
scope is of a small size and represents a far less sophisticated observation system.
The main goal of this project is to use physical principles we studied in theory and
build an experimental device which will enable us to understand the functioning of
practical systems and their observation capabilities and limitations. Along with the
members of the Kmica astronomical association, it will be also used by astronomy
students at the Faculty of mathematics and physics for observational practice. This
will add a didactical purpose to the previous experimental one. No radio telescope
is available at Slovenian universities at the moment. This will be a valuable acquisi-
tion to the already existing optical observatory of Golovec and will offer to students
training in an additional field of astronomical observation not yet available at the
university level in Slovenia.
Figure 7.1: Desing of the experimental radio telescope for the project carried out
by the author of the thesis in collaboration with Rok Vogrin£i£, M. Sc., from the
Faculty of mathematics and physics of Ljubljana University.
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Appendix A
Radio and X-ray peaks
A.1 2003
date of burst type of X-ray flare
24 April 2003 M 3.3
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 12:53 5.04·10−6 12:53 3.39·10−5
12 12:53 5.01·10−6 12:53 3.19·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 12:53 316.1
327 12:52 704.2
408 12:52 115.4
610 / /
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 12:56 284.8
327 12:55 279.8
408 12:54 184.9
610 12:54 240.4
1420 12:54 146.3
2695 12:54 160.3
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type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
II 12:51 13:06
III 12:58 13:05
IV 13:00 15:05
Table A.1: Event data table for 24 April 2003.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
27 May 2003 (1st event) M 1.6
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
8 5:44 3.04·10−7 5:45 3.38·10−6
10 5:44 3.12·10−7 5:45 3.42·10−6
12 5:44 3.32·10−7 5:45 3.3·10−6
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 6:21 2.32·10−5 6:25 1.74·10−5
12 6:21 2.46·10−5 6:25 1.67·10−5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 / / 6:32 1.66·10−5
12 / / 6:32 1.60·10−5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 / / 6:35 1.59·10−5
11 / / 6:35 1.53·10−5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 / / 6:39 1.51·10−5
11 / / 6:39 1.45·10−5
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hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 / / 6:42 1.43·10−5
11 / / 6:43 1.38·10−5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 6:46 1.58·10−6 6:47 1.43·10−5
11 6:46 1.68·10−6 6:47 1.38·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 5:45 321.2
327 5:45 170.4
408 5:45 93.3
610 5:45 71.3
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:15 760.1
327 6:15 247.5
408 6:15 142.4
610 6:15 91.4
1420 6:15 78.1
2695 6:16 107.4
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:19 237.1
327 6:19 147.2
408 6:19 112.4
610 6:19 94.0
1420 / /
2695 / /
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frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:23 670.4
327 6:23 486.2
408 6:23 176.9
610 6:21 145.9
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:32 198.2
327 6:32 193.2
408 6:32 146.3
610 6:32 80.0
1420 6:32 67.2
2695 6:32 85.3
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:36 200.9
327 6:37 88.9
408 6:37 55.1
610 6:36 54.4
1420 6:37 55.9
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:43 233.5
327 6:44 147.4
408 6:44 131.2
610 6:44 71.8
1420 6:44 57.5
2695 / /
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type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 6:00 6:32
Table A.2: Event data table for 1st event on 27 May
2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.1: (a) The event of 24 April 2003 manifests a double peak at low radio
frequencies and wide peaks in higher radio frequencies. A slow signal enhancement
can be seen first at 1420 MHz next at 2695 MHz and 610 MHz before the peaks
in 408 MHz and 327 MHz followed by the peak at 237 MHz. The four highest
frequencies reach their maximum at 12:54 UT followed by the second peaks in 327
MHz at 12:55 UT and in 237 MHz at 12:56 UT. Both X-ray flares peak at 12:53
UT after the first radio event with a type M3.3 flare. The shape of both suggests a
combination of two events. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands
for 24 April 2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.2: (a) The 27 May 2003 event is a combination of multiple energetic events.
The comparison of radio and X-ray data shows numerous smaller flaring events in
addition to the main flare. The first radio peak with X-ray counterpart in both
SXR and HXR is noticeable at 5:45 UT, before the main event. The latter occurred
at 6:15 UT in radio, at 6:21 UT in HXR and 6:25 UT in SXR. The X-ray flare
class was M1.6. After the highest peak in SXR, five smaller peaks can be seen in
the relaxation part fo the X-ray event. The last occurs also in the HXR. Before
the main HXR peak, an additional signal is noticeable. The radio data show five
additional radio peaks after the main event, which suggests that are connected to the
five small additional peaks in SXR. It is important to notice that none of those has
a noticeable radio peak at the highest frequency 2695 MHz. (b) Estimated emission
height for X-ray and radio bands for 27 May 2003 (1st event).
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
27 May 2003 (2nd event) C 6.5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
8 15:10 8.28 · 10−7 15:11 6.53 · 10−6
10 15:10 8.39 · 10−7 15:11 6.81 · 10−6
12 15:10 8.89 · 10−7 15:12 6.53 · 10−6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 14:57 415.5
327 14:56 353.6
408 14:56 141.6
610 14:56 105.0
1420 14:55 95.9
2695 14:54 89.8
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 15:08 794.1
327 15:08 961.1
408 15:08 513.7
610 15:07 270.4
1420 15:07 180.4
2695 15:09 198.1
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
/ / /
Table A.3: Event data table for 2nd event on 27 May
2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.3: (a) The type C6.5 X-ray flare signal for 27 May 2003 in the afternoon
appears with a larger unusual shape in both X-ray channels. The fast steep signal
rise typical for the impulsive phase of the flare is replaced by an almost constant
and almost linear progressive signal growth. The comparison with the radio data
shows a smaller radio peak before the main event. This suggests an event composed
by two flares, indistinguishable in the X-ray band, but clearly visible in radio. Both
X-ray peaks occur after the radio peaks. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray
and radio bands for 27 May 2003 (2nd event).
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
2 June 2003 (2nd event) /
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
8 9:33 1.71·10−7 9:33 2.99·10−6
10 9:33 1.8·10−7 9:33 3.09·10−6
12 9:33 1.9·10−7 9:33 2.95·10−6
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
8 9:48 1.56·10−7 9:50 2.91·10−6
10 9:48 1.71·10−7 9:50 2.96·10−6
12 9:48 1.79·10−7 9:50 2.88·10−6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
327 9:32 73.2
408 9:32 81.2
610 / /
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 9:49 226.1
327 9:49 251.1
408 9:49 103.2
610 9:49 58.4
1420 9:48 62.5
2695 9:48 75.1
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
/ / /
Table A.4: Event data table for 2nd event on 2 June
2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.4: (a) The figure represents the relaxation phase of the 2 June 2003 event.
During the descending part, smaller additional events occurred in both HXR and
SXR. The first two exhibit a possible radio counterpart almost only at low frequen-
cies. The emission at low frequency in the final part of the flare in this case appears
to be correlated with events producing X-rays. (b) Estimated emission height for
X-ray and radio bands for 2 June 2003 (2nd event).
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
19 August 2003 (1st event) M 2.0
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 7:58 2.86·10−6 7:59 2.2·10−5
12 7:58 3.08·10−6 7:59 2.09·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 7:56 70.8
327 7:56 33.2
408 7:57 28.2
610 7:57 43.7
1420 7:57 69.4
2695 7:56 90.0
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 8:01 151.4
327 8:01 48.7
408 8:01 79.6
610 8:01 44.2
1420 8:01 70.6
2695 8:01 90.0
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
V 7:55 8:03
II 8:04 8:19
Table A.5: Event data table for 1st event on 19 August
2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.5: (a) First flare observed on 19 August 2003, a type M2.0, exhibits a very
symmetrical curve profile for both HXR and SXR indicating a less steep increase
in the flux density signal during the start of the impulsive phase. The comparison
with radio data shows the event being composed out of two flares, which can be
separately resolved only in radio and not in X-rays. Both X-ray peaks are located
in-between the two radio peaks. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio
bands for 19 August 2003 (1st event).
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
19 August 2003 (2nd event) M 2.7
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 10:00 5.01·10−6 10:04 2.98·10−5
12 10:01 5.08·10−6 10:04 2.78·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
327 9:53 19.6
408 9:52 31.4
610 9:53 115.6
1420 9:52 188.5
2695 9:53 283.6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 9:59 32.7
327 9:59 70.9
408 9:59 91.7
610 9:58 105.0
1420 9:58 174.0
2695 9:58 236.5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 10:01 57.4
327 10:01 76.2
408 10:01 60.0
610 / /
1420 / /
2695 / /
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type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
II 9:57 10:14
IV 10:01 13:40
Table A.6: Event data table for 2nd event on 19 August
2003.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
19 August 2003 (3rd event) /
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
/ / / / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 11:12 154.4
327 11:12 197.3
408 11:12 217.4
610 11:12 193.5
1420 11:12 131.8
2695 11:13 125.7
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 11:33 175.5
327 11:31 115.2
408 11:31 89.1
610 11:31 95.5
1420 11:31 96.2
2695 11:31 106.9
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 12:07 106.6
327 12:09 101.0
408 12:09 56.5
610 12:09 62.9
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1420 12:08 71.5
2695 12:08 86.5
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
/ / /
Table A.7: Event data table for 3rd event on 19 August
2003.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
28 October 2003 X 17.2
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 10:42 1.69·10−5 10:47 8.41·10−5
12 10:42 1.71·10−5 10:48 8.07·10−5
frequency[MHz] tMAX [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 10:39 2346.2
327 10:36 1594.8
408 10:36 726.6
610 10:30 329.7
1420 10:27 659.3
2695 10:27 1667.8
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 11:06 4.74·10−4 11:10 1.84·10−3
12 11:06 4.88·10−4 11:10 1.72·10−3
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 11:04 13694.6
327 11:04 4072.8
408 11:07 10946.6
610 11:06 8828.1
1420 11:05 4995.9
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2695 11:04 6718.1
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 11:20 5851.2
327 11:16 4072.8
408 11:17 9836.8
610 11:17 7877.7
1420 11:13 2645.6
2695 11:15 8280.8
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 11:57 12859.2
327 11:56 4072.8
408 11:54 5079.6
610 11:55 5262.0
1420 11:58 3806.9
2695 12:00 2084.6
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
IV 10:33 15:31
II 11:02 11:11
Table A.8: Event data table for 28 October 2003.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
18 November 2003 M 3.9
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 8:26 4.08·10−6 8:30 3.98·10−6
12 8:26 4.34·10−6 8:30 3.9·10−6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
327 8:28 1978.1
408 8:29 4591.6
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610 8:26 3905.6
1420 8:27 3426.2
2695 8:26 886.8
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
IV 8:10 15:07
II 8:15 8:31
Table A.9: Event data table for 18 November 2003.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
17 November 2003 M 4.2
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 9:04 8.83·10−6 9:05 4.37·10−6
12 9:04 8.69·10−6 9:05 4.25·10−6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 9:00 1239.6
327 9:00 559.1
408 9:00 231.7
610 9:00 81
1420 9:00 148.7
2695 9:00 283.5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 9:03 266.5
327 9:02 151.1
408 9:02 125.7
610 9:03 142.1
1420 9:03 315.6
2695 9:02 354.6
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type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
V 8:59 9:12
III 8:59 9:07
II 9:17 9:22
Table A.10: Event data table for 17 November 2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.6: (a) The second flare observed on 19 August 2003 clearly shows a main
radio event with multiple peaks. The first and highest peaks occurs almost at the
same time in all frequencies. In the transition from 610 MHz to 408 MHz, it is
difficult to say if the double peak shape from the high frequencies shifts in time or
if the second peak at 408 MHz, 327 MHz and 237 MHz is an independent feature
generated in the highest coronal layers during the event progression. Both X-ray
curves occurring after the radio peak in a type M2.7 flare resemble slightly the
multiple peak shape of the radio counterpart. Only on the SXR curve a small bump
is noticeable immediately after the maximum. In the descending phase of the event,
three small radio peaks occurred, all having high flux density at low frequencies,
which is expected at the late stages of a flare. (b) Estimated emission height for
X-ray and radio bands for 19 August 2003 (2nd event).
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.7: (a) Represented in the figure is the descending phase of the second flare
observed on 19 August 2003. The first of the three radio peaks can be seen as radio
flux density signal enhancement in all frequencies. After the maximum, the signal at
2695 MHz, 1420 MH and 610 MHz gradually decreases with time suggesting another
flare occurred. The comparison with X-ray data shows no corresponding event in
X-ray bands. Peaks at lower frequencies appear in the subsequent phase as expected
in the relaxation part of a flare. In between the peaks, a process of radio flux density
inhibition must be occurring in all low frequencies, affecting slightly also the 610
MHz and 1420 MHz band. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands
for 19 August 2003 (3rd event).
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.8: (a) The figure shows the progression of the 28 October 2003 flare.
Before the main event, an increase in flux density can be seen starting at high radio
frequencies and progressing towards low radio frequencies. It is visible also in HXR
and SXR, peaking after the radio signal and appears as a precursor. It is then
followed by the main event, reaching maximal flux density value in the radio bands
first. It is unclear why the 237 MHz peaks occurs at the same time of the 2695 MHz
where the flare appears to start. The data at 327 MHz appear to be saturated. After
the main radio peak, also HXR and SXR reach their maximal value as a X17.2 type.
Data from HXR appear to be saturated as well. The X-ray peak is soon followed by
another radio peak, originating at high frequency. In late stages, the flare exhibits
large peaks at the lowest frequencies as expected at the end. (b) Estimated emission
height for X-ray and radio bands for 28 October 2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.9: (a) In the figure, the flare observed on 18 November 2003 can be seen. A
small enhancement in the radio flux density is noticeable before the event, but it has
no counterpart in the X-ray bands. The HXR peaks at 8:26, the same time of 2695
MHz band, where the radio burst starts. SXR reach their peak at 8:30 as an M3.9
flare after the radio frequencies. No peak appears at the lowest radio frequency. (b)
Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for 18 November 2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.10: (a) The 17 November 2003 flare is presented in the figure with the main
radio peak occurring at 9:00 UT in all frequencies. HXR reach maximum at 9:04
UT and SXR at 9:05 UT as a type M4.2. Additional radio peaks are also visible.
The X-ray data shape decreasing slowly with additional features during the descent,
suggest a multiple event. It is difficult to put in relation the additional features
in radio and X-ray data due to poor resolution. (b) Estimated emission height for
X-ray and radio bands for 17 November 2003.
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
3 November 2003 X 3.9
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 9:53 1.38·10−4 9:55 4.39·10−4
12 9:53 1.44·10−4 9:55 3.93·10−4
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 9:52 1262.9
327 9:51 1120.1
408 9:53 6427.9
610 9:54 318.9
1420 9:54 1562.1
2695 9:53 2513.6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 9:55 867.6
327 9:53 1932.8
408 / /
610 / /
1420 / /
2695 / /
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 10:02 1.17·10−4 10:03 3.91·10−4
12 10:02 1.23·10−4 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 9:58 814.0
327 10:02 435.6
408 10:00 402.5
610 9:58 633.0
1420 10:02 1842.9
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2695 10:02 2518.9
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 10:04 352.1
327 10:04 367.4
408 10:06 365.6
610 10:06 568.6
1420 10:06 1569.8
2695 10:07 3294.7
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 9:49 9:54
V 9:49 9:54
II 9:51 10:12
IV 9:52 15:23
Table A.11: Event data table for 3 November 2003.
A.2 2004
date of burst type of X-ray flare
8 April 2004 C 7.4
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 10:15 9.33·10−7 10:19 7.8·10−6
12 10:15 9.75·10−7 10:19 7.41·10−6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 10:15 46.9
327 10:13 44.6
408 10:12 77.5
610 10:14 1330.6
1420 10:13 331.9
2695 10:11 1091.2
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type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
/ / /
Table A.12: Event data table for 8 April 2004.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
23 July 2004 C 2.1
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 6:47 1.71·10−7 6:48 2.27·10−6
12 6:47 1.8·10−7 6:49 2.2·10−6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:45 81.1
327 6:44 133.7
408 6:44 96.4
610 6:45 124.9
1420 6:45 125.5
2695 6:45 179.6
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
V 6:41 6:48
Table A.13: Event data table for 23 July 2004.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
25 July 2004 (1st event) M 7.1
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 5:50 2.15·10−5 5:51 7.67·10−5
12 5:50 2.19·10−5 5:51 7.11·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
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327 5:55 57.6
408 5:52 139.5
610 5:51 185.8
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:23 173.5
327 6:27 145.5
408 6:27 118
610 6:24 73.5
1420 / /
2695 / /
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 6:38 1.74·10−6 6:39 1.12·10−5
12 6:38 1.85·10−6 6:39 1.06·10−5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 7:13 6.05·10−7 7:14 7.35·10−6
12 7:13 6.31·10−7 7:14 6.97·10−6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:37 164.7
327 6:35 249.2
408 6:35 119.2
610 / /
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
327 7:14 96.3
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408 7:13 84.0
610 7:11 91.1
1420 / /
2695 / /
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
IV 6:10 0:00
IV 6:15 10:40
Table A.14: Event data table for the 1st event on 25 July
2004.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
25 July 2004 (2nd event) M 1.1
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 15:09 9.93·10−7 15:15 1.2·10−5
12 15:08 1.01·10−7 15:19 1.14·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 15:06 776.1
327 15:06 532.0
408 15:05 266.0
610 15:04 138.2
1420 / /
2695 / /
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 15:22 839.8
327 15:21 368.3
408 15:21 225.5
610 15:21 600.8
1420 / /
2695 / /
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type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
IV 14:15 17:31
II 15:21 15:26
Table A.15: Event data table for the 2nd event on 25
July 2004.
A.3 2005
date of burst type of X-ray flare
6 May 2005 M 1.3
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 11:26 2.55·10−6 11:28 1.42·10−5
12 11:26 2.73·10−6 11:28 1.32·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 11:23 77.3
327 11:25 55.1
408 11:25 38.9
610 / /
1420 11:22 83.8
2695 11:24 170.6
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
V 11:21 11:27
III 11:27 11:34
Table A.16: Event data table for 6 May 2005.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.11: (a) Figure representing the 3 November 2003 event. The first radio
peaks to be observed are at the lowest observed frequencies 327 MHz and 237 MHz
at 9:51 UT and 9:52 UT, respectively. All highest frequencies emit immediately
after, along with a new peak at 327 MHz and 237 MHz. HXR reaches maximum
during the event progression at 9:53 UT, while SXR reaches peak value at 9:55 UT,
after the last radio peak. The main X-ray peaks are followed by a clearly visible
bump, indicating an additional event. Radio data show a large enhancement at high
frequencies, which confirms the occurrence of new flaring events. Again the lowest
frequencies reach their peak value before the high frequencies. A possibility is that
both low frequency peaks are some type of precursor event. (b) Estimated emission
height for X-ray and radio bands for 3 November 2003.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.12: (a) The event recorded on 8 April 2004 is shown in the figure. Visible
is a start at the highest observed frequency, with a peak emission at the end of the
event. After the radio reaches its peak value, the HXR at 10:15 UT and the SXR at
10:19 UT as a type C7.4 flare. The event appears to be single with no multiplicity
distinguishable in radio nor in X-ray. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and
radio bands for 8 April 2004.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.13: (a) The flare occurred on 23 July 2004 is shown in the figure. The
low radio frequencies 327 MHz and 408 MHz seem to precede all the other radio
frequencies. This can be the result of measurement inaccuracy or a disturbance in
the layers corresponding to those frequencies slightly before the event. After the
radio burst HXR reach their peak value first, followed by the SXR in an C2.1 flare.
(b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for 23 July 2004.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.14: (a) The figures shows the first series of peaks occurring on 25 July
2004. Data for 1420 MHz and 2695 MHz were not available on this day. The first
and most important event started at 5:51 UT in the highest observable frequency, at
610 MHz, proceeding further to lowest frequencies. HXR peak appears at 5:50 UT
and SXR peak at 5:51 UT in a M7.1 type flare. In the latest stages of the event, low
frequency emission reaches its highest values as expected at the end of the event.
During this phase, two more events occur, which are clearly visible in radio and
X-rays resulting in a type M1.0 and C6.9 flare respectively. The most pronounced
emission at 327 MHz and 408 MHz can also be a result of disturbances in the layers
corresponding to those frequencies. The lack of high frequency data enables us to
connect the data with an event in the low corona. (b) Estimated emission height
for X-ray and radio bands for 25 July 2004 (1st event).
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.15: (a) The second series of peaks on 25 July 2004 is presented in the
figure. No radio counterpart has been identified for the first and most powerful
X-ray event. Features visible in the data plot are too many and too complex to offer
a reliable explanation. A further complication is the lack of data for the two highest
frequencies. The second and lower X-ray peak is probably in relation with the peaks
in radio frequencies. It is also possible for the radio peaks in low frequency to be
the final phase of the event started by the most powerful X-ray flare we see in the
figure. Without the data at 2695 MHz and 1420 MHz it is impossible to say more
about event evolution. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for
25 July 2004 (2nd event).
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.16: (a) In the figure, the 6 May 2005 flare is displayed. The first radio
frequency reaching peak value is 1420 MHz. Immediately thereafter there is a peak
at 237 MHz, which is difficult to attribute to the same event. Next to reach the
maximum is 2695 MHz, followed by 408 MHz and 327 MHz. HXR and SXR max-
imums appear after the radio peaks. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and
radio bands for 6 May 2005.
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
12 July 2005 M 1.5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 15:57 2.12·10−6 15:59 1.23·10−5
12 15:57 2.27·10−6 15:59 1.14·10−5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 16:23 2.63·10−6 16:24 1.61·10−5
12 16:23 2.83·10−6 16:24 1.56·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
327 / /
408 / /
610 / /
1420 15:56 63.7
2695 15:56 121.8
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 16:23 79.8
327 16:23 113.9
408 16:23 182.3
610 16:23 242.9
1420 16:23 105.9
2695 16:23 131.7
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
IV 16:27 19:21
Table A.17: Event data table for 12 July 2005.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.17: (a) The 12 July 2005 event is shown in the figure. The first X-ray peak
in the data could be possibly connected to the small radio peak at 2695 MHz and
1420 MHz occurring prior. Next is the peak occurring at the same time in all radio
frequencies and HXR at 16:23 UT followed by the SXR peak at 16:24 UT. In the
descending phase of the event, two additional and more pronounced peaks appear.
No X-ray counterpart has been observed at this time, nevertheless it is supposed to
be an additional flaring event due to the highest radio flux density in the highest
observed frequencies. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for
12 July 2005.
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
14 July 2005 (1st event) /
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 6:06 1.69·10−6 6:07 1.09·10−5
12 6:06 1.81·10−6 6:07 9.98·10−6
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 6:05 42.5
327 6:06 72.6
408 6:05 86.4
610 6:05 412.4
1420 6:05 1276.3
2695 6:05 152.5
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 6:01 6:05
Table A.18: Event data table for the 1st event on 14 July
2005.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
14 July 2005 (2nd event) M 9.1
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 7:25 2.84·10−5 7:25 9.98·10−5
12 7:25 2.95·10−5 7:25 9.21·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 7:24 43.8
327 7:24 67.7
408 7:24 70.0
610 7:24 172.0
1420 7:24 128.7
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2695 7:24 240.1
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 7:22 7:26
V 7:22 7:26
Table A.19: Event data table for the 2nd event on 14
July 2005.
date of burst type of X-ray flare
23 August 2005 M 2.7
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 14:39 6.18·10−6 14:45 2.98·10−5
12 14:39 6.17·10−6 14:43 2.72·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 15:40 2168.6
327 15:32 2132.9
408 15:29 1279.9
610 15:11 713.1
1420 15:59 2478.4
2695 15:50 1882.2
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 / /
327 / /
408 / /
610 / /
1420 15:37 1774.1
2695 15:36 3620.1
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type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
II 14:48 14:58
IV 14:31 17:15
Table A.20: Event data table for 23 August 2005.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.18: (a) The first event on 14 July 2005 is shown in the figure. The main
radio peak occurs simultaneously in all radio frequencies, immediately followed by
HXR and SXR. Smaller radio peaks in low frequencies are visible later in the settling
down of the event. After the first X-ray peak, the X-ray flux desity starts to rise
again very slowly to a maximum value and decreases again. It is not clear if this
is connected to the peaks visible in low radio frequencies. (b) Estimated emission
height for X-ray and radio bands for 14 July 2005 (1st event).
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.19: (a) In the figure, the second event registered on 14 July 2005 is shown.
The radio burst involves all radio frequencies simultaneously. Immediately after
the radio maximum, the HXR and SXR reach their peak at the same time. Some
disturbances in the form of additional peaks after the main peak can be seen in 408
MHz and 610 MHz. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for 14
July 2005 (2nd event).
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.20: (a) Displayed is the event of 23 August 2005. HXR and SXR are
the first to reach their peak values. They are followed by the peak at the highest
frequency and progressing in sequence against lower frequencies. During the de-
scending phase of the X-flare another radio peak appears at 2695 MHz first followed
by the 1420 MHz. No prominent X-ray event can be identified to coincide with this
radio burst. (b) Estimated emission height for X-ray and radio bands for 23 August
2005.
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A.4 2006
date of burst type of X-ray flare
6 July 2006 M 2.5
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
11 8:34 3.43·10−6 8:36 2.31·10−5
12 8:34 3.55·10−6 8:36 2.51·10−5
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 8:21 14.7
327 8:21 35.5
408 / /
610 8:20 120.5
1420 8:21 378.5
2695 8:21 269.0
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 8:26 19.6
327 8:24 40.8
408 8:23 69.2
610 8:24 212.7
1420 8:23 180.1
2695 8:24 381.9
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 8:35 163.3
327 8:36 67.6
408 8:36 58.6
610 / /
1420 8:35 92.7
2695 8:35 169.6
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 10:27 10:34
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II 10:34 10:39
IV 10:34 10:54
Table A.21: Event data table for 6 July 2005.
(a)
(b)
Figure A.21: (a) This figure shows the event occurring on 6 July 2006. The main
radio burst displays a double peak feature. Each of the peaks occurs almost simulta-
neously in all frequencies. Following are the HXR and SXR maximums. The wider
shape of X-ray curves during the ascending phase also indicates a multiple event.
After the main radio peak another radio peak appears in all frequencies. It may be
connected with the small bump on SXR data at 8:52 UT. (b) Estimated emission
height for X-ray and radio bands for 6 July 2006.
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date of burst type of X-ray flare
5 December 2006 X 9.0
hard X-rays soft X-rays
GOES t [h : min] MAX [W/m2] t [h : min] MAX [W/m2]
10 10:33 3.63·10−4 10:34 9.18·10−4
11 10:33 3.54·10−4 10:35 8.67·10−4
12 10:33 3.68·10−4 10:35 9.06·10−4
frequency[MHz] t [h : min] MAX [SFU ]
237 10:28 2967.8
327 10:30 231.2
408 10:29 197.1
610 10:29 304.6
1420 10:29 3466.6
2695 10:29 3861.4
type of radio burst tSTART [h : min] tEND [h : min]
III 10:27 10:34
II 10:34 10:39
IV 10:34 10:54
Table A.22: Event data table for 5 December 2006.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.22: (a) The 5 December 2006 event can be seen in the figure. The first radio
peak is visible at 237 MHz and may not be connected to the main event. Immediately
after, a peak appears almost simultaneously in all the other frequencies. After the
radio burst reaches its peak, the HXR and SXR peaks occur. (b) Estimated emission
height for X-ray and radio bands for 5 December 2006.
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B.1 2003
(a) Electron flux density for energies > 4.0 MeV. (b) Proton flux density for energies: 0.6 - 4.0
MeV.
(c) Proton flux density for energies: 4.0 - 9.0
MeV.
(d) Proton flux density for energies: 15.0 - 44.0
MeV.
Figure B.1: Temporal progression of particle flux density caused by 18 March 2003
event measured in one electron and three proton energy channels.
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B.2 2005
(a) Electron flux density for energies > 4.0 MeV. (b) Proton flux density for energies: 0.6 - 4.0
MeV.
(c) Proton flux density for energies: 4.0 - 9.0
MeV.
(d) Proton flux density for energies: 9.0 - 15.0
MeV.
(e) Proton flux density for energies: 15.0 - 44.0
MeV.
Figure B.2: Temporal progression of particle flux density caused by 6 May 2005
event measured in one electron and four proton energy channels.
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B.2. 2005
(a) Electron flux density for energies > 0.6 MeV. (b) Electron flux density for energies > 2.0 MeV.
(c) Electron flux density for energies > 4.0 MeV. (d) Proton flux density for energies: 4.0 - 9.0
MeV.
(e) Proton flux density for energies: 9.0 - 15.0
MeV.
(f) Proton flux density for energies: 15.0 - 44.0
MeV.
(g) Proton flux density for energies: 40.0 - 80.0
MeV.
Figure B.3: Temporal progression of particle flux density caused by 14 July 2005
event measured in three electron and four proton energy channels.
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B.2. 2005
(a) Electron flux density for energies > 2.0 MeV. (b) Proton flux density for energies: 0.6 - 4.0
MeV.
(c) Proton flux density for energies: 4.0 - 9.0
MeV.
(d) Proton flux density for energies: 9.0 - 15.0
MeV.
(e) Proton flux density for energies: 15.0 - 44.0
MeV.
Figure B.4: Temporal progression of particle flux density caused by 23 August 2005
event measured in one electron and four proton energy channels.
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B.3. 2006
(a) Electron flux density for energies > 4.0 MeV. (b) Proton flux density for energies: 0.6 - 4.0
MeV.
Figure B.5: Temporal progression of particle flux density caused by 28 August 2005
event measured in one electron and one proton energy channel.
B.3 2006
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(a) Electron flux density for energies > 0.6 MeV. (b) Electron flux density for energies > 2.0 MeV.
(c) Proton flux density for energies: 4.0 - 9.0
MeV.
(d) Proton flux density for energies: 9.0 - 15.0
MeV.
(e) Proton flux density for energies: 15.0 - 44.0
MeV.
(f) Proton flux density for energies: 40.0 - 80.0
MeV.
Figure B.6: Temporal progression of particle flux density caused by 6 July 2006
event measured in two electron and four proton energy channels.
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Appendix B. Particle fluxes
(a) Electron flux density for energies > 0.6 MeV. (b) Electron flux density for energies > 2.0 MeV.
(c) Electron flux density for energies > 4.0 MeV. (d) Proton flux density for energies: 0.6 - 4.0
MeV.
(e) Proton flux density for energies: 4.0 - 9.0
MeV.
(f) Proton flux density for energies: 9.0 - 15.0
MeV.
(g) Proton flux density for energies: 15.0 - 44.0
MeV.
(h) Proton flux density for energies: 40.0 - 80.0
MeV.
Figure B.7: Temporal progression of particle flux density caused by 5 December
2006 event measured in three electron and five proton energy channels.
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Raz²irjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
Uvod
Sonce je najve£ji in najpomembnej²i Zemljin vir energije, vendar njegova aktivnost
danes predstavlja teºavo za sodobno druºbo, ki temelji na elektronskih napravah.
Tekom enega Son£evega cikla se zvrstijo obdobja nizke in visoke aktivnosti. Pri sle-
dnjih pride do pojava bli²£ev in izbruhov, ki povzro£ajo elektromagnetne motnje in
motnje zaradi fluksov delcev na na²em planetu in v magnetnem polju, ki ga obdaja.
Raziskovanje na podro£ju vesoljskega vremena se ukvarja z analizo preteklih in se-
danjih dogodkov z namenom globljega razumevanja Son£evih pojavov. Glavni cilj
je izdelati zanesljive napovedi prihodnjih dogodkov. Mo£ni Son£evi viharji, kot je
bil t. i. Carrington-Hodgsonov dogodek leta 1859, imajo lahko uni£ujo£e posledice
na elektri£nem omreºju in skoraj vseh elektronskih napravah na povr²ini Zemlje.
e ve£ja bi bila ²koda na vseh napravah v Zemljini orbiti, vklju£no z mednarodno
vesoljsko postajo in njeno posadko, ki bi naletela na visoko izpostavljenost sevanju.
Ti razlogi jasno kaºejo na pomembnost preu£evanja Son£evih pojavov.
Na za£etku bomo predstavili Sonce in teoreti£ni opis nastanka izbruhov. Za tem je
predstavljena primerjava med podatki o vrhovih radijskih izbruhov iz Trºa²kega ob-
servatorija Trieste Solar Radio System (TSRS, INAF-OATs, Trieste-Italy) in ustre-
znimi vrhovi rentgenskih bli²£ev, opazovanih s sateliti GOES. Podatki zajemajo
obdobje od 2002 do 2010 za Son£eva cikla 23 in 24. Opazovali smo razvoj dogodka
preko £asa radijskih in rentgenskih vrhov z namenom preverjanja veljavnosti modela
Son£evih izbruhov. Sledijo zbrani podatki vseh opazovanih dogodkov, s pomo£jo ka-
terih smo izdelali statistiko razlike £asov med radijskimi in rentgenskimi vrhovi. To
nam je omogo£ilo primerjavo s statistikami drugih raziskovalnih skupin. Naslednji
razdelek opisuje dogodke z energetskimi Son£evimi delci, za katere smo identifici-
rali opazovane radijske izbruhe. Opravili smo statistiko tipov radijskih izbruhov,
rentgenskih bli²£ev in oceno £asa prihoda delcev na Zemljo. Zadnja obravnavana
tematika je pojav pove£anja gostote radijskega fluksa in ²uma pred glavnim dogod-
kom, kar lahko predstavlja moºen prekurzorski dogodek. Zraven smo analizirali ²e
tipe in ²tevilo radijskih izbruhov in rentgenskih bli²£ev pred dnevom najmo£nej²ega
dogodka.
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Raz²irjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku
Sonce
Sonce je rumena pritlikava zvezda, stara pribliºno 4,6 milijarde let, s polmerom
okrog R⊙ = 7 · 105 km[8][16][17]. Njegova povpre£na oddaljenost od Zemlje se ime-
nuje astronomska enota: 1 AE ≈ 1.5 · 108 km[16][17]. Snov na Soncu se nahaja
v obliki plazme in jo tvori pribliºno 70 % vodika, 28 % helija in 2 % vseh ostalih
elementov periodnega sistema[16]. Povr²inska temperatura zna²a okrog 5700 K, v
jedru pa doseºe 15 · 106 K[8]. Polmer jedra, kjer reakcije zlivanja vodikovih jeder
proizvajajo energijo, zna²a pribliºno 0, 25R⊙[16]. Jedro obdaja sevalna plast, ki
sega do pribliºno 0, 7R⊙[16]. Tukaj se energija iz jedra prena²a proti zunanjosti
preko sevanja. Snov fotone na poti absorbira in ponovno izseva. Nad sevalno se
nahaja konvekcijska plast, kjer se toplotna energija iz notranjosti prena²a navzven
s konvekcijo. Na povr²ini odda plazma energijo z izsevanjem fotonov, se ohladi in
ponovno spusti v globino ter za£ne nov cikel[16]. Med sevalno in konvekcijsko pla-
stjo je prisotna ²e takoklina, kjer naj bi se nahajali elektri£ni tokovi, ki generirajo
Son£evo magnetno polje preko u£inka dinama[16]. Nad konvekcijsko plastjo se na-
haja Son£eva atmosfera, ki se deli na ²tiri plasti. Prvo imenujemo fotosfera in ima
debelino le nekaj sto kilometrov. Tukaj postane plazma prozorna za vidno svetlobo
in se preko nje izseva ve£ina energije, proizvedene v jedru. Fotosfera je definirana
kot Son£eva povr²ina in svetloba iz nje nam je posredovala informacije o notranji
strukturi Sonca[8][16]. V tej plasti se tudi pojavljajo Son£eve pege, iz katerih izha-
jajo magnetne tokovnice. Temperatura skozi fotosfero pada do minimalne vrednosti
4300 K[8]. Tu za£ne spet nara²£ati vse do vrednosti okrog 20000 K[8]. Plast, kjer se
to dogaja, imenujemo kromosfera in v njej lahko opazujemo veliko emisijskih £rt v
vidnem in ultravijoli£nem spektru[8]. Najbolj zna£ilna je vodikova £rta Balmer-alfa
(Hα) pri 6563 Å[8]. Nad kromosfero se nahaja le nekaj sto kilometrov debela tran-
zicijska plast, kjer temperatura naraste vse do 106 K in seva ve£inoma v ekstremni
ultravijoli£ni svetlobi (EUV), predvsem vodikovi £rti Lyman-alfa pri 1215,7 Å[8].
Pomemben del izseva iz te plasti je tudi termi£no zavorno sevanje v mikrovalovih v
obmo£ju 130 GHz[8]. Zadnja najbolj obseºna in najredkej²a plast je korona s tem-
peraturo 23·106 K[8]. Njen izsev v vidni svetlobi je zanemarljiv, termi£no energijo
pa oddaja preteºno preko mehkega rentgenskega sevanja in EUV[8]. Korona nima
jasno za£rtane meje in njeno ²irjenje v medplanetarni prostor je odvisno od Son£eve
aktivnosti[8]. V obdobju visoke aktivnosti korono segrevajo magnetni procesi preko
magnetnih lokov, kar povzro£a bli²£e in izbruhe koronalne mase[8][16][17]. Magnetni
loki lahko povezujejo dve aktivni podro£ji na Soncu ali pa se en konec nahaja na
povr²ini, medtem ko se drugi raz²irja v medplanetarni prostor[8]. Slednji omogo-
£ajo, da koronalna plazma uhaja od Sonca in prispeva k Son£evemu vetru[8]. To je
stalen tok nabitih delcev, ki lahko doseºejo hitrosti do 700 km/s[16].
Standardani model bli²£a
Son£evi bli²£i so koronalni pojavi, kjer se velike koli£ine energije izsevajo v obliki
elektromagnetnih valov in tokov delcev. Mehanizem, ki omogo£a spro²£anje te
energije, se imenuje magnetna rekonekcija, do nje pa pride ob interakciji dveh ma-
gnetnih lokov nasprotne polaritete takrat, ko se dvigneta nad fotosfero iz Son£eve
notranjosti[8][7][16]. Son£evo magnetno polje najverjetneje nastaja v takoklini, med
sevalno in konvekcijsko plastjo, v obliki magnetnih cevi. Plazma ima v teh ceveh
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niºjo gostoto od okoli²ke in se za£ne dvigati zaradi vzgona, dokler ne predre povr²ine
in za£ne tvoriti magnetne loke, kar je prikazano na sliki 2.3 (a)[5][18]. Magnetno
polje teºi k odcepitvi od zvezde, kar se lahko zgodi le z magnetno rekonekcijo, vi-
dno na sliki 2.3 (b) in ozna£eno kot to£ka X. Do rekonekcije pride, ko se sre£ata
dva skupka magnetizirane plazme z nasprotno polariteto v omejenem prostoru in
tvorita tokovno povr²ino (angl. current sheet) med njima[8][7][16][5]. Tokovna po-
vr²ina je plast plazme z elektri£nimi tokovi, pravokotnimi na okoli²ko magnetno
polje, kot je prikazano na sliki 2.4. Za opis magnetne rekonekcije lahko uporabimo
Sweet-Parkerjev model, kot je opisan v knjigi Fisica del plasma avtorjev Chiuderija
in Vellija[5], ker je najpreprostej²i model tega pojava. Iz indukcijske (Faradayeve)
ena£be, kjer upo²tevamo le difuzijski £len[5]
∂B
∂t
= η∇2B, (7.1)
gibalne ena£be za plazmo[5]
ρ(v · ∇)v = −∇
(︃
P +
B2
8π
)︃
+ (B · ∇)B, (7.2)
Ohmovega zakona[5]
J = σ(E+ v×B/c) (7.3)
in Maxwellove ena£be[5]:
∇×B = 4π
c
J+
1
c
∂E
∂t
, (7.4)
kjer je B magnetno polje, η magnetna upornost, v hitrost plazme, P tlak v tokovni
povr²ini in ρ gostota plazme, po izpeljavi, izvedeni v knjigi Fisica del plasma[5],
dobimo ena£bo, ki povezuje velikost za£etne gostote magnetnega polja Bi z velikostjo
izhodne hitrosti delcev plazme vi iz obmo£ja rekonekcije[5]:
vu =
Bi√
4πρ
(7.5)
Pri tem smo gradient tlaka v tokovni povr²ini zanemarili[5]. Iz modela je razvidno,
da lahko samo magnetno polje pospe²uje nabite delce brez potrebe po elektri£nem
polju[5]. Nasprotna magnetna polja se med sabo izni£ijo in sprostijo magnetno
energijo v obliki toplote in pospe²evanja nabitih delcev. Ta proces se v Son£evi
koroni dogaja v zapletenih magnetnih geometrijah na vi²inah med 1000 in 30.000
km[20] nad fotosfero. To imenujemo impulzivna faza, ki plazmo segreje na milijone
kelvinov. Kadar se rekonekcija dogaja na zelo majhnih skalah (≲ 1 km), pospe²i ele-
ktrone do relativisti£nih hitrosti med 0,1 c in 0,5 c. Pove£an izsev je viden predvsem
v trdih in mehkih rentgenskih ºarkih, ultravijoli£nem, ekstremnem ultravijoli£nem
in radijskem delu elektromagnetnega spektra, ki so posledica spro²£anja energije
preko magnetne rekonekcije[7][8]. Ultravijoli£no, ekstremno ultravijoli£no in mehko
rentgensko sevanje nastanejo zaradi plazme, ki se segreje na 1,5 do 30 · 106 K[7][8].
Predpostavljamo, da ve£ina emisije trdih rentgenskih ºarkov nastane zaradi elektro-
nov, pospe²enih do netermi£nih energij, ki tr£ijo v gostej²e plasti fotosfere in sevajo
preko zavornega sevanja v prvih sekundah po rekonekciji. Do zavornega sevanja
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pride, ko prosti elektron interagira z elektri£nim poljem iona, pri tem spremeni smer
in izseva foton. Izsevano energijo lahko ocenimo s pomo£jo naslednje ena£be[23][24]:
Wbr ≈ 2q
4
1q
2
2
3(4πϵ0c)3m2evb
3
, (7.6)
kjer je q1 naboj elektrona, q2 naboj iona, me masa elektrona, b udarni parameter
in v hitrost elektrona. To dobimo iz Larmorjeve ena£be za trenutno celotno izse-
vano mo£, ki jo odda pospe²en nerelativisti£en nabit delec[22][23][24][25]. Zavorno
sevanje prihaja v paketih valovanja, zato lahko z uporabo Fourierove transformacije
na £asovnem poteku mo£i pulza dobimo spekter zavornega sevanja[22][24]. Iz tega
dobimo mejno frekvenco:
ω ≈ v
b
(7.7)
Emisija trdih rentgenskih ºarkov iz trkov elektronov s fotosfero ne velja kot splo²no
pravilo, ker so opazovanja pokazala mnogo primerov, ko je do nje pri²lo na vrhu
magnetnega loka[26]. To se zgodi, ko je v neposredni okolici rekonekcijskega obmo-
£ja gostota plazme dovolj velika, da lahko pride do trkov. Mehki rentgenski ºarki se
izsevajo v poznej²ih fazah bli²£a iz termaliziranih elektronov v magnetnih lokih[7][8].
Slika 2.5 prikazuje standardni model bli²£a z ozna£enimi lokacijami elektromagne-
tnih emisij in emisij delcev. Prikazuje to£ko rekonekcije in novonastali magnetni lok
pod njim, kjer se izsevajo trdi in mehki rentgenski ºarki. Nad to£ko rekonekcije se
nahaja ²e mehur plazme z magnetnim poljem, ki je izlo£en iz atmosfere. Imenujemo
ga plazmoid in predstavlja model dogodka, ki se imenuje izbruh koronalne mase, ko
Sonce izbruha velike koli£ine plazme v medplanetarni prostor. Nastanek in obna²a-
nje izbruhov koronalne mase je ²e vedno nemogo£e napovedati zaradi pomanjkanja
to£nih podatkov o poteku rekonekcije, kar je eno glavnih vpra²anj tega podro£ja.
Radijsko emisijo povzro£a ve£ procesov, ki prevladujejo pri razli£nih fizikalnih po-
gojih v koroni. Zavorno sevanje termi£nih elektronov se nahaja tudi v radijskem
spektru[23][22][24][27]. Za izsev radijskih valovnih dolºin so pomembni trki z ve£jim
udarnim parametrom, kar ima kot posledico izsevanje elektromagnetnih valov niºje
energije[23][22][27]. Ti se dogajajo po celotni koroni z ve£jo pogostostjo v aktiv-
nih predelih in sevajo preteºno v milimetrskih valovnih dolºinah in mikrovalovih[8].
Udarni parameter lahko ocenimo iz ena£be 2.16, £e vzamemo λ = 1 mm, ki ustreza
ν = 3.6·1011 Hz in temperaturo T = 10.000K na arbitrarni vi²ini 5000 km, ki nam da
hitrost elektronov v = 6.7·105 m/s. Iz ena£be 2.2 tako dobimo oceno b ≈ 3.6·10−7 m.
V plazmi, kjer so prisotna magnetna polja, so pospe²ki zaradi trkov zanemarljivi
v primerjavi s pospe²ki zaradi vrtenja okrog magnetnih silnic. V takem primeru
Benz[8] in Dulk[11] opisujeta, da lo£imo emisijo iz giracije (imenovana tudi girore-
sonanca ali ciklotronsko sevanje), ko imamo nerelativisti£ne delce (Lorentzev faktor
γ = 1), girosinhrotronsko sevanje, ko so delci nizkorelativisti£ni (γ najve£ 2 ali 3)
in sinhrotronsko sevanje, ko so delci viskorelativisti£ni (γ >> 1). Frekvenco vrte-
nja okoli magnetnih silnic Ω dobimo iz magnetnega dela Loretzeve sile in drugega
Newtonovega zakona[8]:
Ω =
qB
mγc
, (7.8)
kjer je q naboj delca, B gostota magnetnega polja, m masa delca in c svetlobna
hitrost. Do giracije pride, ko imajo delci termi£no (Maxwell-Boltzmannovo) poraz-
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delitev energij, ki je nerelativisti£na[11]. Pri vi²jih energijah v prehodnem obmo-
£ju med nerelativisti£nimi in visokorelativisti£nimi energijami postane γ ve£ji od 1
in prevlada girosinhrotronsko sevanje. Girosinhrotronsko sevanje povzro£ajo tako
elektroni pri najvi²jih termi£nih energijah, pri temperaturah od 107 do 109 K[11],
kot elektroni z energijami, vi²jimi od termi£nih, s porazdelitvijo energij, ki ni ve£
Maxwell-Boltzmannovaa ampak poten£na, kot npr. n(E) ∝ E−δ. Tu sta n(E) ²te-
vilska gostota netermi£nih elektronov in δ potenca porazdelitve[11][8]. Pri ²e vi²jih
energijah dokon£no prevladuje sinhrotronsko sevanje, ki je mogo£e le pri poten£ni
porazdelitvi energije[11]. Te tri vrste radijske emisije prevladujejo pri radijskih fre-
kvencah > 3 GHz.
Najpomembnej²a vrsta emisije za na²e delo je plazemska emisija, ki jo generirajo pla-
zemske oscilacije. Te lahko prikaºemo z enostavnim pribliºkom enote plazemskega
volumna, kjer pride do zamika negativnega naboja za razdaljo x v eni smeri[8][31].
To povzro£i preseºek pozitivnega naboja na nasprotni strani. V nastali neravnovesni
situaciji sku²a elektrostatska sila ponovno vzpostaviti elektri£no nevtralnost[8][31]:
mex¨ = −qE, (7.9)
kjer je me masa elektrona, x¨ pospe²ek, q osnovni naboj. Privzemamo, da elektro-
statska sila premika zgolj elektrone, ker so mnogo laºji od ionov. Elektri£no polje E
je tu analogno tistemu med plo²£ami neskon£nega kondenzatorja[8][31]:
E = 4πqnex, (7.10)
kjer ne predstavlja ²tevilsko gostoto elektronov v zamaknjenem. Dobimo torej gi-
balno ena£bo[8][31]:
x¨+
4πq2nex
me
x = 0 (7.11)
Za majhne zamike volumna elektronov zna²a frekvenca oscilacij ωp, imenovana tudi
plazemska frekvenca[8][31]:
ωp =
(︃
4πq2nex
me
)︃1/2
= 2π · 8.977 · 103√ne (7.12)
Snopi visokoenergijskih elektronov potujejo skozi plazmo po magnetnih silnicah in
vzbudijo plazemske elektrone pri lokalni plazemski frekvenci[8]. Plazemski valovi
nato sevajo pribliºno pri tej frekvenci ali njenem drugem harmoniku, ker imajo
Son£eve plazme frekvence ≲ 1010 Hz[8][11]. Radijska emisija je mogo£a v tem pri-
meru, ko je frekvenca generiranih elektromagnetnih valov ve£ja od frekvence okoli²ke
plazme, ker niºje frekvence plazma absorbira ali odbija[8]. Do velikega ²tevila ra-
dijskih izbruhov pride v decimetrskih in dalj²ih valovnih dolºinah, ki jih generira
plazma. Teorija nastanka plazemske emisije je mnogo bolj zapletena, ker so njene
ena£be nelinearne in je potrebno pri iskanju analiti£nih re²itev uporabiti linearne
pribliºke[8]. Do pretvorbe plazemskih valov v elektromagnetne pride, ko ti inte-
ragirajo z ioni ali drugimi plazemskimi valovi[8]. Slednje privzemamo kot glavni
pretvorbeni mehanizem, ki deluje preko nelinearnega procesa, imenovanega koale-
scenca ali razpad valovanja[8]. Koalescenca je interakcija dveh valovanj, kjer se
se²tejeta frekvenci in gibalni koli£ini obeh valov[8]. Razpad valovanja pa je njen
obraten proces[8]. Plazemska emisija prevladuje med 10 in 200 MHz, od 200 MHz
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do 1 GHz pa sobiva z zavornim sevanjem[9][11][16]. Ena£ba 7.14 je pomembna za
radijsko opazovanje Sonca, saj povezuje opazovano frekvenco in elektronsko gostoto
obmo£ja, ki jo je izsevalo. S pomo£jo te ena£be in modela radialne gostote Son£eve
atmosfere lahko dolo£imo globino izvora. V uporabi je ve£ razli£nih modelov za
razli£ne plasti Son£eve atmosfere, v tem delu pa smo se osredoto£ili na kromosfero
in notranjo korono. Gostoto v kromosferi lahko opi²emo z modelom, ki ga je dolo£il
Zheleznyakov[32]:
Ne(R) = 5.7 · 1011e−535.92[R−(1+718.39·10−6)]cm−3 (7.13)
Gostoto v notranji koroni pa opi²emo z modelom, ki ga je dolo£il Saito[32]:
Ne(R) = (1.36 · 106R−2.14 + 1.68 · 108R−6.13)cm−3 (7.14)
Radialna razdalja R je pri obeh ena£bah v enotah Son£evega radija[32]. Ena£bi v
tej obliki uporabljamo za mirno atmosfero. Za obdobja Son£eve aktivnosti pa se
za gostoto uporablja multiplikativne faktorje, ki segajo od 2 do 20[32]. Vsi modeli
koronalne gostote so semiempiri£ni, ker so jih dolo£ili iz fotografij Son£eve atmosfere
z Zemlje. Natan£nej²e podatke pri£akujemo od nove sonde Parker, ki je trenutno
v orbiti okrog Sonca in se mu je od vseh £love²kih odprav tudi najbolj pribliºala.
Radijski podatki, ki smo jih uporabili, so meritve v 6 radijskih frekvencah, kjer vsaka
ustreza dolo£eni plasti korone.
Tipi radijskih izbruhov
Tip I [11][8] zaznamuje dolgo £asa trajajo£a radijska emisija pri metrskih valovnih
dolºinah s karakteristi£nimi koni£astimi maksimumi ozke spektralne ²irine na kon-
tinuumu ²iroke spektralne ²irine. So najpogostej²i radijski izbruhi in imajo najniºjo
energijo. Posamezen izbruh je dolg pribliºno eno sekundo, njihovo obdobje trajanja
pa lahko zna²a od nekaj ur do nekaj dni ali tednov. V ve£ini primerov je njihova
radijska emisija kroºno polarizirana.
Tip II [11][8] radijskih izbruhov ima zna£ilno ozkopasovno emisijo zelo visoke
intenzitete in se pojavi pri osnovnem in drugem harmoniku lokalne plazemske fre-
kvence. S £asom emisija drsi proti nizkim frekvencam. Ti izbruhi so pokazatelji
hidrodinamskih ²okov, ki se ²irijo skozi korono in lahko v£asih seºejo preko 1 AE.
Tipi£no se jih povezuje s pospe²evanjem delcev do visokih energij in so pomembni
kazalci za izbruhe koronalne mase.
Tip III [11][8] so za tipom I najpogostej²i radijski izbruhi in nastanejo skoraj
izklju£no v aktivnih podro£jih. Tipi£no se za£nejo pri frekvencah nekaj sto MHz in
zelo hitro zdrsnejo k zelo nizkim frekvencam. To velja za metrske valovne dolºine, v
mikrovalovih pa je pogostej²i zdrs iz nizkih v visoke frekvence. Za tip III je zna£ilna
nizka stopnja polarizacije. Velikokrat se pojavijo na za£etku bli²£ev, vendar jih
90 % nastane v odsotnosti rentgenskih bli²£ev in 70 % rentgenskih bli²£ev nima
tipa III radijskega izbruha. Obstajajo razli£ne variante tipa III, kar je odvisno
od razli£nih tokov elektronov, nastalih pri koronalnem dogodku. Ta tip radijskega
izbruha povzro£ijo elektroni, ki se gibljejo radialno navzven s hitrostmi od 0,1 c do
0,5 c.
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Tip IV [11][8] je radijski izbruh, za katerega je zna£ilna emisija v ²irokem pasu
frekvenc in dolgo trajanje dogodka. Obstajajo tri razli£ne verzije izbruha tega tipa,
ki se pojavijo v kon£nih fazah dogodkov in lahko trajajo od nekaj minut do nekaj dni.
Za prvi, premikajo£i tip IV je zna£ilna kontinuumska radijska emisija, ki se po£asi
premika proti niºjim frekvencam. To vrsto prepoznamo po plazmoidu, ki se giblje
skozi korono proti medplanetarnemu prostoru. Pogosteje se pojavlja stacionarni tip
IV, ki se od prej²njega razlikuje po tem, da ni drsenja proti niºjim frekvencam.
Tipi£no se pojavlja v kombinaciji s tipom II in ob£asno v za£etnih fazah bli²£ev.
Ima nizko ali srednjo polarizacijo in ga najverjetneje povzro£ijo elektroni, ujeti v
velikih koronalnih lokih. Tretji, decimetrski tip IV se tipi£no za£ne pri frekvencah
okrog 300 MHz v £asu do 10 minut po bli²£u in zdrsne do pribliºno 50 MHz v roku
pribliºno ene ure. Za razliko od prej²njih tipov je polarizacija njegove emisije precej
vi²ja.
Tip V [11] so radijski izbruhi s kontinuumskim spektrom, ki imajo £asovni red
trajanja nekaj minut in v£asih sledijo izbruhom tipa III. Pomembna zna£ilnost, ki
jih dolo£a, je sprememba iz ene smeri polarizacije pri tipu III v drugo smer pri tipu
V. Ve£ina izbruhov tipa III/V ni povezana z rentgenskimi bli²£i. Tip V ve£krat sledi
mo£nim izbruhom tipa III, ki se pojavijo na za£etku bli²£a. Generirali naj bi jih isti
elektroni, ki generirajo tip III s plazemskim sevanjem.
Tip CTM [35][34][33] je ²irokopasovna kontinuumska emisija, poimenovana tudi
nevihta tipa III. Oznaka CTM se uporablja v poro£ilih GOES in je okraj²ava za
angle²ki izraz continuum storm. Opazujemo jo kot Son£ev ²um, katerega jakost se
po£asi spreminja s frekvenco na ²irokem spektru v metrskih in decimetrskih valovnih
dolºinah ter traja od nekaj ur do nekaj dni. Definicija nevihte tipa III je skoraj
konstantno proizvajanje izbruhov s hitrim drsenjem po frekvenci, ki traja ve£ od
polovice ene rotacijske periode Sonca. Nevihta tipa III se pojavlja z niºjo intenziteto
in omejenim frekven£nim razponom kot navaden izbruh tipa III. Nevihte tega tipa
nakazujejo, da so elektroni iz korone vstopili v medplanetarni medij in lahko v
nekaterih primerih doseºejo Zemljo.
Radijska opazovanja
Radijski astronomski podatki, ki smo jih analizirali, prihajajo iz radioastronomske
postaje Trieste Solar Radio System (TSRS), trºa²kega astronomskega observatorija,
ki se nahaja v Bazovici nad Trstom (Italija). To je nadzorna postaja, namenjena
spremljanju Son£ne aktivnosti v radijskem spektru, ki od leta 2011 ne obratuje ve£.
Sestavljali sta jo dve paraboli£ni anteni velikosti 10 m in 3 m[38]. Obe sta bili
opremljeni z ve£kanalnimi son£nimi radiopolarimetri[38], prva za metrske radijske
valove v frekvencah 237 MHz, 327 MHz, 408 MHz in 610 MHz[38], druga pa za
decimetrske valove pri frekvencah 1420 MHz in 2695 MHz[38]. asovna resolucija
sistema je bila 1 ms, pri na²em delu pa smo uporabili Son£ne radijske kazalce, ki so
enominutna povpre£ja prejetega signala[38]. TSRS je imel teºave zaradi ob£asnih
interferenc pri 237 MHz in stalnih interferenc pri 610 MHz[38]. Radijski kazalci v
podatkih TSRS so v enotah son£nega fluksa (angl. solar flux unit  sfu), kjer velja
1 sfu = 10−22 Wm−2s−1.
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Rentgenski podatki in podatki SEP
Za rentgenski spekter in flukse son£evih energetskih delcev (angl. solar energetic
particles  SEP) smo uporabili podatke satelitov GOES, ki so prosto dostopni na
spletni strani ameri²ke Nacionalne uprave za oceane in atmosfero (NOAA). Pri upo-
rabljenih podatkih so navedena enominutna povpre£ja.
Rentgenska opazovanja
Meritve rentgenskega fluksa opravlja sistem XRS, ki je v osnovi rentgenski teleskop
za valovne dolºine od 0,5 do 3 Å (trdi rentgenski ºarki) in od 1 do 8 Å (mehki
rentgenski ºarki)[40]. Detektor rentgenskih ºarkov je dvojna ionska komora, ena
za vsak interval valovnih dolºin[40]. Te prepre£ujejo vstop elektronov z magneti
in so za²£itene pred interferenco magnetometrov na satelitu[40]. Resolucija XRS je
0, 25◦[40].
Opazovanja SEP
Meritve fluksov son£evih energetskih delcev izvaja senzor EPS, ki uporablja silicijev
detektor tipa SSB[40]. Elektrone meri v treh energetskih kanalih: > 0,6 MeV, > 2,0
MeV in > 4,0 MeV; protone pa v sedmih: 0,64,0 MeV, 4,09,0 MeV, 9,015,0 MeV,
15,044,0 MeV, 40,080,0 MeV, 80,0165,0 MeV in 165,0500,0 MeV[40]. Zorni kot
za protonske kanale je 1,1 strad, za elektronske pa 2,0 strad[40].
Analiza poteka dogodkov v rentgenskem, radijskem
in energijskem spektru delcev
Eno glavnih vpra²anj teorije bli²£ev, predstavljene v prej²njem poglavju, je, na kateri
vi²ini potekajo mehanizmi rekonekcije ter kak²na je natan£na povezava med tipom
radijskega izbruha, rentgenskega bli²£a in rekonekcijo[26][20][43]. Glavni cilj dela
je obravnavati to vpra²anje. Pri£akovani potek dogodka, ki ustreza standardnemu
modelu bli²£a, je radijski izbruh z vrhovi, ki se pojavijo najprej v visokih frekven-
cah in kasneje postopoma v niºjih frekvencah. Za rentgenske vrhove pri£akujemo,
da se bodo pojavili ob istem £asu kot radijski ali z zamudo od 1 do 6 minut glede
na radijske vrhove. Oceno vi²ine dobimo iz frekvence radijske emisije, katere £asi
nakazujejo potek dogodka skozi korono. Metoda, ki smo jo uporabili, je simultana
analiza v razli£nih valovnih dolºinah, ki je nujna za dokaz vzro£ne povezave med
dolo£enim radijskim izbruhom in rentgenskim bli²£em. Ta podpira predpostavko o
pospe²evanju z magnetno rekonekcijo s statistiko iz podatkov[20]. Analizirali smo
radijske podatke, posnete na TSRS v letih 2003, 2004, 2005 in 2006, ko je bilo
Sonce v padajo£i fazi aktivnosti cikla 23. Izbira £asovnega intervala temelji na se-
znamu Son£evih protonskih dogodkov, predstavljenem v £lanku Miteve et al.[45],
kjer analizirajo korelacijo med fluksi energijskih delcev in tipom radijskega izbruha.
Sestavili smo primerjave med meritvami v ²estih radijskih frekvencah iz TSRS in
meritvami trdih in mehkih rentgenskih ºarkov s satelitov GOES. Po teoriji izbruhov
se trdi rentgenski ºarki izsevajo pri trku pospe²enih elektronov z gostej²o fotosfer-
sko plazmo. To£ne vi²ine ne moremo dolo£iti iz na²ih podatkov, zato smo izbrali
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arbitrarno vi²ino 3000 km nad fotosfero. Enako ne moremo to£no dolo£iti vi²ine
izseva mehkih rentgenskih ºarkov, ker se izsevajo iz magnetnih lokov. Zanje smo
izbrali arbitrarno vi²ino 8000 km nad fotosfero. Za vsak dogodek smo upo²tevali £as
pojava maksimuma tako za radijski kot rentgenski spekter, kar nam je omogo£ilo
vpogled v £asovni razvoj dogodka. To omogo£a pribliºno dolo£itev vi²ine, na kateri
bi se lahko nahajalo obmo£je pospe²evanja z rekonekcijo, z opazovanjem, pri kateri
frekvenci se za£ne radijski izbruh. Ena od starej²ih analiz prikazuje kombinirana
opazovanja izbruhov tipa III v radijskem, rentgenskem, EUV spektru in dolo£anje
vi²ine obmo£ja rekonekcije iz rentgenskih fotografij (angl. X-ray imaging) posame-
znega dogodka[20]. Druga obravnava radijsko fotografiranje (angl. radio imaging) v
primerjavi z meritvami v rentgenskem in EUV spektru, namenjeno bolj²emu razu-
mevanju poteka dogodka. Poleg potrditve povezave med izsevi pri razli£nih valovnih
dolºinah je poudarjeno dejstvo, da morajo biti zaradi odstopanj od pri£akovanih £a-
sov izeva in od pri£akovanih elektronskih populacij prisotni tudi drugi pospe²evalni
mehanizmi[43].
Za razliko od prej²njih del smo ve£valovno analizo pri tem delu uporabili na vseh
radijskih izbruhih, opazovanih s TSRS, ne le tistih tipa III. Dodatno smo za vsak
izbruh analizirali ²e morebitne flukse elektronov in protonov na Zemljini orbiti. Na-
tan£en opis izvorov podatkov je v naslednjem podpoglavju.
Izvori podatkov
Izvor radioastronomskih podatkov so bile tekstovne datoteke, ki jih je izdelal TSRS
po dnevnem opazovanju in vsebujejo enominutna povpre£ja radijskega signala. Vsaka
datoteka je urejena po stolpcih, kjer je v prvem £as v urah in minutah univerzal-
nega £asa. Za vsako od frekvenc 237 MHz, 327 MHz, 408 MHz, 610 MHz, 1420
MHz in 2695 MHz so navedeni trije stolpci podatkov: leva in desna polarizacija ter
njuna vsota. Vedno smo uporabili tretji stolpec, ker nas je zanimal celoten izsev.
Vsaka Son£eva radijska emisija vsebuje ve£ji ali manj²i prispevek v obeh polarizaci-
jah, zato je pri gledanju celotne izsevane energije potrebno upo²tevati njuno vsoto.
Rentgenski podatki satelitov GOES so ravno tako v obliki tekstovnih datotek. V
prvem stolpcu je naveden datum in £as v urah in minutah univerzalnega £asa, v
drugem in tretjem pa so navedeni trdi rentgenski ºarki, ozna£eni z xs, in mehki,
ozna£eni z xl. Vsi podatki so v enotah W/m2. Podatki o fluksih delcev so ravno
tako v tekstovnih datotekah satelitov GOES. Prvi stolpec z datumom in uro je
enak kot pri rentgenskih podatkih. V naslednjih stolpcih so porazdeljeni podatki
za elektrone z oznakami e1_flux_i, e2_flux_i in e3_flux_i, ki ustrezajo energij-
skim kanalom > 0,6 MeV, > 2,0 MeV in > 4,0 MeV. Podani so v enotah e/(cm2 s
sr). Sledijo podatki za protone z oznakami: p1_flux (0.6 MeV-4 MeV), p2_flux
(4.0 MeV-9.0 MeV), p3_flux (9.0 MeV-15 MeV), p4_flux (15.0 MeV-44.0 MeV),
p5_flux (40.0 MeV-80.0 MeV), p6_flux (80.0 MeV-165 MeV) in p7_flux (165.0
MeV-500.0 MeV). Podani so v enotah p/(cm2 s sr MeV). Natan£en seznam vseh
dogodkov v enem dnevu podajajo GOES-ove tekstovne datoteke events.txt, do-
stopne na strani NOAA. Tu so s £asom podani tipi radijskih izbruhov in bli²£ev
v mehki rentgenski svetlobi ter njihova jakost. Podani so tudi izbruhi pri fiksnih
radijskih frekvencah. Za vsak analiziran dogodek smo preverili ²e natan£en opis v
dokumentu PDF, ki vsebuje tedensko poro£ilo dogodkov in je prav tako dostopen
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na spletni strani NOAA. Iz njega smo dobili potrditev, ali je pove£an fluks delcev
posledica opazovanega dogodka na Soncu ali ne.
Programska koda
Iskanje vrhov v podatkih TSRS smo opravili s pregledom vsake datoteke posebej,
ker je koli£ina podatkov to omogo£ala. Koli£ina podatkov v GOES-ovih datotekah
rentgenskih meritev in meritev delcev pa je mnogo prevelika za ro£no iskanje. V ta
namen smo izdelali programsko kodo v jeziku python.
V kodo je potrebno na za£etku vnesti vrednost praga. Ta analizira vsak stolpec
v vsaki vrstici tekstovne datoteke. Ko sre£a prvo vrednost, ki je vi²ja od praga,
proglasi njen £as kot za£etek dogodka in jo shrani. Zatem pregleda vrednosti, ki ji
sledijo, dokler ne najde najve£je in njen £as proglasi za £as maksimuma. Ko vre-
dnost pade pod prag, proglasi £as zadnje vrednosti nad pragom za konec dogodka.
Na koncu koda vrne tri tekstovne datoteke, kjer so v prvi vsi za£etki, v drugi vsi
maksimumi in v tretji vsi konci identificiranih dogodkov.
Dolo£anje vrhov fluksov delcev je lahko bolj zapleteno zaradi velikih fluktuacij fluksa
vsako minuto. V primeru, ko se je pojavilo ve£ vrhov iste vi²ine, je program pro-
glasil £as prvega za £as maksimuma. V primeru, ko se je pojavil raven vrh, kjer je
bila zabeleºena ista vrednost tudi v naslednji minuti, je program za £as maksimuma
proglasil £as prve vrednosti. Na podatkih gostote fluksov delcev smo preverili, ko-
liko na identifikacijo £asa vrha v gostoti fluksa vpliva merilni ²um. V program smo
dodali funkcijo ki enominutne podatke povpre£i po poljubnem £asovnem intervalu.
Zatem smo izra£unali povpre£ja gostote fluksa na pet in deset minut ter zopet s pro-
gramom poiskali, kdaj je bil doseºen maksimum. Tabelirali smo razlike med vrhovi,
identificiranimi med enominutnimi in ve£minutnimi povpre£ji.
Rentgenski ºarki
Pri 26 od 31 opazovanih radijskih dogodkov se rentgenski vrhovi pojavijo isto minuto
ali z zamudo od 1 do 49 minut za radijskimi vrhovi. Slika 3.2 (a) prikazuje klasi£en
potek dogodka, kot ga pri£akujemo, v tem primeru za tretji opazovani dogodek 13.
julija 2004. Najprej za£ne nara²£ati rentgenski fluks. V tej fazi, imenovani impul-
zivna faza, pride do radijskega izbruha, kar opazimo tudi na sliki, medtem ko se vrh
v rentgenskem spektru pojavi za radijskim. Zatem se gostota rentgenskega fluksa
postopno niºa, kar lahko traja od nekaj minut do nekaj ur. Radijski izbruhi so mnogo
kraj²i od rentgenskih bli²£ev, kar nam da ve£jo £asovno resolucijo in omogo£a, da
razlo£imo, £e so se pojavili dodatni radijski vrhovi niºje jakosti. Graf na sliki 3.2
(b) ima na x-osi £as na y-osi pa ocenjeno vi²ino v logaritemski skali. Barvne to£ke
predstavljajo £as in ocenjeno vi²ino radijskih izbruhov v ²estih opazovanih radijskih
frekvencah, modri karo ozna£uje £as in ocenjeno vi²ino izsevanja trdih rentgenskih
ºarkov, £rni karo pa mehkih rentgenskih ºarkov. Vi²ina emisije se spreminja zaradi
sprememb v lokalni gostoti plazme, gibanju plazme in drugih elektromagnetnih in
magnetohidrodinamskih dejavnikov, ki vplivajo na plazmo. Ta tip grafa prikazuje
poenostavljen prerez skozi plasti korone in prikazuje emisijo dolo£ene plasti ob ne-
kem £asu.
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Pri£akujemo, da se trdi rentgenski ºarki izsevajo skoraj isto£asno kot najvi²ja radij-
ska frekvenca 2695 MHz[46], vendar se v ve£ini primerov vrhovi dogodijo z zamudo.
Trdi rentgenski ºarki se izsevajo, ko pospe²eni elektroni doseºejo plazmo z visoko
gostoto in tr£ijo ob pozitivne ione ter izsevajo rentgenske ºarke preko zavornega
sevanja. Sklepamo, da se to v ve£ini primerov zgodi, ko visokoenergijski elektroni
doseºejo gostej²e plasti fotosfere. Opazovani pa so bili tudi primeri, ko se trdi rent-
genski ºarki izsevajo na vrhu magnetnega loka v neposredni okolici to£ke rekonekcije,
kjer je gostota plazme ve£ja. Fluksi visokoenergijskih elektronov v obeh primerih
doseºejo obmo£je goste plazme v zelo kratkem £asu, ki je lahko reda velikosti ≈ 10
s. Iz na²ih podatkov ne uspemo dolo£iti vi²ine emisije trdih rentgenskih ºarkov
zaradi £asovne lo£ljivosti ene minute in ker nimamo slike samega dogodka, ki je
najbolj zanesljiv vir informacij o lokaciji izseva rentgenskih ºarkov. Iz na²ih po-
datkov lahko le ocenimo, ali je bila to£ka pospe²evanja bolj ali manj oddaljena od
gostej²e plazme, in ne moremo vedeti, ali gre pri tem za zgo²£enino plazme na vrhu
magnetnega loka ali za gostej²o plazmo v spodnjih plasteh kromosfere oziroma v
fotosferi. Sklepamo lahko, da je ve£ji £asovni zamik trdih rentgenskih ºarkov nastal
zaradi pospe²evalnega mehanizma, ki se je zgodil vi²je v koroni in obratno, a je brez
dodatnih podatkov to nemogo£e potrditi. Razliko med trdimi rentgenskimi ºarki,
izsevanimi na vrhu loka in v korenu loka, se lahko lo£i iz spektra rentgenskih ºarkov,
kar pa nujno zahteva sliko loka v visoki lo£ljivosti. V splo²nem je zelo zahtevno
dolo£iti to£ko izsevanja trdih rentgenskih ºarkov, ker se lokacija spreminja od enega
bli²£a do drugega in je lahko enkrat skoraj v fotosferi, drugi£ pa nekaj deset tiso£
kilometrov nad njo. Mehki rentgenski ºarki pa skoraj vedno sovpadajo z metrskimi
in decimetrskimi radijskimi izbruhi, ker so posledica termi£nih elektronov, ki jih
pospe²evalni mehanizem vbrizga v magnetne loke na koncu dogodka.
Rentgenski vrhovi se obi£ajno pojavijo za radijskimi, pri tej analizi pa so bile opaºene
tudi izjeme: pojav dveh radijskih vrhov in le enega rentgenskega, pojav rentgenskih
vrhov pred radijskimi in neregularna oblika krivulje rentgenskih ºarkov, ki nakazuje,
da sta se zgodila vsaj dva bli²£a v kratkem £asovnem intervalu. Pri 14 dogodkih so v
rentgenskih ºarkih opazni enojni vrhovi. Pri 15 pa se poleg glavnega vrha pojavljajo
²e dodatni vrhovi, ki so manj²i ali primerljivi z glavnim, ali pa pride do raz²iritev
glavnega vrha. To nakazuje, da se je v kratkem £asu zvrstilo ve£ bli²£ev, ki jih ne
uspemo lo£iti. Radijski in rentgenski teleskopi opravijo integralno meritev celotnega
Sonca hkrati in vseh pojavov na njem.
Natan£ne korelacije med rentgenskimi in radijskimi vrhovi je nemogo£e dobiti zaradi
mnoºice fizikalnih pogojev, ki morajo biti izpolnjeni. To je posledica poenostavitev,
ki jih vsebuje standardni model izbruha. Trenutno ²e nimamo dobrega modela reko-
nekcije v treh dimenzijah in se v modelu uporablja dve dimenziji. Enako pomembna
pomanjkljivost modela je, da ²e vedno ne uspemo dolo£iti to£ne lokacije obmo£ja
rekonekcije, torej njegove vi²ine nad fotosfero, njegove oddaljenosti od zgo²£enin
plazme in od magnetnih lokov. Zato bo v prihodnosti potrebno standardni model
izbolj²ati.
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Za£etna frekvenca
Pri 25 dogodkih je radijski izbruh dosegel vrh najprej pri najvi²jih frekvencah v
impulzivni fazi in se postopno nadaljeval proti nizkim ali se je zgodil v vseh ra-
dijskih frekvencah hkrati. To nakazuje, da se je pospe²evanje zgodilo v najniºjih
predelih korone in se je perturbacija plazme postopno ²irila proti vi²jim predelom.
Na sliki 3.4 lahko vidimo tipi£en primer takega poteka, ki je bil zabeleºen 13. julija
2004. Opazovani so bili primeri, kjer je ta £asovni potek kr²en. Pri 4 dogodkih se
radijski izbruh za£ne v najniºjih frekvencah v impulzivni fazi in se niºje frekvence
ne pojavljajo v kon£ni fazi izbruha, kot je to obi£ajno. Tako obna²anje je lahko
posledica kakega tipa motenj, ki so se takrat pojavile v omenjenih plasteh korone.
Posebno zanimiv je dogodek 13. julija 2005, kjer je zabeleºena 20-minutna zamuda
vrha v najvi²jih frekvencah glede na vrhove v najniºjih frekvencah. Rentgenski vrh
pa se pojavi po ²e dodatnih 20 minutah. Podoben primer sta predstavila Teske in
Thomas[46], kjer je razlika med radijskim in rentgenskim vrhom ve£ja od 30 minut.
Standardni model izbruha lahko zaradi velike £asovne razlike le steºka razloºi ta
izbruh.
Pri pregledu 5 dogodkov je bil opaºen ²e dodaten pojav. Vsi ti radijski izbruhi
se za£nejo pri najvi²ji frekvenci 2695 MHz, a se hkrati pojavi ²e vrh v najniºji fre-
kvenci 237 MHz, ki presko£i vse ostale vmesne frekvence. Slika 3.6 prikazuje primer,
ki se je zgodil 28. avgusta 2005. V tem primeru ni jasno, kateri mehanizem ta izsev
povzro£a, in zanimivo je, da se je ta pojav zgodil pri obeh najmo£nej²ih izbruhih, ki
sta bila opazovana v obravnavanih Son£evih ciklih: 28. oktobra 2003 in 5. decembra
2006.
Relaksacijski radijski vrhovi
Radijski vrhovi ob relaksaciji izbruha so bili vidni pri 6 dogodkih. Skupna lastnost
je pove£ana gostota fluksa pri nizkih frekvencah zaradi odziva vi²jih plasti na pospe-
²evalni mehanizem v nizkih plasteh korone. Slika 3.7 prikazuje drugi dogodek z dne
13. julija 2004, ki se je zgodil v fazi upadanja gostote rentgenskega fluksa bli²£a.
Posebni primeri
Opazovanih je bilo ve£ posebnih primerov dogodkov z lastnostmi, ki jih standardni
model izbruha teºko razloºi in kjer se £asi pojava vrhov v visokih in nizkih radijskih
frekvencah ter v rentgenskih ºarkih ne skladajo s pri£akovanimi.
V fazi padanja drugega dogodka 19. avgusta 2003 je bil opaºen dogodek, kjer se
pojavijo trije radijski vrhovi. Prvi vrh je opazen v vseh frekvencah in se najprej
pojavi v nizkih frekvencah, kasneje pa tudi pri 2695 MHz. Ostala dva vrhova imata
zelo majhen signal v frekvencah 610 MHz, 1420 MHz in 2695 MHz. Opazna sta
skoraj izklju£no v nizkih frekvencah: 408 MHz, 327 MHz in 237 MHz. Nobeden od
teh vrhov nima odgovarjajo£ega vrha v rentgenskih podatkih.
Pri 3 dogodkih se pojavijo vrhovi v visokih frekvencah ali v vseh frekvencah v
kon£nih fazah bli²£a. Krivulja gostote rentgenskega fluksa je bila pri vseh treh pa-
dajo£a brez znakov dodatnega bli²£a, ki bi sovpadal s poznim vrhom. Enega od
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treh dogodkov, ki so se zgodili 18. marca 2003, prikazuje slika 3.8. Vsi trije dogodki
kaºejo znatno £asovno razliko do najbliºjega rentgenskega vrha.
Trije dogodki kaºejo manj²e vrhove v rentgenskem in ustrezne radijske vrhove le
v najniºjih frekvencah (237 MHz, 327 MHz in 408 MHz) brez opaznih vrhov pri
najvi²jih frekvencah (2695 MHz).
Prekurzorji
Pri 3 dogodkih se kaºejo prekurzorji v obliki povi²anja gostote radijskega ali rent-
genskega fluksa ali obeh. Slika 3.10 prikazuje prvi dogodek 2. junija 2003, kjer se
pojavi povi²anje fluksa najprej v rentgenskih ºarkih, kmalu zatem pa ²e v radij-
skih fekvencah. Obe povi²anji fluksov se zgodita pribliºno 10 minut pred svojim
maksimumom.
Zdruºeni podatki
Vse pregledane podatke o vrhovih smo na koncu zdruºili. Za vsak dogodek smo
upo²tevali razliko med radijskim vrhom in vrhovi v trdih in mehkih rentgenskih
ºarkih. Ko je bilo pri dolo£enem dogodku ve£ vrhov, smo upo²tevali le razliko med
najvi²jim radijskim in najvi²jim rentgenskim vrhom. Pri dveh dogodkih so se ob
rentgenskih vrhovih pokazali radijski vrhovi le v nizkih frekvencah. Te smo prav
tako upo²tevali, ker so se pojavili v impulzivni fazi kot ve£ina izbruhov, tudi £e
je njihov mehanizem najverjetneje razli£en od standardnega. Negativni predznak
£asov v tabeli nakazuje, da se je radijski vrh pojavil pred rentgenskim, pozitivni
pa, da se je zgodil za rentgenskim. Podatki so prikazani v histogramih, kjer barva
ozna£uje energijski tip rentgenskega bli²£a (C, M, X) oziroma, £e tip ni naveden.
Podatkom smo prilagodili Gaussovo in Lorentzovo krivuljo za ocenitev povpre£ne
£asovne razlike med radijskimi in rentgenskimi vrhovi. To nam je omogo£ilo, da smo
na²e podatke primerjali s statistikami, objavljenimi v razli£nih £lankih avtorjev, kot
so Teske in Thomas[46] ter Aschwanden et al.[44]. Dveh obravnavanih dogodkov
nismo vklju£ili. Oba sta bila manj²a radijska izbruha, ki sta nastopila po ºe upo²te-
vanem najve£jem radijskem izbruhu v kombinaciji z ustreznim rentgenskim vrhom.
Stolpci v histogramih imajo ²irino 2 minuti in podatki iz prilagajanja krivulje so
podani v tabeli. Povpre£je vseh £asovnih zamikov za trde rentgenske ºarke je 0,4
min ± 1,7 min za Gaussov fit in 0,4 min ± 1,5 min za Lorentzov fit. Povpre£je vseh
£asovnih zamikov za mehke rentgenske ºarke pa 1,9 min ± 2,8 min za Gaussov fit
in 1,4 min ± 2,1 min za Lorentzov fit. V £lanku Teskeja in Thomasa[46], ki ima
najbolj reprezentativno statistiko, sta avtorja ugotovila, da se trdi rentgenski ºarki
pojavijo skoraj simultano z radijskim vrhom, mehki pa v intervalu od 3 do 6 minut
kasneje. Pri tem sta upo²tevala le centimetrske radijske izbruhe, na razpolago pa sta
imela 165 dogodkov proti na²im 34. Velika ve£ina na²ih dogodkov se nahaja v inter-
valu ±10 minut od povpre£ne vrednosti, podobno kot pri Teskeju in Thomasu[46].
Dogodki leºijo tudi izven tega intervala, nekateri tudi z zelo veliko oddaljenostjo od
povpre£ja. Izkaºe se, da gre pri teh za zapletene in izstopajo£e posamezne dogodke,
ki so bili kot taki opisani ºe v prej²njem poglavju. Z opravljeno statistiko imamo
dodatno potrditev prej²njih opaºanj. Primer mo£no izstopajo£ih dogodkov se je
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pojavil tudi v £lanku Teskeja in Thomasa[46]. Rezultat analize, ki nam je dala pri-
£akovano £asovno obna²anje izbruhov, potrjuje veljavnost in uporabnost podatkov
TSRS.
Delci pri dogodkih
V tretjem poglavju opisujemo dogodke, ki so povzro£ili flukse Son£evih energetskih
delcev (SEP). Eden izmed ciljev tega dela je bil identificirati, kateri radijski izbruhi,
opazovani s TSRS, so bili predhodniki dogodkov SEP, izmerjenih v Zemljini orbiti.
Raziskovanje teh dogodkov je postalo pomembno tudi v Sloveniji zaradi trenutnega
razvijanja lastnih satelitov.
Son£evi energetski delci so protoni, elektroni in ioni, ki jih bli²£i pospe²ijo do energij
med keV in GeV ter potujejo pro£ od Sonca preko medplanetarnega magnetnega
polja. Delci z energijami ve£jimi od 500 MeV lahko prodrejo skozi Zemljino ma-
gnetosfero in povzro£ijo merljive u£inke tudi na povr²ju. Veliko raziskav je zato
usmerjenih v razvoj modela za napovedovanje takih dogodkov. V £lanku Miteve
et al.[45] je predstavljena statistika pojava razli£nih tipov radijskih izbruhov in nji-
hovih lokacij na Soncu, ki so povzro£ili dogodke SEP in izbruhe koronalne mase.
Podatki so za leta 19962016 in so porazdeljeni po intervalih valovnih dolºin.
Sledili smo delu Miteve et al.[45] in uporabili seznam dogodkov SEP, ki je objavljen
kot priloga £lanka in je bil izdelan iz podatkov treh satelitskih pregledov. Radijske
podatke so pridobili iz 12 observatorijev po svetu. Za leta 20032006 je bilo nave-
denih 77 dogodkov SEP, pri £emer so bili radijski prekurzorji v TSRS opazovani za
8 izmed njih. Radijskim vrhovom smo dodali ²e rentgenske. Na sliki 5.1 so predsta-
vljeni fluksi SEP za dogodek 28. oktobra 2003, ki je bil eden izmed najmo£nej²ih
v Son£evem ciklu in je bil povi²an fluks izmerjen tudi v najbolj energetskih proton-
skih kanalih na razpolago. Na slikah so predstavljena enominutna povpre£ja fluksov
elektronov in protonov v logaritemski skali za obdobje ²tirih dni, za£en²i z dnevom
dogodka. Na sliki 5.1 (a), ki prikazuje elektrone z najniºjo energijo, je vrh, ki so-
vpada z izbruhom, najverjetneje tisti, ki se pojavi na isti dan kot izbruh sam. Na
slikah, ki prikazujeta vi²jeenergijske elektrone, se njihov vrh pojavi kasneje kot pri
niºjih. To je neobi£ajno, ker vi²jeenergijski delci doseºejo Zemljo pred nizkoenergij-
skimi zaradi vi²je hitrosti in manj ukrivljene trajektorije. Pri tej meritvi je potrebno
upo²tevati tudi, da so podatki elektronskih fluksov iz GOES-10 in GOES-11 od 28.
do 31. oktobra zaradi kontaminacije in²trumenta nezanesljivi. Iz slik je razvidno, da
je glavni protonski vrh dvojni. Drugi vrh se z vi²anjem energije pomika k zgodnej-
²emu £asu in postaja manj²i. Prvi vrh je podoben kolenu in se manj vidno spreminja
v primerjavi z drugim. Na koncu postane tudi vi²ji od njega. Iz dvojne oblike vrha
lahko sklepamo, da sta za opazovani fluks delcev odgovorna dva dogodka, od katerih
je imel prvi po£asno nara²£anje fluksa drugi pa zelo hitro. Dogodek z dne 28. ok-
tobra 2003 je reprezentativen, ker je bil opazovan v vseh energetskih kanalih delcev
in v rentgenskem spektru. Predvsem pa je pomemben, ker ga je zabeleºil tudi TSRS.
Za vseh 8 dogodkov so v tabeli 5.3 strnjeni njihovi podatki, zadnji stolpec pa ozna-
£uje, ali radijski izbruh, opazovan s TSRS, gotovo sovpada z dogodkom SEP ali
ne. Ta podatek smo pridobili iz dokumentov PDF, ki vsebujejo tedenska poro£ila
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GOES-ovih meritev. Za dogodke, ki smo jih kategorizirali kot gotove, je v poro£ilu
napisano, da je pove£an fluks delcev povzro£il dolo£en bli²£. e smo ta bli²£ identi-
ficirali z ustreznim radijskim izbruhom, je dogodek gotov. Za negotov dogodek smo
proglasili tiste, kjer je bil viden radijski izbruh, rentgenski bli²£ in opaºeno pove£an
fluks delcev, v poro£ilu pa ni bilo zapisano, kateri bli²£ je to povzro£il. To velja
za dogodke, ki so imeli manj kot 10 protonov na minuto pri energijah vi²jih od 10
MeV, ali za flukse delcev v obdobjih, ko se je zgodilo ve£ bli²£ev zaporedoma in se
ne da z gotovostjo trditi, kateri je povzro£il povi²anje fluksa oziroma v kolik²ni meri
je opazovani dogodek vplival na izmerjene flukse.
Tipi radijskih izbruhov
V £lanku Miteve et al.[45] smo se osredoto£ili na statistiko, kjer je za tipe izbru-
hov II, III in IV navedeno ²tevilo dogodkov SEP v odvisnosti od valovne dolºine
radijskega izbruha. Te segajo od decimetrskih do kilometrskih valovnih dolºin, kar
ustreza frekvencam od 3 GHz do 0,01 MHz. Pri tem delu smo izdelali podobno stati-
stiko za na²e podatke, ki segajo od 2695 MHz do 237 MHz. Za vsako frekvenco smo
uporabili en stolpec. Za vsak dogodek SEP, ki je ozna£en kot gotov, smo upo²tevali
frekvenco z najvi²jo gostoto radijskega fluksa. Nato smo pre²teli, koliko radijskih
izbruhov dolo£enega tipa se zgodi pri vseh SEP dogodkih z maksimumom v tej fre-
kvenci, kar prikazuje slika 5.2 (a). Pri na²i analizi je bila to najbolj²a analogija
statistiki iz navedenega £lanka. Enako smo opravili za negotove dogodke in ti so
prikazani na sliki 5.2 (b).
V primerjavi z rezultati Miteve et al.[45] pove£anje ²tevila dogodkov z vi²anjem
frekvence v na²i analizi nasprotuje ugotovitvam iz tega £lanka, ki pa nekoliko bolje
sovpada, ko upo²tevamo, koliko dogodkov je negotovih. Pri tem ne moremo primer-
jati izbruhov tipa V, ker jih v £lanku ni.
Na²a analiza je grob pribliºek dela, ki ga opisujejo Miteva et al.[45]. Na² namen
je bil poskus izdelave tipa statistike iz podatkov TSRS, kot je bila predstavljena v
njihovem £lanku. Na²e prednosti so bolj detajlna delitev frekven£nega intervala in
upo²tevanje izbruha tipa V. Pomanjkljivosti pa sta manj²i interval pokritih frekvenc
in premajhno ²tevilo identificiranih dogodkov SEP za dobro statistiko.
Iz slik 5.3 in 5.4 smo sku²ali ugotoviti, ali obstaja neka splo²na oblika porazdelitve
gostote radijskega fluksa pri izbruhih, ki generirajo dogodke SEP. Edina zna£ilnost,
ki je prisotna pri vseh razen dveh, je minimum gostote fluksa pri srednjih frekven-
cah. Poleg tega je opazno pove£anje fluksa pri visokih frekvencah in izmenjava med
pojavom minimuma ali maksimuma pri nizkih frekvencah.
Tipi rentgenskih bli²£ev
V na²em delu smo statistiki, analogni tisti iz £lanka Miteve et al.[45], dodali ²e po-
dobno statistiko za rentgenske bli²£e. Vse dogodke SEP so povzro£ili bli²£i tipa M
ali X, zato smo pre²teli, koliko radijskih izbruhov razli£nega tipa so povzro£ili bli²£i
tipa M in tipa X pri gotovih dogodkih, kar je prikazano na sliki 5.5. Analogno kot
prej smo upo²tevali tudi negotove dogodke, kar prikazuje slika 5.6.
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Iz grafa lahko sklepamo, da se najpogosteje pojavljajo izbruhi tipa III in IV ter
da pri dogodkih SEP prevladujejo bli²£i tipa X skupaj s pove£anim ²tevilom izbru-
hov tipa IV. Pri izbruhih tipa V ni bilo bli²£ev tipa X.
Enako kot v prej²njem podpoglavju je opazovanih izbruhov premalo za solidno sta-
tistiko. To je bil poskus raziskave dodatnega tipa statistike, ki ga lahko izdelamo iz
podatkov o dogodkih SEP.
as prihoda SEP
Za konec analize dogodkov SEP smo dolo£ili ²e £asovno razliko med radijskim vr-
hom in vrhom fluksov delcev za dva primera. Prvi je bil razlika do vrha najve£jega
fluksa delcev, drugi pa razlika do vrha fluksa delcev z najvi²jo izmerjeno energijo.
Z e(f) in p(f) smo ozna£ili, kateri elektronski in protonski kanal ima najvi²ji fluks
delcev. Z ∆te(f) in ∆tp(f) pa njihovo razliko £asov od radijskega izbruha do prihoda
na Zemljo. V primeru prihoda delcev z najvi²jo energijo smo ustrezne elektronske
in protonske kanale ozna£ili z e(E) in p(E), njihove £asovne razlike pa z ∆te(E) in
∆tp(E).
Za ²tiri dogodke so £asi prihodov elektronov v obeh primerih enaki, ker je uporabne
podatke vseboval le en kanal. Za en dogodek pa je bil uporaben le en protonski
kanal. Za ve£ino dogodkov je £as prihoda maksimalnega fluksa elektronov vedno
manj²i od £asa prihoda protonov. asi prihoda elektronov se gibljejo med 5 urami
in 46 minut ter 58 urami in 45 minut. asi prihoda protonov pa med 9 urami in 7
minut ter 66 urami in 9 minut. V primeru prihoda delcev z najvi²jo energijo je £as
prihoda elektronov manj²i od £asa prihoda protonov za ve£ino primerov. Elektron-
ski £asi se gibljejo od 5 ur in 46 minut do 55 ur in 12 minut, protonski pa od 4 ur
in 47 minut do 55 ur in 19 minut. Potrebno je upo²tevati, da 4 dogodki niso gotovi,
kar mo£no vpliva na oceno £asa prihoda.
Po navdihu iz £lanka Miteve et al.[45] smo sku²ali najti v podatkih TSRS £im ve£
radijskih izbruhov, ki bi lahko bili prekurzorji dogodkov SEP iz seznama. Velike ve-
£ine ni bilo mogo£e identificirati, za nekatere dogodke pa nam je to vendarle uspelo.
Predvsem je pomembno, da nam je to uspelo za oba najmo£nej²a dogodka v obrav-
navanih Son£evih ciklih: 28. oktobra 2003 in 5. decembra 2006.
Moºni prekurzorski dogodki
Analiza podatkov iz TSRS je pokazala postopno pove£evanje gostote radijskega
fluksa ali pove£anje koli£ine radijskega ²uma pri 237 MHz en dan pred najve£jim
opazovanim dogodkom, kot prikazuje slika 6.1. Vedno prisotne fluktuacije pri 610
MHz nismo upo²tevali. Zaradi tega obna²anja se je pojavilo vpra²anje, ali gre za
moºen prekurzorski dogodek pred velikimi izbruhi, ki se pojavi mnogo £asa pred
dogodkom samim. V ta namen smo pre²teli, kolikokrat se pove£ana aktivnost po-
javi pri 237 MHz en dan pred vsemi obravnavanimi dogodki iz TSRS in pri tem ni
aktivnosti v ostalih frekvencah ali je ta zelo nizka. Temu pogoju je zadostovalo 8
dogodkov.
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Poleg opazovanja pri 237 MHz smo pre²teli ²e ²tevilo in tipe radijskih izbruhov
in rentgenskih bli²£ev, ki so se zgodili na dan dogodka, eden in dva dni pred dogod-
kom, kar prikazujeta sliki 6.2 in 6.3. Barve prikazujejo razli£ne dneve. Vidimo, da je
pri dogodkih in pred njimi velika ve£ina radijskih izbruhov tipa III. Sledi tip CTM,
za njim pa tip V, ki se dokaj enakomerno pojavljata skozi vse tri dneve. Tipa II
in IV se zgodita z mnogo ve£jo pogostostjo na sam dan dogodka kot v dnevih prej,
njuna pojavnost pa je vsaj dvakrat ve£ja od tipa V na dan dogodka. Iz statistike
rentgenskih bli²£ev pa vidimo, da se z bliºanjem dnevu dogodka postopno pove£uje
pojavljanje rentgenskih izbruhov bolj energetskega tipa.
Zaklju£ki
Pri tej nalogi smo opravili primerjalno analizo med tremi tipi podatkov: radioastro-
nomskimi, rentgenskimi in meritvami fluksov energijskih delcev. Radioastronomske
podatke smo pridobili na trºa²kem observatoriju TSRS za ²est frekvenc: 237 MHz,
327 MHz, 408 MHz, 610 MHz, 1420 MHz in 2695 MHz. Podatke v rentgenskem
spektru in o fluksih Son£evih energetskih delcev (SEP) pa iz satelitov GOES. Na
podlagi £lanka Miteve et al.[45] smo hoteli dolo£iti, koliko dogodkov iz seznama v
£lanku je bilo vidnih na TSRS. V celoti je bilo identificiranih 31 radijskih dogodkov,
ki so sovpadali z 22 dogodki SEP s seznama v £lanku Miteve et al.[45]. V 6 primerih
je bil v istem dnevu opaºen ve£ kot en radijski dogodek. Za vsak dogodek smo zbrali
£as pojava vrha in doseºeno vrednost za gostoto radijskega in rentgenskega fluksa,
kjer je bilo mogo£e, pa tudi fluksa delcev. Za pomo£ pri zbiranju podatkov smo
izdelali tudi ra£unalni²ko programsko kodo.
Analizirali smo kombinacijo radijskih in rentgenskih opazovanj z upo²tevanjem stan-
dardnega modela izbruhov. Opazili smo, da so se vrhovi v radijskem pojavili najprej
v visokih nato v nizkih frekvencah ali hkrati v vseh frekvencah. Rentgenski vrhovi
so se pojavili po radijskih vrhovih, v nekaj primerih tudi hkrati z njimi. Tak rezultat
je bil pri£akovan, vendar smo opazili tudi znatno ²tevilo izjem: radijski izbruhi, ki
doseºejo vrh najprej v visokih frekvencah, in rentgenski bli²£i, ki doseºejo vrh pred
radijskim izbruhom. V enem primeru se je rentgenski vrh pojavil z veliko zamudo
glede na radijskega. V nekaterih primerih je radijski izbruh dosegel vrh najprej v
najvi²ji in najniºji frekvenci hkrati pred vsemi ostalimi. Dogajali so se tudi radijski
izbruhi brez rentgenskih bli²£ev. Nekateri dogodki so kazali skupine manj²ih rent-
genskih vrhov, ki so imeli ustrezne radijske vrhove le pri nizkih frekvencah. Opaºene
izjeme kaºejo na potrebo po podrobnej²ih raziskavah, ki bodo pripomogle k izdelavi
bolj²ega modela Son£evih bli²£ev. Na koncu smo opisali ²e primere, ki so vsebovali
prekurzorske znake.
Za vsako radijsko frekvenco smo izdelali tudi histograma za razlike med radijskimi
vrhovi ter vrhovi trdih in mehkih rentgenskih ºarkov. Tipe rentgenskega bli²£a
predstavljajo razli£ne barve. Histogramom smo prilagodili Gaussovo in Lorentzovo
krivuljo. Iz lokacije vrhov smo dobili povpre£no vrednost zamude mehkih rentgen-
skih ºarkov, ki zna²a 1,9 min ± 2,8 min za Gaussov fit in 1,4 min ± 2,1 min za
Lorentzov fit. Povpre£na zamuda trdih rentgenskih ºarkov pa je 0,4 min ± 1,7 min
za Gaussov fit in 0,4 min ± 1,5 min za Lorentzov fit. Dobili smo primerljive rezul-
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tate s statistikami drugih raziskovalnih skupin. Upo²tevati pa moramo, da so na²e
meritve le do 1 minute natan£ne. Histogrami kaºejo tudi stolpce, ki so zelo oddaljeni
od povpre£ne vrednosti in nakazujejo na posebne dogodke.
Tretje poglavje opisuje dogodke SEP od leta 2003 do leta 2006, za katere smo ugo-
tovili, da je bil radijski izbruh, ki jih je povzro£il, opazovan s TSRS. V celoti je
bilo takih dogodkov 8, od katerih so 4 gotovi, 4 pa negotovi. Med temi sta tudi
najmo£nej²a dogodka v ciklih 23 in 24, kar nam omogo£a bolj poglobljen vpogled v
dogodke tudi z vidika visokoenergijskih delcev. Za opazovane dogodke SEP smo iz-
delali statistiko, ki zajema tipe radijskih izbruhov in rentgenskih bli²£ev ter radijske
frekvence z najve£jo gostoto fluksa. To je pokazalo tendenco, da ²tevilo dogodkov
nara²£a s frekvenco, kar je v nasprotju s £lankom Miteve et al.[45]. Izrisali smo po-
razdelitev gostote radijskega fluksa za vse dogodke. Za ve£ino primerov smo opazili
minimum v osrednjih in maksimum v visokih frekvencah. Dodali smo ²e statistiko
tipov rentgenskih bli²£ev za tipe radijskih izbruhov, kar je pokazalo preferenco ra-
dijskih izbruhov tipa III in IV ter bli²£ev tipa X kot predhodnikov dogodkov SEP.
Na koncu smo analizirali ²e £as prihoda najve£je gostote fluksa delcev in delcev z
najvi²jo energijo. V prvem primeru elektroni prehitijo protone v drugem pa obratno.
V na²ih podatkih imajo najmanj²i £as prihoda visokoenergijski protoni s 4 urami
in 47 minutami, medtem ko potrebujejo visokenergijski elektroni 5 ur in 46 minut.
Statistika je bila opravljena za zelo majhno ²tevilo dogodkov in potrebna je analiza
ve£jega ²tevila, da bo ocena reprezentativna.
V zadnjem delu smo namenili pozornost moºnemu prekurzorskemu dogodku, kjer se
en dan pred glavnim izbruhom pojavi povi²anje gostote radijskega fluksa oziroma
radijskega ²uma pri 237 MHz. Ta pojav je bil opaºen pri 8 analiziranih dogodkih in
enem, ki ga TSRS ni opazoval. Dodatno smo analizirali ²e ²tevilo radijskih izbruhov
in rentgenskih bli²£ev na dan glavnega dogodka ter dva dni pred njim. Pokazal se je
znaten maksimum v radijskih izbruhih tipa III in pove£anje ²tevila vi²jeenergetskih
tipov rentgenskih bli²£ev z bliºanjem dnevu glavnega dogodka.
Delo v prihodnosti
Trenutno je v teku projekt postavitve poskusnega radijskega teleskopa, ki ga vo-
diva avtor te naloge in mag. Rok Vogrin£i£ s Fakultete za matematiko in fiziko
Univerze v Ljubljani. Cilj je postavitev 2,4-metrske parabole na obmo£ju ob£ine
Miren-Kostanjevica, ki bo opazoval v frekvencah od 1600 MHz do 1700 MHz. Na-
menjen bo opazovanju signala OH molekule v vesolju in Son£eve aktivnosti v pasu
med omenjenima operativnima frekvencama. Cilj tega teleskopa ni konkuren£nost
drugim radijskim teleskopom in vesoljskim sondam, ki so danes v uporabi, saj je
mnogo manj²i in manj zmogljiv za raziskovalne projekte. Cilj projekta je, da se
njegovi izvajalci seznanijo z uporabo pridobljenih teoreti£nih znanj pri gradnji me-
rilne naprave in z moºnostmi in omejitvami, ki jih ta ima. Poleg eksperimentalne
namembnosti bo radijski teleskop tudi u£ni pripomo£ek za ²tudente astronomije, ki
bodo tako imeli dodatno moºnost usposabljanja za astronomska opazovanja poleg
ºe obstoje£ega opti£nega observatorija na Golovcu.
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